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Hearings Before Committee on Bailroads, Telegraphs and Expresses.
The Committee on Railroads, Telegraphs and
Expresses will give a public heariug in their Committee Room, Jan. 26, at 2.30 o’clock, on the following matters:
An act additional to the charter ol Portland and
Rochester K. R. Co.
On an act to incorporate the Waterville and
Fairfield R. R. Co.
On petition of 8. L. Larrabee and other* for a
charter for a railroad from Scarboro Beach station to Prout’s Neck.
On petition of John D. Spiller and others, to inthe Sebago Lake and Mechanic Fails R.
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corporate
On Feb. 2nd will be

heard, at same turn* and
all parties Interested in petition of V. R.
place,
Tuttle and others for a charter for a railroad to
be known as the Waldo and Somerset R. R.
On petition of J.W. Bolton and others, for Incorporation of Northern Maine R. R. Co.
On-Feb. 9th, at same time and place, on an act
making vqlld the organization of Munson R. R.
Co., and authorizing extension of same.
On an order to Inquire Into the expediency of
amending the law in regard to telegraps, so as to
secure a more
prompt delivery of despatches anil
transmission of despatches between connecting
lines, so as to provide more efficient service.
jan21dtdsn_JAS. F. HAWKKB, Bee.

NOTICE.
The Committee

Military Affairs will give

on

a

public hearing to tlio Petitions In Aid of the Gettysburg Memorial Association, in Representatives llall. State House, on THURSDAY, Jan.
27 til., at 2.30 p. in.

ALLEN,)
H. H. SHAW, ( ^airmen.
GUSTAVU8 MOORE, Seoretary.
jan22sndtd
S. H.

Notice.

I

House of Refkbskntativf.s, 1
Augusta, Jan. 6,1887.
•>)
Okdkued, That the time for the reception of petitions and bills lor private and special legislation
be limited to Monday, Jan. 31,1887, and that all
such petitions and bills presented after that date
be referred to the next legislature; and that the
Clerk of the House cause this order to be published
In the Dally Kennebec Journal. Bangor Daily
Whig and Courier, Portland Daily Press, Eastern
Argus, Lewiston Daily Journal, Bangor Commercial, Batli Dally Times, Aroostook Republican.
Amended by adding Rockland Opinion, Ellsworth American, Piscataquis Observer and Machias Republican.
This order came from tlia Senate, read and
passedAud was read and passed in concurrence.
Nicholas Fessenden, Clerk.
A true copy. Attest;
Nicholas Fessenden, Clerk.
snt ill jan.'il
jan2(i_

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
TP 0 who it may concern:—The legislative ContL mlttee on State Prison will be in session iu
the State House on the afternoon of Tuesday,
Feb. 1 st, an
will then and there hear all wlio
may wish to complain of the manner hi which the
State employs its convict labor.
Per order oi the Committee,
PERHAM 8. HEAI.D, Se c’y.
jan26sutd

Physician

592 CONGRESS SL, PORTLAND, ME.
Dr. Reed treat! all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable
by tlie Hllnpatlnc and bomceopatblc physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-filths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full nani9 and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and 12.00. Examination at the
office (1, and consultation free.
Office Hours—» a. m. .• ft. p. m. aplOsntf
WEATHER.

Washington, Jan. 26.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, are fair weather, followed bylsnow and colder, with a cold wave.
WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Me.. Jail. 26, 1867.
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address, after which the reports of the department officers were submitted.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin Is in attendance.
The election of

8\V
8

department

officers will he
session tomorrow. 1 he
opinion seems to be quite general among the
delegates tonight that the contest for department commander will be betweeu D. H. Holman of Lewiston, and Dick Gatley of Port;
land, with the chances favorable for the

held at the forenoon

election of Gatley.
The annual convention of the Womans’
National Relief Corps Department of Maine
convened at Pythian Hall this afternoon.
Delegates from all the national corps
in the State were

present.

This

evening

a

business meeting was held.
Among the arrivals are S. W. Lane of Augusta, Department Commander; John F.
Lamb of Livermore Falls, Senior Vice Commander ; J. S. Cleveland of Camden, Junior
Vice Commauder; Win. S. Howse of Lewist.nn

\fprfir>al TTirPf*f.nr

A

f

TInnilin nf linn-

The Portland delegation aro “talking up’’
and making quite a canvass for Eiehard Gatley of that city, for Department Commander.
It is said that Mr. Gatley will not present at

the encampment owing to illness in his family. The admirers of D. Horace Holman of
Lewiston, are using their best efforts to secure the election of that gentleman.
Gen.
Beal of Norway, it is said, favors the election of Gatley. Before the beginning of tomorrow's session it is expected that all entitled to a seat in the encampment will be
present.
The following is an abstract of the different reports:
The Adjutant General reports that in 1880
there were 140 posts, and six new posts were
On December 31,
formed during the year.
1880, there were 9030 comrades in good standing, and $4258.29 was spent for relief during
the year.
The Quartermaster General reports:
Kecelpts.*8,332.28
Expenditures. 0,247.50
Balance

on

hand.*2,074.78

KNICHTS OF LABOR.

(Jan. 25, 1887,10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

Place of

tomorrow morning, and will be the
guest of Gen. Hyde.
The Encampment convened at Columbian
Hall this evening. About 400 delegates, representing every Post in the State, were present. They were called to order by Department Commander Lane, who delivered an

here

8

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Xliermo’ter

At noon 150 had arrived. Comer places.
mander Lane and nearly all of the staff officers have arrived, and are quartered at the
Sagadahoc House. The council of administration met at the Sagadahoc House at 9.30
o’clock tills forenoon.
Commander-in-Chief Fairchild will arrive

SW

Weather. Clear Icioudy Cloudy
Mean daily bar...29.841 iMaxlmum tiler....35.0
Mean daily tiler. .29.1
Minimum ther.... 20.2
Mean daily d’wpt 20.2
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Mean dally hum...69.7
iTotal preclp.0

]

Bath, Jan. 25.—The delegates to the G. A.
K. Encampment, which convened at Columbian Hall this evening, come into the city by
every train, from Portland, Bangor and oth-

Augusta.

MEDICAI, BOOM*

THE

The Annual Encampment in Session
at Bath.

gor, H. E. Sargent of Portland, Deputy Sheriff of Cumberland County; J. W. Bangs of

DR. E. B. REED.
Clairvoyant and Botanic

I

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

EToTICE is lierehy given that a bearing will be
is hail before the Judiciary Committee, TUESDAY, Jam 26, at 2.80 p. m., upon the question of
“Abolishing Imprisonment for debt.”
at

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING, JANUARY 2G,

23, 1862--VOL. 24.
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The

Proceedings at the Convention

Yesterday.
Augusta, Jan. 25.—The State convention
of Knights of Labor assembled in K. of L.
Hall, at 1 o’clock today. About 100 delegates
A committee on credenwere in attendance.
tials was chosen, and a committee of five to
go before the legislative committee in favor
At the opening of the
of the ten-hour law.
afternoon session, 04 new delegates were Initiated. The committee to attend the hearing
of the judiciary committee at the State
House on the trustee process and imprisonment for debt, consist of C. E. Holliday of
Saccarappa, I). W, Bussell of Portland, P.
J. Carver of Auburn, J. Thurman Douglass
of Bar Harbor, and I. M. Frye of Springvale.

The committee on credentials reported 107
delegates in attendance.
The following resolves were then given a
•
passage:
Kesolved. That hereafter no delegate be admitted to the sessions of this, order who is perccptiblv
under the influence of intoxicating liquors, and
when any such shall present himself for admission his case shall be referred to the local court of
this assembly for its action thereon.
Kesolved, That it is the sense of this order that
the use of intoxicating liquors lie discouraged by the members of this order, and that dram
shops be boycotted.

The financial and recording secretaries and
the chairman of the executive board made
their reports.
The total number of assemblies in the State is 12T; membership, 24,900.
The order is about holding its own.
In the
latter part of the afternoon, several more
delegates were initiated.
Adjourned to meet at 8 o’clock tomorrow,
when the election of officers occur. Then
three sessions will be held. No session this
new

evening.

Iron Company to put a tramway into the
"'oherty quarry lor the transportation of
'lt from tlle (luarry floor to the top
bu..
"•'et high. The tramway consists
of two
*<|^v'es 1200 feet long, each of
which runs' •> to which is attached
a car which can n.
.-ered into the quarry.
The carriage and car are operated by a

**<!&

SENATE.
Washington. Jan. 25.
Mr. Frye presented the credentials of Senator-elect Hale.
The woman’s suffrage resolution was debated.
After an interesting discussion it
was rejected—yeas, 16; nays, 34.
HOUSE.

The

considered the mithe Rhode Island contested
election case. The majority resolution was
agreed to—yeas, 130; nays, 33.

nority

House'yesterday
vote

on

Sullivan

vs.

Cardiff.

Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 25.—Just be-

fore Sullivan left for the East last night, articles were signed which specify John L.
Sullivan and l’atsy Cardiff shall box six
rounds according to the revised Queenslmry
rules, the winner to take seventy-five per
cent, of the net receipts, and that Cardiff
shall not appear in any glove contest before
the meeting, and that the day and place of
to be
meeting shall be left to I’. F.
named before June 1st. Sullivan said last
night to a reporter: “My arm bothers me
considerable, but 1 have today succeeded in
getting my coat on for the first time, i think
my arm will be well enough so I can use it to
soar by the first of March, but i shall not be
able to meet Cardiff if be comes to time before May. I’m not going to tackle him or
any of these big fellows until I am sure of
its being entirely well.” Being asked bis
opinion of Cardiff, Sullivan replied: “I
don’t think as a fighter he amounts to a continental. Do you suppose if 1 had been in
his place and saw a man’s arm hanging by
bis side that I wouldn’t have made a pause
and found out what was the matter with it V
He ran about the ring like a big coward. His
blowing about drawing blood on my mouth
is a lie, and he knows it. Then he is no
gentleman. That night in the ring he insulted me by calling me vile names. If I
ever meet him again I’ll recall those insults
to Ins mind before I get through with him.
Mark my words.”

Sbeedy

Fifty Dollars Heals His Wounds.
DovF.ll, N. II., Jan. 25.—Lewis Bean of
Newmarket, who stabbed Janies Langley of
Durham, at Newmarket. Sunday, and was
committed to jail yesterday, to await trial by
the Supreme Court, was discharged last eve-

ning,

an

agreement having

been

him to pay Langley $50 damages.
wounds are

slight,

Tiie freshet in the Mohawk

York, caused much damage.

made

for

Langley's

Vullcy, New

oning Tragedy Missing.
Biddefokd, Jan. 25.—It is understood
that David Ilayes, who purchased arnica
and alcohol at the Boss drug store, Kennebunk, Saturday, and treated his friends,
thereby causing one death, has disappeared.
The coroner’s jury was in session, Monday,
but Ilayes could not be found. Papers were
issued Tuesday, for his arrest, and a BiddeThe
ford officer was sent in search of him.
inquest will be continued in Biddeford. Friday, and all the other witnesses will be examined and the jury will not be fully disThe public
charged until Hayes is found.
feeling is strong against him.
MAINE.
A Vessel

Probably Wrecked.I

(Special to the Press.)

Clyde, Jan. 25.—Lights

and torches
were seen by Capt. Leauder Marshall of this
place at or near the islands called the BrothFrom the
ers on the nights of the 23d.
movements of the lights evidently some vessel was in distress. On the morning of the
24th wreckers went from this place to the
islands and found a vessel’s billet head and
The wreckers now thinks
a piece of plank.
Pobt

that

some

vessel

unknown has gone to

pieces and possibly the crew is lost. A thorough search could not be made on account
of wind, sea and fog.
Drowning Accident at Vanceboro.
Bangok, Jan. 25.—A man named Thomas
Noble of Calais was drowned at Vanceboro
today. He was crossing the bridge and lost
his footing and fell into the river. He was
alive when taken out but died in a short
time.
Man Badly Hurt at Westport.
Jan. 25.—Mate Howard A. Kinson
of the schooner Howard Williams, loading
ice at Westport, was severely injured Tues-

Bath,

day forenoon, by the foreboom falling and
striking him on the back and leg. He was
brought to Batli in a team and sent to the
Marine Hospital at Portland.
A New Enterprise.
Rockland, Jan. 25.—The Cobb Dime
Company has contracted with the Trenton

Which

Will

Cause Canada to Take a Sec-

Bill

Amend

to

the IConduct

of

Elections.

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 25.
The following were introduced In the Sen-

ate today:
A bill relating to the Loan and Building Association.
Petition for the benefit of Hampden Academy.
Three petitions in favor of the Penobscot In-

Proposed In Relation
Ito the Portland Municipal Court.

Amendments

Another Bill to Tax Dogs Over Six
Months

dians.

Petition for a chapter for a direct line of railroad
from East Madison to Aroostook county.
Petition for an amendment to the charter of the
Somerset railroad.
Petition for $500 to build a batching house at
Nieatous lake for salmon eggs.

A

The following
House:

An Interesting

were

introduced in the

Thirteen remonstrances against changing the
lobster law. by Mr. Fogg of Portland.
A bill to provide for more public Information
concerning criminals.
A bill to extend the franchise of the Desha Lumber aud Planting corporation.
A bill relating to the protest of bills and notes.
A bill creating the Fort Fairfield vtllage corporation.
A bill to provide for the descent of Intestate estates.
Petition for the change of the construction and
right to extend the Penobscot Central railroad.
Remonstrance against the legislature regulating the practice (it medicine.
A bill to create the Pleasant River Improvement
company.
A bill relating to the collection of highway taxes
assessed on lauds in unincorated places.
A bill raising the license to hawkers aud ped
dlers to $60.
Remonstrance against the repeal or modifying
ot laws concerning arrest for debt, or trustee process.

Remonstrance

against the

abolition of the law

providing for Imprisonment for debt and the

trus-

tee process.
A bill relating to the Cornish village corporation.
A bill limiting the Jurisdiction of the municipal
court of Portland.
A bill relating to the partitions of water rights
and mill privileges owned by tenants in common.
A bill authorizing Portland to use a lot of laud
for a sailors’ monument.
A bill relating to false statements made to ofllbers In charge of lists of voters.
A bill relating to establishing the nar value of
the stock of Little Androscoggin Water Power

company at $100.
Petition .by municipal officers of Belfast for
equitable apportionment of money paid by the
State to eitfes and towns in which railroad stock
is held.
A bill to incorporate the Castiue and Bangor
railroad.
A bill for the relief of the town of Cray.
Petition In favor of the Maine Central Institute.
Petition from Eastport for pre-emption ot the
State tax.
Petition for a Pomona Orange in Cumberland

county.

A bill to Incorporate the Marriage Benefit Association.

THE CROCKETT TRIAL.
The Prisoner Found Cuilty of Murder
In the First Degree.

Belfast, Jan. 25.—Tn the Crockett murine arguments of the counsel
occupied the forenoon. Attorney General
Baker finished after adjournment at noon.
The charge of Judge Virgin occupied an
hour and a half. The case reached the jury
der trial today,

at 5 o’clock.

At 8.30 o’clock a verdict was
returned of guilty of murder in the first dedegree.
Mrs. Joseph S. Witherly, aged about 05
years, a spectator at the trial, died suddenly
It is supposed from heart disease, on the way
home from the court house this noon.

SENATORIAL CONTEST.
A

Fight

Close

in

Texas.

Austin, Jan. 25.—At the Senatorial

cau-

last night, it was ascertained that with
every vote that had been promised to different candidates accounted for, there were
about thirty voters who have not indicated
their choice to anyone. This would leave the
total vote of the joint convention, which is
105, to he divided so far as can he ascertained
from the chief leaders in the Senatorial canvas, as follows: Maxey 35, Ireland 27, Reagan 22 and Terrill 22. Of the unknown 30
Maxey claims about 10 and each of the other
candidates about that number, if not more.
cuses

Senator Camden of West Virginia
Lacks Six Votes.

Chablestown, W. Va., Jan. 25.—United
States Senator Camden lacked six seats in
ballots today of re-election. A joint ballot
will he taken tomorrow. A fight is expected.
The total vote of both branches of the
Legislature gives Maxey 49, Reagan 34, Ireland 27, Terrill 20, Gildings 1. Necessary to
a choice 09 votes.
The first joint ballot of
the Houses will be taken tomorrow'.
The Contest In New Jersey.
Tkenton, Jan. 25.—The Democratic main the lower branch of the Legislature
jority
forced a ballot on United States Senator this
afternoon. The vote for ballot stood 30 to
20, Throckmorton, Dem., being absent, and
Sgeaker Baird not voting. The two labor
mith the Republicans.
Thirty votes were
then cast for cx-Gov. ^Abbott while the Reand
labor
men
refused to vote.
publicans
The Assembly ^adjourned till 11.30 a. m. tomorww. With nine Senators the Democrats
would have 39 votes, or two short of the
number necessary to elect. They hope,however, to have both Tlirockmortontand Baird
with them on the final vote. The Republicans express no anxiety. The Senate has
adjourned to Friday. The Republicans say
the action of the Democrats is illegal, and
will not stand. They will persist in refusing
to vote. The Democratic senators-elect were
sworn into oftico by Senator Livingtou, in
the attorney general’s office early this afternoon.

The Result in Wisconsin.

Madison, Wis..

Jan. 25.—Both houses voted for United States Senator today. In the
Philletus
Senate,
Sawyer, rep., received 20
votes; John Winans, dem., 5; John CochIn the Assembly, the vote
rane, labor, 1.
stood: Sawyer, 50, Winans, 31; Cochrane, 9.
A Democrat Elected.
Nakhvidi.e, Tenn., Jan. 25—Ex-Gov. Win
B. Bate, the nominee of the Democratic caucus, was today etected United States Senator
i... <i„. T
<‘n
'in...
vote was: Bate, 81; Arch. McHuglies
45; James 1). Porter, 1; S. Collier, 16.

(Rep.),

FISHERMEN JUBILANT.

Rejoicing

Much

Gi.oucjniTER

XLIXtli CONCM-SECOXD SESSION.

Resolutions

Ringing

A

in

Gloucester Over

the Action of the Senate.

Pois-

of

Representatives.

ond Thought.

SIXTY-THIRD LEGISLATURE.

CAN’T BE FOUND.
Kennebunk

A Fishermen s Day in the House

hoisting engine.

_

The Author of the

MAINE'S SOLONS.

Jan. 25.—Never before

were

there sucncrowds ofjrepresentative fishermen
gathered together here as this morning at the

Merchants’Exchange.

morning papers arrived every
one was eager to grasp them to get the news
of the retaliatory measures passed by the
United States Senate yesterday, which word
was telegraphed here at a late hour last night.
As soon as the news spread it appeared as
if every fisherman and vessel owner in the
city had congregated in ttie vicinity of the
custom house and post office, some hallooing
and cheering at the top of their voices. Thu
crowd that congregated made it almost impossible to pass. On all sides it was said:
When

the

'‘The bill is what we have been long looking
for, and are proud our government has awak-

ened to the emergency and will bring the
Canadians to their senses by passing retaliatory measures.”
The general opinion expressed was that we
do not want to be on unfriendly terms with
Canada, but our fisherman want commercial
rights and treaty privileges accorded.
TERRIBLE RAVACES OF CHOLERA.
A Sad State of Affairs In the Argentine

Three New Comets In Five Days.
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 25—Director
Swift, of the Warner Observatory, yesterday, received a telegram from Prof. E. E.
Barnard, director of Vanderbilt University
Observatory at Nashville, Tenn., announcing the discovery of another comet by him
At 6 o’clock a. m., its position
in Cygnus.
was right ascension l'Jli. 7m. 48s; declination
north, 25.24. It is moving verv slowly to the
east. This entitles Prof. Barnard to another
Warner prize. Three comets have been disThe southern
covered within five days.
comet is going to be very bright.
Phelps,#. Y., Jan. 25.—The position of
the new Brooks comet tonight will be nearly
two degrees above the star Kappa, in the
constellation Draco. At 10 o’clock it will be
15“ directly below the North Star. Prof.
Brooks says the comet may be seen with a
a moderate sized telescope, and is moving
a

northeasterly direction.

The organization of the New Jersey Senagain been postponed to Friday

ate lias
noon.

Aroostook
Who Wants Relief.
the

War

Hearing on Laws for
Imprisonment for Debt.

A

Lively

Tilt

Knights
Lawyers,

Between

Labor and

of

Wordy Battle Ends Without
Any One Being Injured.

But the

A Spirited Hearing Before the Comtmittee on Interior Waters.

(Special to the Pkess.)

Augtsta, Jan. 25.
This has been fisherman’s day in the House
of Representatives, and the members from
the coast sucoeeding in getting passed an or-

der and a resolution which will cause Canada to give a cross-eyed look over the borders
of Aroostook and
Washington counties.
Representative Condon of Friendship, presented the resolutions, and in a brief and
pointed speech persuaded the House to suspend the rules and pass them unanimously

by a rising vote. Not a member offered a
single objection. These are the resolutions:
Whereas, For nearly

a year American flsherin Canadian waters have been and are subjected to unjust and In some instances inhuman
treatment at the hands of the odieials of the Dominion government, by which tlio comity of rations has lieen denied to vessels hearing the
crinen

American flag, and
Whereas, The Dominion government has recemly enacted hostile legislation, lias interpreted
existing treaties to deny to our fishermen the light
to purchase supplies in Canadian ports, and has
done other hostile acts unbecoming'a friendly nation, and

Whereas, The just rights and protection of our
fishermen are of the greatest importance to the
peonle of Maine, therefore
Kesolved, That if the Canadian government
sliall continue to refuse redress, and sliall conlinue such hostile measures, the Legislature of
Maine, now iu session, favors the retaliatory legislation proposed in Congress, by the government
of tlio United States to the
extent, if need be, of
denying to the Canadian vessels iu American
ports, (he| right to purchase supplies, and the
further exclusion of all Canadian produts by laud
or sea from being
imported into, or passing
through the United States, unttl such offensive
legislation, and interpretation of existing treaties
and violation of national comity sliall have been
withdrawn and discontinued.
Kesolved, That a copy of this preamble and resolutions be forwarded to our Senators and Kenresentatives in Congress, and by them to be laid before their respective bodies.
Besides these resolutions the House passed
an order directing that the committee on
Federal relations be instructed to inquire
what action it is advisable to take in the Legislature in regard to the aggressive acts of
the Dominion government towards our fishing interests, and to consider the suggestions
contained in the Governor’s address to the
Legislature on the subject: and report by resolve or otherwise as scon as convenient.
at Freeport.

Fishing
Air. Mallett of Freeport presented today a
bill to provide that in that part of the Harrasoeket river, in the town of Freeport, where

the river is not more than 000 feet in width,
fish weir shall be built from either side
which shall extend more than half way across
the river at high tide.
The penalty for violation of this act be fixed at $100, and $10 for
each day such weir is maintained.
no

The Conduct of Elections.
A bill introduced by Air. Warren of Winslow, this morning, would amend the statutes

that sec. 72, relating to elections, would
read as follows:
“At any meeting for the
election of any officer where a list of voters
is necessary, whoever wilfully votes before
tlie presiding officer has had opportunity to
so

find his name on said list, or knowing that it
is not on it, or wilfully gives any false ans-

statement to the selectmen or other
officers when previously preparing such lists,
or presiding at such meeting, in order that
his name or the name of another may be entered on such lists, or his or the vote of another be received; or casts more than one
vote at one balloting; or is disorderly at
such meeting, forfeits for each offence not
exceeding $200, nor less than $50.
wer or

Adulteration of Articles of Food.

The adulteration of articles of food has attracted the attention of Air. Walton of Skowhegan, and he presented this morning a bill
to fine or imprison every one who shall “mix,

color, stain

or powder any article of food,
drink or medicine with any other ingredient
or material, whether injurious to health or
not, for the purpose of gain or profit.” The
bill provides for the appointment of three inspectors, who shall see to the enforcement of
the law.

Portland’s Municipal Court.
relating to the Alunicipal Court of
Portland was bright and early on the docket
this morning. It was introduced by Air.
Fogg, and is to make certain amendments to
Section 2 and 4 as amended by Chapter lG3
of the public laws of 1883, and Sections 7 and
A bill

11

of Chanter 204 of t.ho imhlic laws nf

The amendments to Section 2 would make it
read as follows:
Said court sliulli have exclusive original Jurisdiction of all civil actions in which the debt or
damages demanded do not exceed *20, and one or
botli parties or a person summoned in good faitli
as trustee reside in the City of
Portland, and of all
causes of forcible and detainer where the
property demanded is m said city; and of all criminal
offenses and misdemeanors committed in said
as are cognizable by trial Justices as are
city
within tire additional jurisdiction and authority
conferred upon this court; and concurrent Jurisdiction with other municipal and police courts
and trial Justices of the County of
Cumberland,
over all matters and
things, civil and criminal
within their jurisdiction, where exclusive jurisdiction is not centered

by

law.

Section 4 of Chapter 204, as amended by
Chapter lti of the public laws of 1883 would
be amended in Mr. Fogg’s hill by inserting
after the word “dollars’’ in the third line,

the words; “and of all offenses described in
Sections (i 7 and !l of chapter 119 of the K. S.;
and in Sections 1 and 4 in Chapter 120 of the
R. S., where the value of the property does
not exceed $50’’; ar.d by inserting after the
word “statute” in the fifth line tho words:
“and of all violations of the tramp law.”
In the place of the present Section 7 the
bill would substitute the following;
All fines, forfeitures, penalties and costs imposed by this court shall be paid to the recorder
of said court, and be by him accounted for and
paid over as is now required by law of trial jus
tices and judges of
Said recorder shall

municipal and police courts.
give the bond now required
by law of trial justices and judges of municipal
and police courts by Section 2 of Chapter 308,
publle laws of 1885, and shall be subject to all the

requirements and penalties therein contained.
Section eleven is amended by inserting the
words “or interested” after the word “absent” in the first line.

Republic.

New York, Jan. 25.—A letter from Chili
to a correspondent here reports a sad state of
affairs in the Argentine Republic, owing to
the ravages of eholera. As many as forty
deaths occur daily in some of the towns, and
reports arc current that a large number of
bodies remain unburied, while many homes,
and many sick children, have been abandoned
by those who seek safety in flight.

jowly in
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The Dog

Law.

A bill to tax dogs was presented
backed by the strong endorsement

today,
of the

Cumberland Pomona Grange and the Board
Agriculture. It would put a tax on every
dog over six months old of one dollar, the
tax payable to the town
treasurer.
The
town treasurer would use the fund thus accruing to pay for damages inflicted on sheep
by unknown dogs; and if at any time this
tax money should be insufficient to pay these
damages, the town would raisi the extra
Penalties are
money needed by taxation.
prescribed for the owner of a dog who evades
the payment of the tax.
of

Some

Interesting Hearings.

This has been an afternoon of hearings,
all of them interesting and one very animated indeed. The judiciary had advertised
that all who were interested in the repeal of
the laws for imprisonment for debt and in
the abolition of so much of tho trustee process as relates to wages of laborers, should
a ppear this afternoon; the notice was answered by one of the largest crowds ever
assembled in the judiciary room.
The
Knights of Labor, who were in session down
in tlie town, sent five of their best orators to
advocate the chauges in the laws, and many
more Knights, and laboring men who were
not Knights, were on hand, each with his
own story. Nor were there
wanting those
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who opposed any change. For some time
there have been signs that the changes
would be opposed; remonstrances have come
in from storekeepers and other business
In Augusta this
men throughout the State.
morning one of these remonstrances was
passed along Water street and was signed by
a large number of business men. So tills
afternoon there was not lacking stuff for a
fight on either side. Two Knights ul Labor
led off with arguments in favor of the abolition, and they told many instances of hardship resulting from the present law. Theh
J. O. Ross, Esq., a lawyer of Biddeford,
He
remonstrants.
the
for
began
made
a
long and vigorous argument,
stigmatizing the proposed changes as
for the benefit of “beats and hums.”
This didn’t please the Knights of Labor and
one of them allowed that for “chin music” a
lawyer could not be beatrti, but when it
came to
facts, why, they showed that
honest men were
oppressed by the
law.
Then they called on a
present
man who “was fair although a lawyer,”
Judge Andrews of Augusta. He strongly
urged the duty of the Legislature to abolish
the unjust laws. This was good testimony,
which was corroborated by stories of hardship which several Knights had witnessed.
Then Representative Noble of Lewiston, a
lawyer who in spite of the amusing flings
the Knights kept making at the lawyers,
true to his obligations to his constitua very energetic speech against
the old order of dealing with the debtor. Mr.
was

ents. made

were loudly applauded;
as he could be heard,
Kinmond
George
jumped to his feet. “I
come here from the beautiful village of Sacearap,” said he, "and all my neighbors know

Noble's sentiments
and then, as soon

that I have lived an honest life. But a few
weeks ago they trusteed my wag«o, for a
small debt, and left me in disgrace—;” and
here Kinmond broke down entirely and sat
down, wiping his eyes with his handkerchief, while a foe of the proposed change
took the floor. This was A, C. Otis, clerk of
courts for Kennebec county,and he gave good
reasons for keeping the laws as they are.
In 16 years he bad not known but one case
where the law of imprisonment worked a
hardship, and in that case “those terrible
lawyers spoken of by the other side,” contributed enough to relieve the distress. Some
of the Knights of Labor and Mr. Noble
went to cross-questioning Mr. Otis, and
there were some tart repartees on both sides.
Then everyone tried to talk at once, and
there was a small Babel which the venerable
John C. Talbot helped quieting by remarking that it would be better if only two talked
at a time. O. W. Simms of HallowelL who
described himself as an “humble individual,”

told the committee very plainly that before
election they had made promises, and that
now they must fulfil them.
Through the
whole hearing the tone of the Knights was
one of demand rather than request, and this
stirred up ex-Sheriff W. H. Libby of Augusta, He made a very vigorous protest against
changing laws which he thought it had always been a wise policy to maintain. As
nl.A.iA’
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enforcing the present law, and this gave the
Knights and their friends a chance to send
some

hot shots at him.

He replied in kind, but did not stir the
Knights up so much as did lawyer Clay, of

Gardiner,

who asked them what they proposed to do about it if the committee refused
to recommend a change.
Thereupon one
delegate threatened every! committeeman
who should oppose the proposed changes
with “the consequences,” but some more
prudent Knight modified the threat to an
ominous reference to the next election. The
committee, however, maintained the equanimity, and the hearing ended with good

feeling

on

both sides.

After the close of the hearing the committee held a prolonged session with closed
doors. There was a diversity of opinion in
the discussion that followed, one or two
members expressing considerable conservatism. It is probable that in reporting they
will favor a bill to allow the
imprisonment of
a debtor only in case where he has attempted fraud; and as to the trustee process, the
committee is likely to favor a measure that
will exempt the laborers wages up to a certain amount from attachment
'The educational committee held this afternoon a hearing on the question of abolishing
the school district system.
The weight of
the argument was in favor of the change.
Representatives Lufkin of Orrington, Ricker
of Westboro, and Russell of Fayette, Nelson
Ham of Lewiston, A. F. Richardson, trustee
of the normal school, Senator Daggett, L M.
Wadsworth and Ira D. Sturgis were on the
side of the change.
Messrs. Thurlow of
Deer Isle, and Foster of Lubec, spoke
against the proposition. The committee
will probably report a bill favorably, as
Messrs. Ryder, Cushing and Sturgis have
been selected to draft one.
The committee
go to Gorham tomorrow.
Rowell
and
Major
Judge Baker of Hallowell, and Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens appeared
before the educational committee today in
behalf of the Industrial School at Halluwell.
The committer decided to report favorably
on the bill to allow the town of Gray to acthe gift of the late Henry Fennell, the
cept
school known as Pennell Institute.
The committee on interior waters held a
very lively hearing this afternoon and evening on the subject of throwing sawdust into
the Damariscotta. W. H. Hilton of Damariscotta, appeared for the petitioners who don’t
want any more sawdust in the river, and L.
C. Cornish, Esq., of Augusta, was for the
Diamond Match Company, who make the
sawdust. A large number of witnesses were

present.

Before the legal affairs committee tonight
Dr. Young, of the State Board Of Health,
made an argument in favor of a system of
registering deaths and births.
The railroad commissioners met the committee on railroads this evening,and discussed the questions taken up in the annual report of the commissioners.
Notes.

Many remarkable claims

to the Legislature. Today came a petition from Francis Holden, of the town of Oxford, who asks
that he be reimbursed for 815 expenses and
200 miles of travel at the time of the Aroostook war. Holden was captain of a company iD that memorable conflict.
Mr. Sturgis of New Gloucester, presented
a bill today, to relieve the town of Gray of a
certain amount of State tax unjustly assessed
by a mistake which put part of Gorham’s
tax onto Gray.
A bill introduced in the House this morncome

irovides that “in addition to the powers
privileges already possessed, the Desha
Lumber and Planting Company shall hare
in

1

power to construct, maintain and operate a
and
railroad, or telegraph
telephone
systems in any State or country in accordance with and subject to all the laws of
such State or country.
It “shall also have
power to construct and maintain acqueducts
and reservoirs” for the purpose of supplying
fresh water to the “inhabitauts of any city
or town in any State or country subject to
all the laws of such State or country.’’
The
company “shall also,” according to the bill,
“have the power to conduct a general banking business in connection with any railroad
it may establish, subject to the laws in force
where such business may be conducted. But
nothing herein shall be construed to give
said corporation any banking privileges in
the State of Maine other than those now
possessed by said corporation.
The bill to incorporate the Maine Mutual
Accident Association was read twice and
assigned for its third reading in the Senate

yesterday.
A bill to allow the Somerset Railway to
extend it3 line provides for a railroad from
Anson, through New Portland and probably
Eustls, up the North Branch of Dead River
to the Canada line to a junction with the
Intercolonial road. This is a part of the
Wiscasset and Kennebec scheme.
A bill introduced this morning by Mr.
Barker of Bangor, to provide for more public information concerning criminals before
courts, would have published in one or more
newspapers in each county a “list of all
criminal cases disposed of during such
term,” specifying the name of the crime and
all the essential facts relating to the trial.
This evening Clarence Hale, Esq., non.
Josiah Drummond, Hon. Henry B. Cleaves,
and County Attorney Seiders were among
the Portland people at the Augusta House.
Buffalo Floods

Subsiding.

Buffalo, Jan. 35.—After doing its worst,
the flood, which turned the southeastpart of
tile city into a waste, has subsided. Though
streams are again within their banks, there
is a broad expanse of water stretching from
the Lackawanna track at Catherine street,
towards the Tifft farm. The Niagara bridge
works are near the centre of a large number
of factories and private houses, that still
stand in a soa of water, but the water farther out has nearly subsided. Immense cakes of ice lying in fields show what
has been the state of things, but there has
been no overflow. The water rose over Elk
street, and is still several inches deep across
it. The cold weather, it is believed, will dry
The flood was the worst that
it up soon.
has visited this city for years. Elk street
was submerged to the boundary of the firsl
ward and Seneca street up to the east side oi
the Lehigh Valley bridge, fhe water has
It is estimated
now subsided considerably.
that 1500 hundred acres were under watei
Monday night.___
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Naw Order
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to Senate

Regard

Secret Sessions.

of the fisheries relation bill, says:
We are sure that Mr. lugalls’ out-spoken bitterness against England does not represent
the feeling of either the American Senate or
people. On the other hand it would be foolish to shut our eyes to the importance of the

question involved.

A Memorial to the Senate from the
Maine State Crange.

Frye Congratulated on His
Speech on the Fishery Question.

Senator

Business Transacted
Senate Yesterday.

The

the

In

(Special to the Press.)
Washington, Jan. 25.
The secret sessions of the Senate seem to
be more firmly fixed than ever. An order
has

just

been

promulgated

to the effect that

the doors of the chamber and of the galleries
shall not be opened until ten minutes after
the adjournment of secret sessions. The
object of this is to allow time for all executive documents and papers to be gathered up
and put out of sight. The order is giving
considerable annoyance to newspaper men
and others who desire to see Senators after
adjournment. There are half a dozen different exits to the chamber, and during the
ten minutes elapsing between adjournment
and the opening of the doors every Senator
has abundant time to leave, so that when
outsiders gain entrance to the chamber they
find it deserted, and in order to see the Senator they desire they must visit him at his
home. This new order is likely to work
more to the advantage of those desiring the
end of secret sessions thau to the lovers of
secrecy.
Senator Hale on

Monday presented to the
memorial of the Maine State
Grange, representing 15,000 farmers, protesting against the passage of a bill extending a
patent issued Oct. 5th, 1869, to David L.
Garver, for an improvement in harrows, for
a term of seven years from Oct. 6th, 1886.
It
appears that Garver has sold this patent to
the firm of D. C. & U. C. Heed, manufacturers of spring tooth harrows, of KalaThis firm has repeatedly
mazoo, Mich.
persecuted and extorted money from farmers
using other kinds of spring tooth harrows,
and on this account the farmers protest
against the extension of the patent. The
memorial is signed by Frederick Iiobie,
Grand Master, and F. A. Allen, Secretary,
and is under the seal of the State Grange.
Yesterday’s fishery debate in the Senate
has been the prominent subject of converseSenate

a
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recipient of many congratulations tor his
speech. This morning’s New York Tribune
speaks of it thus: “The speech of the day
was delivered by Senator Frye, who in
strong, yet temperate, language described
the wrongs inflicted upon American fishermen and appealed to the patriotism of the
country to see that the wrongs were righted.
Mr. Evarts, too, made a strong argument,
and so did others, but none succeeded in
raising apparent enthusiasm as did Mr.

Frye.*’
The Senate today agreed to the report of
the conference committee on the Dawes Indian severalty bill, and it will soon become a
law. The bill as agreed to by the conference
committee is practically the same as originally passed by the Senate, and is very satisfactory to the friends of the Indian cause.
Pensions for Maine

The Chronicle thinks the fact Mr. Ingalls’
outburst neither surprised nor shocked the
more respectable Senators is a far more serious matter than the dispute itself, and
hopes
that Washington authorities will early disclaim any community of feeling with Mr.
Ingalls.
The Daily News says: Today’s telegrams
from New York and Montreal are very reassuring. Nobody here regarded the violent
speeches of Senators Ingalls, Hale and Frye
seriously. Even dignified American Sena-

tors are not above playing to the gallery. It
is much to be hoped tl at no steps will be
taken to exasperate the quarrel, and that
the good sense of Canada will insis t on a
policy of peace.
The Standard says: President Cleveland
will probably have the good sense to veto
this measure, or agree to it merely in form as
a prelude to amicable negotiations.
We protest against the idea of either England or
Canada being coerced into yielding a jot or
tittle of their rights by such empty threats.
the ulterior motives
We have none of
assigned by Messrs. Ingalls, Frye and Hoar,
Americans
demanding such terms as those
by
The disindicated ask more than justice.
pute, however, ought not be beyond the
power of diplomacy.

Foreign

burning

their mother to death, took plaee in
Paris yesterday. When the time came for
the woman to die she struggled tearfully
with the executioners and cried for mercy
and had to be carried to the guillotine. The
man met his fate cooly.
An English cabinet council was held at
Windsor Castle yesterday. The Queen read
and approved the speech to be delivered
from the throne at tne opening of Parliamtnt on Thursday.
Mr. Gladstone arrived in London yesterday. At stations along the route from
Hawarden he was recognized by the people
and
cheered.
The passage by the United States Senate
the
of
Monday
Edmunds fisheries bill attracts very little attention at Toronto. None
of the newspapers comment upon the matter

enthusiastically

editorially.

Mr. Blaine’s

Message to Mr.
Countrymen.

Dear Sir—I thank you and your committee
for inviting me to be present at the meeting
in New York called to do honor to Mr.
Davitt on the eve of his return to his native
land—to whose welfare he has devoted himself with heroic unselfishness.
It is not in
my power to leave home at this time, but I
tauuut

iciiam

.ui.
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People.

Maine people:
Nathan Emerson, (deceased) original. Bucksport.
Geo. B. Morrill, original, Lewiston.
Stephen H. Mills, original, South Norridgewock.
Stephen P. Chase, original, West Baldwin.
Irving King, original, Hallowell.
Wm. K. Crossley, increase, KairilcUl.
Hosea H. Knowles, reissue. Portland.
Henry M. Neal, increase, Whltefield.
Geo. W. Peltou, reissue and increase, West
Gardiner.
A Cabinet Meeting.

The Cabinet meeting today was attended
bv all the members except the Secretary of
War, who is out of the city. The principal
topic of discussion was tne action of the
Senate yesterday on the Canadian fishery
question, in the course of which the question
arose as to the legality of recent seizures of
British vessels near Seal Islands for alleged
violation of laws regulating the
seals at or near those islands.

hunting

of

Business in the Senate.
A hundred or more ladies from all parts of
the country, leaders in the Woman Suffrage
movement, were in the Senate gallery today
when Senator Blair moved to postpone pending business for the purpose of discussing
the proposed constitutional amendment giving the right of suffrage to women.
Senator Call, whose resolution relating to
the Florida railroad was under discussion,
made a plea against the proposition to displace it.
Senator George called attention to the unfinished state of the bill for the establishment of agricultural experiment stations,
setting forth its parliamentary rights and
protesting against any action which would
push it permanently aside.
Senator Beck reminded the Senate of the
notice he gave last night of his pnrpose to
press the railroad attorney bill today, and
alluded to the long postponement of this
measure, already once passed bv the Senate
and brought back for reconsideration. A
very distinguished lady (Miss Anthony) had
sent for him three times this morning, and
he hud refused to go out because he knew he
w'ould be unable to refuse what she would
Mr. Blair was unfortunate, and backed by
the influence of the gallery, proved too
strong for the arrav against him. Even
Senators Call and Beck, upon being brought
to the issue, voted against their own measThe vote
ures and in favor of the ladies.
was as follows:
Yeas—Messrs. Beck, Blair, Bowen. Brown, Butler, Call, Cheney, Conger, Cullom, bolpli. Evarts,
KarweU, Frye, Hale. Hawley, Manderson, Mitchell of .Oregon, Merrill, Palmer, Platt, Plumb,
utiu

uum

Davitt upon the cordiality with which he
has been everywhere received as he has
traversed our country from ocean to ocean.
He can carry witli him the assurance and
the evidence that the great mass of American citizens, without regard to political or
religious differences, sympathize with Irishmen in their struggle to be relieved from the
poverty which oppresses them, and in their
efforts to secure the protection and the advantage of local self-government.
With strick observance to every international obligation, the American friends of
Ireland speak only for the sacred rights of
justice and humanity. We desire Mr. Davitt
to interpret this sentiment to his suffering
countrymen, and to bear to the most illustrious statesman of England our greeting
and our blessing. We pray Uod that Mr.
Gladstone’s life may be spared until his cawith the
reer. shall have been crowned
noblest achievement of British statesmanship.
Very sincerely yours,
v*
James G. Blaise,
Patrick Ford, Esq.
CENERAL
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Oavltt’s

New Yoiik, Jan. 25.—Among the letters
received at the Davitt meeting in Madison
Square Garden Sunday night was this:
Augusta, Maine, Jan. 22,1887.

Pensions have been granted to the follow-
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Notes.

The French cabinet met yesterday.
Three thousand miners at Airdrie, Scotland, have struck.
The execution of Thomas and his wife for

m iiouu

»»»

avnu-

25.

Nays—Messrs, Berry, Blacklmm, Cockrell,
Coke, George. Gibson, Gray, McMillan, Morgan.
Payne, Pugh, Saulsbury, Sawyer, Vest, Walthall,
ana Whittnorne—16.
FOREICN.

Report of the Committee to Investigate the Belfast Riots.

IJev. Oliver J. Booth has ^signed the rectorship of the Church of the Assension of
Buffalo. He is the clergyman who was recently attacked by General William L.
Smith on a train between Buffalo and N'iag-

Falls.
Frank Holbrook was burned to death
Monday night in a small shanty near Grand
Pond, Mass., where he lived. He was about
50 years old.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Fitchburg railroad, was held in Boston
yesterday. It was voted to confirm all previous votes of the stockholders of the roads
authorizing the issue of new stock. The
agreement for a consolidation of the Fitchburg with the Troy and Greenfield road and
the Iloosac Tunnel was confirmed.
The Delaware, Lackawana and Western
railroad yesterday moved 5000 tons of coal
from its piers in Jersey City. This morning
the same force of men employed yesterday
were still at work.
ra

THE HOME.
Mrs.

Logans

Papers

on

the Fishery Debate.

London, Jan. 23.—The report of the commission appointed to investigate the Belfast
riots of last summer has been made public.

The commissioners says that the royal Irish
constabulary should be maintained as a
police force in Belfast, the commander being
tree from all police authority except that of
inspector general and being responsible for
the preservation of peace.
The chief of police, the report says, should
be empowered to forbid parades with bands
of music and other public demonstrations.
He should also be empowered to increase
the forces sufficiently to enable him to deal
with riots without calling upon the police of
other districts, a large enough military force
being maintained to prevent such necessities. The report urges the appointment of
two stipendaries instead of a borough magistracy to sit in petty sessions. Their duties
should be solely judicial, and they should
have no right to meddle in tire event of
street rioting.
the
The report concludes by deploring
state of feeling in Belfast and expressing
tlie hope that all classes will become
ashamed of the recent doings and endeavor
to end the bitter feud.

The Daily Telegraph has tije following:
“General Boulanger says that no man,

moved to the German
■■■
There was another panic in Vienna yesterday owing to the rumors of war preparations.
The foreign correspondents of the London
papers contradict the statement published
in the News yesterday that there was extreme danger of war.
Greece is busy with preparations for war.
All the arsenals are working night and day.
Madrid is again excited over a revolutionhorse or gun has been

frontier.

Government spies have
ary conspiracy.
learned that Seorilla has obtained loans to
the amount of $400,000 and has been plotting
for a fresli uprising.
A secret meeting ol
the revolutionists was held in Madrid lately
to discuss the plans.
The Standard’s Berlin correspondent says
that General Von Moltke declines to contest
Berlin in the coming elections, although invited by both Conservatives and National
Liberals to stand as their candidate.
The Post, this morning. In an article on
the passage in the United States Senate,

Forming:

Her

Springfield Republican.
To the great public which thinks and talks
of the dead soldier, the one phase of his life
and his character that comes especially home
to them is his relation to Mrs. Logan.
The
dashing general, the great volunteer, is second in the mind of women, and of many men
If
when he is thought of as the husband.
“all mankind loves a lover,’’ as it is generally

declared to do, it honors with a warm admiration such tender affection and loyalty as
Among the many
Logan felt for his wife
stories th«t are told over and over these days
when the general comes up, and he inevitably
does in conversation, is one that illustrates
this most aptly. It was in the 1884 campaign,
when Logan was traveling aud talking his
best and hardest. He was addressing an
Ohio audience. He had arranged to meet
his wife the following day at his next stopping place, and was not expecting her at all
that night. But she happened to get In town
and, going straight to the meeting, slipped iu
unobserved and sat down on the rear part of
the stage just as her husband was introduced.
He was eloquent that night aud as fiery as
eloquent. Hitter were his attacks on trio opa whirlwind of passionate words,
position, in in
his words with vehement; viohammering
lent gestures. lie was fairly in the midst of
one

of these

periods with

clenched fist

uplift-

ed, ready to strike, when, half turning, he
caught sight of his wife, looking on, proud
and happy. The stern lines of the face relaxed in a winning smile: the emphasizing
action of the arm was transformed into a
It was touchgraceful sweep of the hand.
ing, if a little amusing, and the audience
cheered heartily.
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Comments of the London

Part in

Husband’s Career.

A Panic In Vienna Caused by Rumors
of War.

Madrid Creatly Excited Over Rumors
of a Revolutionary Conspiracy.

NEWS.

Newspaper Oddities.
Printing Press.

There are now published in the United
States 14,100 newspapers and periodicals of
all classes. The gain of the year has been
066. The daily newspapers number 1,210, a
gain of thirty-three. Canada lias 679 periodicals. There are about 1,200 periodicals of
all sorts, which, according to the ratings and
estimates of the editor of the Directory, enjoy a circulation of more than .1,000 copies

each. The increase in the weekly rural press,
which compri^s about two-thirds of the
whole list, has been most marked in States
like Kansas and Nebraska, where the gain
has been respectively 24 and 18 per cent.

Kansas also shows the greatest gain in daily
newspapers. The weekly press is gaining in
Massachusetts, while the magazines and oth-

er

monthly publications

are

losing ground

there. The tendency of such publications
toward New York city, as the literary center
of the country, is shown by the establishment
here of not less than twenty-three monthly
periodicals during the year.
Spine of the curiosities of newspaper statistics are worth a paragraph. There are
700 religious and denominational newspapers
published in the United States, and nearly
one-tldrd of them are printed in New York,
New
Boston anil Chicago.
Philadelphia,
York is far ahead in this respect, but Chicaare
dego leads Boston. Three newspapers
voted to tlie silk worm, six to the honey bee,
and not less than thirty-two to poultry. The
dentists have eighteen journals, the phonographers nine, and the deaf and dumb and
blind nineteen. There are three publications
exclusively devoted to philately,' and one to
the terpsichoreau art. The prohibitionists
have 129 organs to the liquor dealers' eight.
The woman suffragist.-, have seven, the eandymakers three. Gastronomy is represented
by three newspapers, gas by two. There
are about 000 newspapers printed in'German
and forty-two in French. The towns which
have most French periodicals ar»New York,
New Orleans anil Worcester, Mass.—four
apiece. There are more Swedish prints than
French. Two daily newspapers are printed
The toughest
in the Bohemian tongue.
names are found among the Polish, Finnish
and Welch press; for instance, the Dzienswiely and the l’rzjaeiel Ludi of Chicago: the
Yghdyswatta in Sauomat of Ohio, and the
Y Wawr of Utica, N. Y. There is one Gaelic publication, one Hebrew, one Chinese
and one in the Cherokee language.
All of these facts have a direct interest to
philosophers and students of sociology.
There Is no better gauge and register of
American civilization than the newspaper

directory.

The officers of the road

METHODIST MINISTERS.

Monday,

WASHINGTON.
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1887._

J. Carleton-

Portland District Ministerial Association.
The meetings yesterday morning opsued
at to o’clock, with Presiding Elder Jones in
the chair, and Rev. W. E. Morse secretary.
It was voted to pass over the reports from

the churches.
The question

was

discussed whether to

further sustain or abandon the campineetings at Fryeburg. It was voted to sustain

them.
It

voted also

was

to

sustain the camp-

meetings at Old Orchard.
Two petitions were Introduced fox signatures, one being a petition to the legislature
to submit to the people a constitutional
amendment giving to wfmien the right of
suffrage subject ouly to the restrictions that
apply to

men;

legislature
and

for

to

and tiie other a petition to the
provide additional penalties

better enforcement of the

liquor

laws.

Bishop Walden arrived and

was

introduc-

ed by the presiding officer.
An essay upon the subject, “Class Meetings,” their relation to the growth of spiritual life and of the church," was read by
Rev. A. W. Waterhouse of West New field.
An essay upon the second topic, “Class
meetings: how best conducted,” was -pad

by Rev. G. W. Barber of Bahlwiu. The
subject was continued by Rev.' A.

treasurer.

subjects

was

opened

exercises.
The third topic of the programme

was

and Revs. C. Monger and S. K.
Wetherbee read essays on “Bishop Wm.
Taylor’s Methods of Missionary Work.”
A spirited discussion followed the reading
of the essays, participated in by nearly every
member of the Association. All expressed
the liveliest sympathy with the work, and
nearly all expressed approval of the methods
of the Bishop in Africa.
Bishop Walden spoke of his watui personal
friendship for the heroic man whose methods
were under discussion, and his high appreciation of the work he has undertaken and
is so diligently prosecuting.
While the
methods pursued constitute a proper subject
for discussion, and are calculated to excite
various opinions in tho minds of those who
give thought to them, none can fail to eoutmend the spirit or to be impressed with the
grandeur of the faith and devotion of this
noble man and his associates.
lie explained the relation of Bishop Taylor’s work to that of the Missionary Society,
and gave expression to the hope he cherishes
that it will prove one of those providential
movements that result in the awakening of
the church, stimulating its faith and inspiring confidence in its ability to achieve great
things for God in this world.
Rev. D. B. Randall cffeied the following:
ftcaolvat. That the action of tbe faculty (or a
part of them,) of the ChxtUnooga I'nlvrrslty, an
institution of learning founded, in whole or Iu
part, by the Kreedmen’s Aid Society of tbe M. K
ehurch. Iu refusing the adu.isdi.u of two young
men to that Institution, solely because of the color of their skin. Is
inconsistent with tbe prlnclupon wbleli that society is founded, and uness overruled
by the authorities of tbe church,
will prove Injurious to tbe prosperity of tbe
Kreeumen’s Aid Society.
The consideration of the above resolution
was made the order of the day Wednesday
morning, at 10 o'clock.
taken

up,

files

EVENING.

large congregation assembled at 7
A service of prayer was led by
o’clock.
Rev. H. B. Mitchell. At 7.30, Rev. Theodore
Uerrish preached a very Interesting sermon
from Rev. xix, 0, which produced a profound
impression upon his hearers. An after service was conducted by Rev. C. Monger.
A

Knox

County

Lime.

Very few are aware of tho magnitude of
From
the lime business in Knox county.
June 1st to October 24th, 18»3, there was
produced 821,637 casks of lime, during the
same

months in 1886 it

II,.n s„lra

approximated

Tlu.ma.lon

nrndnena

a

mil-

nf

this

than 173,000 casks, Rockland about
600,000, Camden and Rockport about 130,000.
The lime manufacturers in Thoumston are
J. O. Cushing A Co.. Burgess, O'Brien A
more

Co. and J. A. Creighton A Co.
Messrs. J. O. Cushing A Co., produce from
three patent kilns 2300 barrels per week, one
of the kilns being on Central Wharf, the
others on the spot where Gen. Knox commenced lime burning almost 100 years ago.
Mr. Cushing has been in the lime business 30
years. Atwood Levensaler, the active partner, succeeded his father and grandfather in

the business and their record dates back mure
than 100 years. The brand of lime is favorably known all|over the country.
Messrs. Burgess, O’Brien A Co., are the
next largest purchasers of lime and have
E.
Edward
several patent kilus. Hon.
O'Brien of this firm, is the largest Individual
ship owner in the United States.
Messrs. Francis Cobb A Co., of Rockland,
are the largest manufacturers of lime in this
country. They manufactured last year nearly 400,000 casks of lime, the quality of which
Is not surpassed anywhere. One third of this
they shipped by rail to the interior towns of
New England, and two-thirds by water in
their own vessels to New York, Boston,
Sound ports, Jacksonville, Norfolk and Richmond. There are 38 lime kilns in Rockland.
Francis Cobb A Co., own and operate 17 of
these, requiring the services of 200 men and
luo horses (not Including in this their sailors
or men who cut wood).
They ship most all
of their wood from the Provinces and have
This conused the past year 16,000 cords.
cern were among the earliest lime producers
in their section, and the good qualities of the
same has given it a reputation all over the
country secoud to none. Their facilities for
manufacturing enable them to till all orders
carthey receive, whether it Is fora car load, The
go for a vessel, or any amount required.
barrels
as
here
stated
336,000
production
yearly, Is reckoned as that of 10 kilns only,
running all the year. Should the demand require the lime of their 17 kilns, they could
produce in the same ratio 334,000 barrels or
1701 barrels per day.
The Limerock railroad at Rockport, from
the quarries to the kilns at tide water, was
built this season at a cost of from $36,000 to
$30,000. At present it has one narrow gauge
engine named the S. I). Caileton In honor of
one of the promoters of the road and one of
Roekport's leading and most enterprising
business men. The Carleton has ample capacity to run 20 kilns. Eight Jcontractor’s
dump cars and two large and two small platform cars complete the list of rolling stock, a
covered car for the use of the employes being now in process of construction. The
company wifi have 20 dumps in all, and more
at once. The dumps swing on a pivot and

now in use were manufactured by Kuowltou Bros, of Camden, an
ingenious contrivance for steady Injf the body
being the work of the Messrs, knowltona.
Each car will carry two and one-half yards

tip easily. Those

about live tons.
The road is completed within 830 feet of
It will
the terminus ut tiie Rockport end.
supply six or eight kilns. It has been costfirms
interested
in
the
the
road
eleven
ing
cents a cask for carting the rock from quarry
With the railroad it is thought this
to kiln.
can be greatly reduced.
or

President, P.
L.

Shepherd;

In the Coombs quarry no pumping
is necessary, wh'le in the Simonton quarry
they are on their first pumping head. There
is very little earth on the rock, and careful
prospecting all over the farms shows that
tlie supply of first quality rock is inexhaustible. These two firms, Carleton, Norwood
wood A Co. and 8. E. A H. L. Shepherd,
have a manufacturing capacity of 1200 casks
of lime daily, which with their ample shore
will doubtless be increased withprivileges time.
in a short
Next week we will give the lime industries of Rockport and Camden,and the views
jf the representative men In regard to Provincial lime and bow it will affect the market
II. II.
tiere.

quired.

_G.

Discussion upon the
by Rev. Mr. Luce of

South Berwick.
Bishop Walden was Invited to address the
meeting upon the subjects treated by the
essayists. He spoke for about half an hour,
his words receiving close attention. He said
he had a high appreciation of the class meetings and early acquired a habit of attending
them. The class meeting Is sometimes saiu
to be a test of the spirituality of tbe church,
but this the speaker was not inclined to accept as strictly true. ,
In answer to the Bishop’s question “what
proportion of your ehurch members are in
the habit of attending classes?” Presiding
Elder Jones said
per cent. “I believe,
continued the Bishop, "that we may safely
say that 99 out of 100 of the men and women
who attend classes are spiritually minded.
The class shows that those who attend are
not necessaspiritually minded, but it doesof the
church.
rily measure the spirituality
class
leader set
“I would not have the
class
have
the
I
would
not
meeting
aside,
superseded. There is a strong conviction all
over our church to the effect that we cannot
spare the class meeting. The way to undermine a meeting is to turn the last part of a
prayer meeting into a speaking meeting.
The distinctive characteristic of tbe class
meeting is testimony. It is important that
our nraver service sanuld be as effective as a
prayer service can be made. In the W est
there Isa growing conviction that the church
needs a class meeting as much as ever.”
Speaking of the essentials that ought to
characterize a class leader as had been la id
down by the essayists the bishop said:
“These model, ideal class leaders are hard
to find. We cannot run a church upon ideal
line. We must use what material we tind
ready at our hands. There are two classes.
The discipline of our church provides for
both.
The rules of discipline provide that all
baptized children 10 years of age shall be orchild
ganized into classes. Every baptized
is a probationary member of the church.
“The
trouble
Presiding Elder Jones said,
is to find baptized children.”
The Bishop asked, “Then where are Ifour
Methodist preachers?”
;
Some one in the audience said, “We can’t
baptize children if their parents won’t have
them baptized.”
“Then," continued the Bishop, “we can
preach the doctrines of our church and what
we hold to be the tmth upon this matter.
There is room for missionary work in this
direction, or as Sam Jones says, ‘We can
catch something up this branch.”'
AFTERNOON SESSION.
Rev. John Cobb conducted the devotional

are:

H.

clerk, L. H. Lovejoy; directors, S. D. Carleton, P. J. Carleton, 8. E. Shepherd, II. L.
Shepherd, Ralph Carleton, K. W. Andrews,
all of Rockport; engineer, Charles Evans;
train master,
Alexander McGregor; road
master, John Neal.
Back of Blmonton’s Corner lay two (anus
of about 100 acres of land each. About 50
acres of this land is included in a large
knoll or hill in which are two tine quarries
which furnish a quality of limtrock that
makes the whitest, finest and best of lime.
The real estate of these two farms is owned
by S. E. A II. L. Shepherd. On one of the
farms—the Coombs farm, so called- -the rock
Is owned jointly by Carleton, Norwood A
Co. and 8. E. A H. L. Shepherd, while the
rock on the Thorndike farm, so called, is the
Shepherds. The Carletons own and operate
the Simonton quarry and the Carleton* and
Shepherds the Coombs quarry adlolning.
The two Anns from these two quarries took
rock last year.
jut rising 140,000 casks of
The quarries are so situated that they are
?asy of access, and but little pumping Is re-

same

Hamilton of Cornish.

CENTS.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION.

Making
Dangerous

Iron

in the New South-A
Rival
to
Pennsylva-

nia.
Atlanta Constitution.

The American public is now witnessing—
and the industrial public closely watchingone of the most remarkable revolutions ever
effected In time of peace. It is the practical
transfer of the most important mechanical
industry from one section of this country
to the other. To specify: It is the deportation of Iron making from Pennsylvania to
the South.
These are extreme words, but they are deliberately written. We have seen the grain
growing centre of the country shifted to the
West; we have seen the pork packing industry flit from Cincinnati to Chicago and Kan-

City; we have seen Southern cotton mills
underselling New England In American markets, and challenging China and South
sas

iu

XlUllkItdi
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justoient ol the affairs of this republic, many
changes' have been wrought, but none so remarkable as that which makes the subject of
this letter.
It is not claimed that the iron furnaces of
Pennsylvania will be torn down and hurried

It Is certain, however, that
to-day make the price for
iron on the American continent; that Pennsylvania's supremacy is gone forever; that
iron making will decrease in that State, and
will increase with swiftness in Alabama and
Tennessee. In his remarkable book on “The
South,” Col McClure of the Philadelphia
Times admits this, and gives Pennsylvania
warning. Now for the facts:
Iron can be made cheaper in Birmingham
than in Pennsylvania by at least S3 a ton.
From this fact there is no appeal—against It
there is ue argument. The same grade of
iron that costs $14 a ton in the Pennsylvania
furnaces can be made at $0 a ton at the Birmingham furnaces. The iron makers of Birmingham are now refusing to tell how cheaply iron can be made. They have ceased to
regard Pennsylvania as a rival, and look
with apprehension to England with the tariff on iron removed. During the late depression, when the Reading railroad was bankrupted by the utter prostration of iron and
coal industries in Pennsylvania, and Pennsylvania furnaces were driven out of blast,
every Alabama furnace worked night and
day at a profit, and the capacity of the .State
was increased from 00,000 to 000,000 tons, and
her coal product from 10,000 to 1,300,000 tons.
to

Alabama.

Birmingham

can

Here was
Alabama

test

a

under cruel

conditions.

triumphed, while Pennsylvania

languished.

How does
Let us see.

Alabama get this advantage*._
-w

“You are viewing,” said Mr. Joseph F.
Johnston, President of the Sloss Coal and
Iron Company, “a sight that can be seen nowhere else on earth." We were standing on

the mountain of the Sloss Iron Company,
which is seamed through and through with
exhaustless veins of red hematite ore. The
valley below ns was limestone. The mountain across contained the Pratt mines, which
exhaustions quantities of the best ccal.
lere is the formula: Standing: on a mountain of iron, looking across a limestone vat*
ley to a mountain of coal, the three elements
for making Iron are in juxtaposition. This
is an advantage that can be hardly exaggerated.
"This advantage of juxtaposition,” said
Col. J. W. Johnston, President of the Georgia Pacific road, and organizer of the Sloss
Iron and Coal company, “is second to anothIt it
er advantage not generally discussed.
the single ownership of the three elements
that make Iron. Suppose there is a rise of
two dollars a ton in iron. At the North the
iron maker gets small benefit from it. The
iron ore around Lake Michigan or elsewhere
immediately advances, the price of limestone
up, and the profit is divided between
liree owners. In the South every dollar of
the profit goes into one pocket- The ore. the
limestone Hiid the coal are owned by one
company, mined at first cost, and each contributes to the general profit. Another advantage is in our labor. Mr. Sloss says that
the negro labor is as good as any, less liable
to strikes and more efficient."
A disadvantage under which Birmingham
must suffer is transportation. The Pennsylvania markets have largely a home market
which saves them freight, tnough Alabama
lias undersold Pennsylvania In Boston and
New York. The Alabama furnaces will find
tha freight problem lessened by increasing
borne markets.
Birmingham now makes
730 tons of iron a day, one third of which
amount is consumed within the limits of BipmIngham, and new factories, foundries and
bridge works are projected daily. A roiling
mill for sheet iron uses a hundred tons of ore

five

foes

a

Hair

t

fnnniirv

fur

mulfinif phnint

apn<)4

to Louisville for the bar iron, having first
shipped the ore to Louisville, shipped the
bur iron bark, made it into chains and shipped
the chains bark to Louisville. Here are
three freights that would be wiped out by
the establishment of a rolling mill 1b Birmingham to supply such iron as the chain
works need. Already two immense stove
works have been moved from New York to
Tennessee and Alabama. These are tbe
forerunners of others. The surrounding
towns offer increasing markets for Alabama
iron. Atlanta doubled her Industries In the
past tivo years. Chattanooga is growing
with great rapidity, and ths borne market
will be apt to take even a third of tbe increased output of the Alabama furnaces.
The facilities for transportation are rapidly
Improving. Five lines of railroad connecting
Birmingham with Kuusas City, with the
head waters of the Tennessee, with the Mississippi. with the Gulf, and with the ocean
by the directest possible routes, are now being pushed ahead as fast as men and money
can go.
The opening of tbe river to Mobile
will give waterways almost from the furnace doors, and the establishment of a city
and wharves at Sheffield, Ala., will leave
Birmingham less than three hours’ travel by
rail from St. Louis.
Is there capital for this development?
Capital galore. It is hard to keep it out.
Towns spring up as if by magic. Streets art
It would take a
thronged with Investors.
freight train a day to haul tbe money into
Birmingham sent every twenty-four hours
for Investment if it were put into silver dollars. Not less than #10,0o0,000 is iuvented In
loan and building companies in Birmingham,
and tbe coming spring will see an activity
seldom if ever witnessed in city building in
this country. The same is true of Decatur,
Anniston, Sheffield Knsley, South Pittsburg,
The
Pesseiuev, and a score of other cities.
most marvellous growth, however, in BirThere
mingham will be the iron furnaces.
are now eleven furnaces in Birmingham, with
There are under cona capacity of 730 tons.
tract to lie finished this year twelve additional furnaces, with a capacity of 1,500 tons;
so that within twelve months the dally output will be trebled. There are under contract

ill Alabama, Tennessee and Georgia thirtyeight new furnaces, against tweuty-two now
in operation.
It would be impossible to

enumerate in one letter the kindred industries that will follow these.
The Pratt Coal
Company will increase its output from 2,000
tous per
to
day 0,000 tons per day, aud the
Coalburg Company from $00 tons to 2,000
tons. The Louisville and Nashville read
takes from Birmingham 430 cars of freight
per day.
The situation may be summarized thus:
The .‘Southern furnaces are aosolutely making iron at four or live dollars a ton less than
Pennsylvania furnaces. The advantages under which they do this are permanent, aud
can neither be taken from them nor conferred
on Pennsylvania.
The difference in favor of
the South will be emphasized instead of decreased as her freight facilities Increase, her
methods become better, and her capital
larger. These facts are Incontrovertible. As
to what result tbejr will bring the future
must determine. The Southern iron makers
now claim that much of the increase Id
Southern furnaces will be met by a decrease
in Northern furnaces which are forced out

of blast.
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We do not read anonymous letters and comrnun
The name and address of the writer are
id all cases Indispensable, net necessarily for pub
licatlon but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

cations.

The decree of the Austrian government ordering the Iandstrum to be Iprepared for immediate service is not a peaceful symptom.
Itmeanstliat Austria is apprehensive that
Russia has not abandoned her designs on
Bulgaria, and intends to oppose them if nec-

by force.

essary

A Biddeford lawyer undertook
yesterday
to have the Biddeford Journal punished for

contempt of court for publishing the proceedings of the day before, which reflected
unfavorably upon his client. It is hardly
necessary to say that the judge and the lawyer didn’t agree as to what constituted con
tempt of court.

a

Tlie only objection to ttie establishment of
reformatory for women that comes from

any quarter except from the Belfast Age,
whicli seems anxious that society shall relapse into barbarism, grows out of the expenditure of money which such an institution would necessitate. That of course is an

objection which deserves attention, but it
must he remembered that the State is in
much better financial condition than it was a
few years ago and can afford more than it
could then.
It may be regarded as certain that the retaliation hill passed by the Senate will be
adopted by the House in substantially its
present form, and that the President will
not hesitate to use the power it places in his
hands if occasion requires.
Whether that
occasion shall arise or not depends entirely
on the conduct of Canada.
The persecution
of last summer cannot he renewed by the
Canadians without subjecting their vessels
to similar treatment.
That prospect will
tend to make the Canadian government go
slow.
We

are

surprised

to find even among per-

supposed to he thoroughly conversant
with our liquor laws an impression prevailing that there is no law against the sale
of cider. As a matter of fact the sale of
cider in less quantities that five gallons is
now prohibitied, no matter whether the
cider is one day old or one year. This law
sons

be

made as effectual to abolish cider
tippling as tlie new law which the Good
Templars propose. Indeed it can be made
more effective, for there are not so many, nor
can

big, holes in it.

so

An

“nlll foclllon a A turn luipnnnn

begun in Lewiston,

and

1>> I...

judging

from the re-

marks of some of the men who are taking
part in it has begun none too soon.' The
Lewiston Journal reports one of the speakers, a clergyman, as saying that he had ltved
in a city of 70.000 inhabitants where there was
a license law, and “it didn’t compare witli
Lewiston of 20,000 inhabitants and a prohib-

\

itory

law.” He charged that many of the
officers there were greenback color blind,
and that the proprietor of one of the

drug
stores when a customer entered his shop and
a
whispered request for liquor, shouted, “I
am

here to sell rum, speak out.”

The Knights of Labor

are

represented

in favor of the ten hour bill introduced

as

by

Senator Weymouth, which was prepared by
the Lewiston organ of the order. This bill
forbids any factory, manufacturing establishment or business to employ men more
than ten hours in any one day, the practical
effect of which would be to deny to the
great
majority of the laboring men of this State
the right to work as many hours as
they see
fit. Ferhaps the Knights in session at Augusta correctly represent the sentiment of
the great mass of workingmen of the State
on this subject, but that should be made
clear before the Legislature adlpts this
piece
of legislation, which certainly goes to the
extreme limit of legislative power if it does
not transcend it. Workingmen outside the
Knights of Labor organization have rights as
well as those inside of it, and the latter
simply because they are organized ought not
to be allowed to dictate the labor legislation
of the State.
Some
m

MorePtf^vland

deserve the favorable consideration of the
Legislature. These are acts relating to the
relief of the city from maintaining Pride’s
and Stroudwater bridges, and an act
relating
to the straightening of the boundary line between Deering and Portland.
In regard to Pride’s
and Stroudwater
bridges, the city of Portland has maintained
these bridges ever since Falmouth Neck was
setoff from the to wn of Falmouth in
1786,
and incorporated as the town of Portland.
At that time the town of Falmouth contained
an exceedingly large area of
territory, but
population was largely concentrated in
the Neck, or what is now Portland. In consideration of being set off from Falmouth, it
was provided in the act of separation that
Portland should from time to time amend
and repair Pride’s and Stroudwater
bridges.
Under this act Portland has sustained those
for
more
bridges
than one hundred years, involving a cost to our city of a great many
ua>

thousand dollars. Now the conditions arc
all changed. Westbrook and
Peering have
became populous and wealthy, to a large extent under the investment and
enterprise of
Portland (capital. While the debt of these
towns is but two pel eent. of their
valuation,
the debt of Portland is nearly ten per cent,
of its valuation. The conditions of travel
have also changed, so that the bridges are
no longer used by the general
public in
reaching Portland, as they come almost entirely by railroad, and consequently their
use ir largely for local
purposes, and, as one
is situated seven miles and the other three
miles from the Portland line, Portland has
no interest in sustaining them.
The bridges
as originally existing one hundred
years ago
were but narrow ways constructed
rudely of
logs, but through the liberality of Portland
a few years ago an iron
bridge was built

Presumpscot

river

at an

expense of

nearly five thousand dollars. It is the general sentiment, not only of our citizens, but
also of many of the citizens of
Peering with
whem we have talked, that Portland should
be no longer obliged to maintain them.
In regard to straightening the boundary
line between Peerins and Portland
Thi«
act seems to be demanded as it will greatly
benefit the residents of the strip proposed
to be annexed, and be a matter of justice and
convenience to Portland.
The strip proposed to be annexed is simply the continua-

Congress street and has been for
many years lighted and given police protection by our city, while many of its residents
have sent children into our schools, and near-

tlon of

Iy|all of them are furnished employment In
our city.
It is a matter of justice to our own
citizens who live on Douglass street,
to
straighten this line, because, at the present
time, they cannot reach their schools or voting place, or places of business In our city,
without passing through a section of the
town of Deering. The statement that it will
deprive Deering of a portion of its valuation
can bejanswered fully by saying that Portland
is continually Investing capital in Deering.
and has, within the past few years,
through
Its enterprising citizens, laid out new streets
and built many residences for
investment, in
the aggregate amounting to
very much more
than the valuation proposed to
to Portland.

be annexed

In regard to the Back Bay
commission, it
may be further said that the present

city

government under Mayor Chapman petitioned the general government for an
appropriation for dredging the Back Bay for
commercial purposes.
This dredging is
about to take place and in view of the
many

{

J

/

improvements which are contemplated on
that side of the city, it is proposed to establish a commission which shall have supervision of such improvements, and be empowered to strictly watch and maintain the
city’s interest In the same. Under this commission it is expected to acquire from the
State any rights that it may hold In the
property for the benefit of the city, and also
to secure through appropriations from tiie
government, upon recommendation, an enlargement of the ship channel and a deepening of the waters of the Bay, so that the
whole water front may be made available for

/

CURRENT COMMENT.
TELEPHONE INVENTORS.

Concord Monitor.
Another original inventor of tho telephone
lias turned up in Chicago. If these discoveries keep on inventors of telephones will become a<numerous as body servnnts of George

Washington.

1ILKSHKD

AND.CURSED.
Springfield Union.
Illinois is the ‘‘happy laml of Canaan” of
the United States. The State is not only
out of debt, but has $300,000 in its treasury.
It lias a Republican State government and
Legislature, and is represented in the United
States Senate by two Republican Senators.
But old Canaan was cursed by the llittite
and the Perlzzlte and the Amorite and the
Girgashite and the Jebnsite and Illinois has

MIMiBLLANEOVS.

H ROJMTURE.

HOME EMPLOYMENT!
FIRST PRIZE,
SECOND PRIZE,
THIRD PRIZE,
FOURTH PRIZE,
FIFTH PRIZE,

$50.00

Chicago.

VESSELS FOR COAST DEFENCE.
Chicago Times
Gunboats will protect New York city
against any foreign lieet that can cross the
ocean; all the fortifications which human ingenuity can construct could not prevent the
shelling of that city by a single vessel carrying a long-range gun. 'The proper method
to protect our coast is the building of steel
vessels; they can be used for defence, and,
if necessary, they can be employed for of-

READ

STEEL

fenee.

PERSONAL

AND

PECULIAR.

George Barns, one of the three founders of
tho Cunard Steamship company, is still living at the age of 91.
Jim Keene has made a number of fortunate investments iately and is said to have a
comfortable fortune well in hand again.
Prof. A. Graham Bell denies in toto the
allegations in the brief which has been tiled
in the United States Supreme court. Prof.
Bell characterizes the charges that there had
been a secret understanding between his attorney and Kxaminer Wilbur of the patent
office as Arabian Nights tales.
It has been said that Gen. John A. Logan
had no insurance on his life, but it now appears that he bad a policy with the Mutual
Life Company of New York for $5,000. He
had at one time a policy with another comwhich he had allowed to lapse in July

pany

Mrs. Logan was married to her late husband in her sixteenth year, after she had
braved the iiardships of frontier and mining
life, and been of great service to her father,

the gallant Captain John M. Cunningham.
Her great-grandfather, and her father and
her husband were soldiers in the United
States army.
Miss Dawes, the only daughter of Senator
Dawes, is one of the brightest young women
in Washington.
She has a decided turn
toward politics and journalism, and
or two ago was one of the editorial

a

The words must be found in the large type in the body of Webster's or Worcester’s
Dictionery; (this excludes words found in the definitions, Geographical, Proper names, SupU

plement, Appendix, etc.)

2. No letter can be used in a word more times than it occurrs in “Congress Y. P.”
3. Words spelled alike even if they have different meanings will count as one word only.
4. Abbreviations, single letters, prefixes and suffixes will not be regarded as words.
5. Tiie words must be arranged in alphabetical order and each list must be markod with
tlie name and address of the sender, and the total number of words.
6. With each list must be sent a label taken from a package or can of the Congress Yeast
Powder, and a statement shewing where it was purchased and your opinion of its merits.
Persons having no use for the Congress Yeast Powder, can compete provided they send a
label and an opinion of its merits signed by their mother or by the person with whom they

board.
7. The list must be received by

before June 1st, 1887. Violation of Rules, 6 or 7
may be considered sufficient cause to throw out the list.
If from two to four persons obtain the same number of words, and these should be the
largest lists, the first two prizes will be divided between them; if more than four persons,
the prizes will be awarded as it seems to us most equitable. As soon after June 1st as the
lists can be examined, the names of the successful ones will be announced.
Our object Is to advertise the CONGRESS YEAST POWDER, which we believe possesses
more merit than any yeast or baking powder on the market and by this method of
spending
part of our advertislsing appropriation, we expect to induce many to try it and thus become
permanent customers.

writers

Underwear, Hosiery and Gloves.
1 lot Boys’ Camel Hair Shirts and Drawers at 50 cents each: former
price 88c.
1 lot Ladies lest and Pants, all sizes, at 80 cents
each; regular price 50 cents
1 lot Gents’ Blue Mixed Ribbed Shirts and Drawers at 02 1-2 cents
each; worth

oo

cents.

20 dozen Ladies* All Wool
Hose; finished Seams, at 25 cents; worth 50 cents.
1 lot Ladies’ All Wool Hose, llmshed seams, at 84
cents; former price 62 cents.
2o dozen Ladies’ Cashmere Gloves at 25 cents per
pair; former price 50 cents.
10 dozen Ladies’ Cashmere Gloves at 38 cents; former
price 62 cents.
1 lot Gents’ Scotch Wool Gloves, very heavy, at 37 1-2 cents: former
price 75 e.
1 lot Gents’ Jersey Lined Gloves at 33 cents; former
price 50 cents.

DRESS

GOODS.

We offer In this sale the following extra bargains in Dress Goods:
10 pieces French Diagonal Weave Dress Goods, 42 inch width, at 50 cents
per
yard; former price 75 cents.
10 pieces French Serges, 42 inch width at 50 cents; sold
everywhere at 62 l-2c.
1 lot All Wool Tricots, 86 inch width, all colors, at 87 1-2 cents
per yard; regular 50 cent goods.
1 lot Fancy Homespuns, 54 Inch width, at 37 1-2
former
cents;
price 75 cents.
1 lot Hair Line Stripe, 54 inch Suiting, at 75 cents; former
prize $1.25.

FINANCIAL

wSSi l

dlawly

GREAT MARK DOWN SALE.

paper. She likes the
hack work of newspapers and goes at it in
the most
practical and sensible way. Some
time ago sue published a little
compendium
of the way the wheels of the government at
Washington run, which was a remarkably
clever work.
Mrs. Lamar’s debut at the White House

last Thursday evening was the event of the
week. She probably never created a sensation before, as She turned out to be
merely a
quiet, dignified, middle aged woman, dressed
in the invariable and unavoidable black velvet gown, which is the refuge of such women. She was quite self-possessed nud made
an excellent impression.
Up to that time
she had remained in strict seclusion.
Mrs.
Endicott, Mrs. Manning, and Mrs. Vilas had
all called upon her, but she was excused at
the door to all callers.

BOSTON.

inarll

year

517 CONGRESS AND

7 CASCO

STS.,

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers.

The only jewelry store in fhe city lighted w ith an electric
light. Citswhat they arc buying. Great bargains in H utc
hes.
Clocks, Jewelry nnd Silver Hare this month.
'outers can see

NEW LOANS.
MORRISON & CO., Jewelers,
County
Under

Ohio and Indiana

jauf66

ALSO

Portland City municipal

Congress street,

C. A. R. Hall.

-6s

Bangor City municipal
Bath City, guaranteed by

m. C. B. B.
Maine Central R. R.
Andros. & Kennebec R. R.

Os
7s

Os

Calais Water Co., 1st Mort.,

5s

FOB SALE BY

THIS WEEK

ONLY.

SWAN & BARRETT,

186 middle

eodtl

_

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

TURNER

BANKERS,

WILL

No. 218 MIDDLE STREET.
Mlerliug

Continental
Exchange
bought nnd sold at moot favorable rates.
Travelling nnd Commercial l.ettera of
Credit Issued, available in all the Priori,
pnl Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Kougbt nnd Mold.
nnd

nov27__

FOR

codlf

tTa

S D

trust company
First National Bank

OFFER

Cheney
Cheney
inches

Cheney

Jersey

Silks at 05 cents.

Bros. Plain Black
wide, 75 cents.

Jersey Silks,

Bros. Checked Snrali

regular price $1.00.
The prices

Building.

34

Silks, 60 cents;

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
JelO
eodti

arua. 400

—AT—

DARRAH’S

FINELY

32 Exchange Street.

eodtf

All

4 button Undressed, Emb.
Back, worth $1 for 50 cents.
50 dozen 4 button Emb. Kids, worth
$1, for 50 cents.
.
500 pairs AH Wool Mittens at 10 cts.
a

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.
Bankers and Brokers,

our

pair.

CabinetPhotoeraphs
Commencing Tuesday Morning,

AH of our Ladies’ and Gent’s lined
Gloves and Mittens at COST to close.
B-—We keep the only complete line
of Kid Gloves for Ladies, Gents and
Children in the state.

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.
of the N. Y. Block Ext hange.
Private Wibk to New Yobk and Boston.
Member,

DARRAH’S KID GLOVE

STORE,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
463 Congress Street.
NEW YORK CORRESPONDENTS,
GREEN & BATEMAN.
RONTON,

H.

PRINCE & CO.
Dotations
constantly displayed.
Q

Stanley T. Pullen,
Fbank C. Cbocker.
decleodtf

PER CENT RONDS GUARANTEED
by

the Mhowalter Mortage Co. More
than fifty Savings Banks In New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island, also
Insurance Companies, Societies aud Individuals are Investing In this class of secu
Call or address for illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M.
11

FREEMAN, Agent

del

ST- PORTLAND,

Rockland......... Os St 4s Bath.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Oo!d..fts
Maine Central..7s & 6s
An"on.As
F. SO. R. R....6S

AltETAS

SHUKTLEFF,

"Unify !S5T“

" ,

KKKT

fl(DEERINC BLOCK,
dec23

_

opportunity haa
jfhla
offered
and
by ua,
low,

ia very

In
dtf

NOTICE.
I have disposed of all my interest in
Fire Insurance Business to

Only,
for

never

although

These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above Hues do
feet, have a visual Imperfection which common spectacles will
lenses ground to correct the deformity of the corneas. This de-

not appear equally blaek at live or leu
not Improve. They must have special
ect Is called AbTIUMATlSM.

for 25
Spectacles
“
•«

cents.
“

50

Glasses for 25
Eye
11
“
“

K.ITCHB1V.
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Five Hole Range,
Iron Pots,
Iron or Tin Tea Kettle,
Wash Boiler,
Heat Pan,

Frying Pan,
Steamer,
Biscuit Pan,
Round Tin Pans,

Ai A

Brick Loaf Pans,

VIII 11II

Broiler,

V

Pot Covers,

I (JlUU

Poker,

Scraper,
piece Pipe,
piece Zinc,
Set Leg Rests,

3.00

1
1
1
1
5
1

1.50
15
20
15
15
25
50
3.50
05

2 Window Shades,
1 Looking Glass,
1 Hand Lamp,

Dipper,
Lifter,

25

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.60 each. PEBBLE EYE CLASSES for $1.60
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Ulass.

A

Largs Variety

Corner
JanlO

$

1.50
10.25
0.00
0.00

!

25.00

2 Floor Rugs,
$ 2.00
1 Dinner Set, also answers for Tea,10.00
1 Hanging Lamp,
2.50
Knives, Forks and Spoons, >
B
».UO
Plated
)
Rogers
Ware,

$10.00

18.50 j 1 Hair Cloth Easy Chair,
12.00 1 Rattan Rocker,
3.50 ! 1 Camp Chair,
1 Hanging Lamp,

10.00
5.00
3.00
3.00

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PARTICULARS.
CHAMBER.
$1.50

3 Window Shades,
20 yards Carpet,
1 Chamber Stove,
1 Toilet Set,
1 pair Pillows,

Walnut Chamber Set,good style i
Full Ten Piece Marble Tops,
1 Woven Wire Spring, $3, $3.50

18.00
5.00
3.00
3.50

nn

$4
Mattress,
$3, $4, $8, $10, *15.00
1 pair Blankets,
$1, $2, $3, $4 or $5
1 Comforter,
1.50
or

1

1 Bracket

Samples of Cuts

best

quality,

Lamp,

1.50

and Furniture.

$.70

10.00
4.00

:

I

AND

1 Small Table, fancy,
3 Sets Window Drapery,
1 Sofa Rug.

$ 3.00

15.00
5.00
1.50
10.00
5.00

SmyrnaTKug,

1 Mantel Mirror,
1 Hanging,

Write for Cuts and Particulars; also Samples of

Carpctiug.

In specifying articles and quoting prices as above we do not want our customers
to suppose that we have not got cheaper articles according to quality, and higher
priced goods If wanted. Our only idea was to show how a house of the number of
rooms as above could be furnished and what the cost would be for
good substantial goods. Our figures summed up will read as follows:

THE KITCHEN,
THE DINING ROOM,
THE SITTING ROOM,

...

$1.25 Colored Dress Coods,
75 cents.
“
“
“
“
1.00
621-2
“
“
“
“
.87
60
“
“
“
.87 Black
50
"
1.25 Colored Novelties for Wappers,
50
They are most astonishing bargains. Almost every one who sees them buys, and
many come back and buy a second time.
•

...

92.50
32.45
137.00

-

J. M. DYER &
611

janlS

Congress Street,

CO.,

Will

Save

You

Purchase,

or on

•

PRENTISS LORINC,

SUN FIRE OFFICE,
and the Manufacturers’ and Builders’
Insurance Co. 1 respectfully ask that
the business of my patrons and fri nds
may he continued with Mr. Loring, at
whose office, No. 31 1-2 Exchange
St.,
[ may be found for the
present
CHAS. A. SPARROW.
Portland, Jan. 21, 1887.
Jau22dlw

-

Rafts of

goods

at about half

before

taking

•

-

-

price

close

to

stock.

To Vessel Owners. j
Port Clyde Maine Hallway lias been thorTHEoughly
In readiness to
rebuilt, and Is

;*Ke OM all vessels
llspatched quickly
declOdU

now

In need of repairs. All work
and satisfaction guaranteed.
c. W. BTIMPSON, Jr..
Port Clyde, Me

Portland,

STREET,

Maine.

1*. S.—Those who hold Club T irkru of Our.,
use the same hy paying
*8.00 besides the
ticket, and receive the 12 Cabinets. Family
tickets can be used by paying *8.50 thus making
(the total amount paid), *4.00 for the dozen, the
same as here advertised.
uovlOeodtf
can

CITY HALL,
aare

482

idnlo

THE

Oaly Appear*f

Fab. 3d, and

Saturday Matinee,

SATURDAY EtB.MHt), FEB. Ath,

“MI K. ADO!”
Authorized performance: composer's original
orchestration; author’s original stage business;
scenery from original models.
the UNEXCELLED CAST.
Miss Helen Lamout,
Miss Alice Carle.
M s* Agnes Stone,
Miss Edith Jennesse,
Miss MTnuie De Rue,
Miss Valeria,

MtssMann,
Mf Roy Stalnton,

Signor tlrncollnl,

Mr. J. W. Herbert,
Mr. N. 8. Burnham.
Mr. Fhll Bransom,
Mr. Joseph Fay,
Mr. E. J. Clony.
Mr. V. Holland.
Grand Chorus of 00 voices. Grand Orchestra under the direction of Mr. John Brabam.

36 cts. admtsHold at Stock22, at O o’clock.
operas for sale at

Half fare

on the Maine Central and Portland A
on Portland A Rochester
matinee. Half fare and late trains on Saturday
Matinee at 2.80; evening at 8 o’clock. Uoors open
at 1.3* and 7 o’clock.
Jan20-dlw

Ogdensburg. Half fare
to

TYPE-WRITER.
CHANGEABLE

SPEED,

TYPE,

PERFECT

DURABILITY,

ALIGNMENT,

AND
STRENGTH.
MANUFACTURED

BY

33

Portland
null

Hr

in

FRENCH PRINTED SATINES.

ACCOUNT BOOKS.
ORDER BLANK BOOKS

We shall open MONDAY

5o different

MORNING,

designs

in this ele*

Price

87

1-2

cts.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.
Check Books, Printing,
and Binding.

gant fabric.
yard.

MIDDLE

STREETS,

474
decl

MANAGER.

Open Every Evening

till 9.
FLOORS.

w.

St.

s.

eodlm

a..

CORSETS !
8

CATARRH
ream

OLD in HEAD,
CATARRH,
I AY FEVER.

Photographer,

ot a

decs

COLOR
A

WORK

ftPKCIALTY.
eodtf

Ms
ItpHf

Liquid, SnuJJ

Powder. Free from
l/urious Drugs and
fensice odors.
A particle is applied Into each nostril and is
agreeable. Price 60 cents at Druggists; by mall,
registered, 80 cts. Crculars tree. KLY BROS.,
Druggists, Owego, N. Y.
sepyeod&wlynrmcT

4 PYl'yu Its causes, and a new and
y-s Taisis suceesaful t l lit: at
your
home, by one who was deal twenty-eight
years. Treated by most ot the noted specialists without benefit.
Cured himself In three
months, and sluce then hundreds ot others.
Pull

Dl1

own

sent

§1*1if
6pfl!

Balm

ices Relief at once
and cures

particulars

THREE

Congress

The latest Improvement in

FINE

ISAAC. C. ATKINSON,

Ruling

LORING, SHORT & HARMON

PARTICULARS.

PORTLAND.

ELECTRIC

a tale

Librettos and music of all the

Congress Street, opposite Preble House.
(]2w

B. A. ATKINSON & CO,

ON

ia the

stock bridge's.

WINTER PRICES.

LIGHTS

4th and 6th,

FRIDAY EVEMIMU, FEB. Hh,

Tiio

AND

FEBJd,

Ufa. 1 Couipnuv.

SielMi’a

Tickets 60 and 76 cts., reserved,

IRA F. CLARK.

opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

NO. 514 CONGRESS

4—PERFORMANCE!—4.

Matinee, 25, 35 and 60 cts.
jJS;
bridge’s. Saturday morning Jan.

Our Mail Order Department is Tuily equipped and we arc prepared to answer 800
inquiries erery day. Oet yoar orders in now and secure

PEARL

4,

“PATIESNOE.”

Good Goods at Low Prices.

CORNER

Photographer,

ROMM, t o He: 1,1,

The Oreatest Living Grotesque.
The dramatic
company Is one of unusual excellence.
I«sai to Makti.xf.tti asd Edith McmtLLO.
The Specialties consist of the Remarkable
Hrasher’s Ma*sv, Exponents of Comic GymnaThe Three Lerslla*, Eccentrle Grosium.
The Harvrlaus Malaasaashys In
tesque.
•Le Quatre Kickapoos."
The Great 4Ihnaahra Rallei, from the Alhambra Palace, London, enlarged and strengthened. In addition to other novelties, will present
the favorite .itikadv Hallri.
LAST SE4SOS Ilf A RE RICA I
Usual prices. Sale of seats Friday, Jan. 28.
Jan26
dtd

10.00
“
“
3 72
6.00
“
.50
40 cent All Wool Hose for
.29

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall House Furnishing
Store, 827 Washington Street, Boston.

to whom have also been transferred the
agencies of the

m.I.K.

(First time ia this city),

(

will the work be
slightest, nor need they
fear that inferior stock
will be used.

II. Yali,
Sol*
LEOmDA MTECCIOMI,
Prlma Ballarina Assolnta, from Eden Theatre,
Paris.
YLLI. H1VERI,
Prom Alhambra. London, and
Cuablis

Our

We are just entering our Fifteenth Year in the House
Furnishing Business and are
positive that our thorough knowledge of goods and buying, and our great facilities for manufacturing and shipping goods ,wiU commend it to ‘you as
the place to buy

FULL

The Devil’s Auction,
Manager.1

Thursday Evening.

Utl

HAMMOND TYPE
WRITER COMPANY,
Eugene Hcrrill, Agent,
EacknagrSt.,

Money

either for Cash
Contract System.

WRITE US FOR

W. J. CILMORE’S
Greatest and most popular spectacle

‘Princess Ida.’

-

Country,

ON ANY KINDS OF GOODS
You wish to

Jan. 81, ami Tuesday, Feb. 1.

$20.00

for
$30 Overcoats
“
“
$18
$8
$ 12 All Wool Suits for
$ I Sleeve Buttons

beyond Contradiction the Largest Stocks

And

PORTLANDjniEATRET

Monday,

BEAUTY.

_

to Select from in this

1*624__

Under the management of Mr. John Stetson, presenting Mr. W. 8. Gilbert’s and Sir Arthur
Sullivan’s Comic Uperas.

Portland.

$44U0

Now, young men and maidens, don’t allow the above figure for House Furnishing
frighten you out of matrimony. The writer had a great deal less when he joined
the ranks, but if you are earulng a dollar aud have a business or steady
employment you ean furnish as above and enjoy all the comforts of your own house while
paying for the goods. For instance, we will sell you the above amount of goods
for $100 and the balance in monthly payments of $15 each, and if you make a
regular average of $15 every month, you will not be charged any Interest. Thus
we give you two years to pay for the goods in.
The same terms will apply to any
room you wish to furnish, one fourth down, balance $5,
$10. $15 or $20 rner

We have

Sale of seats commence Wednesday,
^ Jan. 26.
Prices 75,60 and 86 cents.
dlw

...

77.25
66.25

CHAMBER,
HALL,
PARLOR,

THE
THE

font puny,

"The Wages of Sin” Is by long odds the best
play of Saxon origin we have had In twenty
years.—[New York World.

—

Encouraged by the unparalleled success of our former sales, we propose to ex'
ceed all previous efforts and give our customers and the public an opportunity t(
secure bargains never before equalled. Elegant Dinner, Lunch and Tea Nets.
•
Bleached Table Damask from
.33 cents to $‘1.50
“
“
“
Cream
1.25
2*
“
“
“
“
1.00
25
Turkey Red
“
Colored Bordei+Table Damask from
1.00
25
“
“
3-4 and 54 Damask Napkins
50
10.00
“
“
Class Linen
7 1-2
37 1-2
Russia, Stevens, Barnsley and Scotch Crashes from 5 cents upwards.
Towels from <1 1-4 cents to $1.00.
Marseilles t^oHts fron $1.00 upwards. $1.25 Crochet Guilts for $1.00.
Bleached and Unbleached Cotton, all widths, at the lowest prices.
200 pieces FRENCH DRESS HOODS, ail desirable colors, at about half price.
Combination Dress Patterns from $7.oO up, about half price.

$35.65

...

THE

Urnmntir

—

The Wages of Sin.

eodtf

Housekeeping Goods,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, January 21,27th and 21

1 Door Mat,
$.75
1 Hat Tree, «, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 to 75, $10
1 chair,
$3.50
Hall Lamp (hanging)
3.50

1

Niilendld

8VFF0RTBD BY HIS

D'OYLEY CARTE’S OPERA COJIPAiAY,

We Sell Thousands and Thousands of Dollars worth through the Hail.
3 Window Shades,
$ 8.00
80 yds Tapestry Brussel Carpet. 25.50
1 Hair Cloth or Plush
I t-n
Parlor Suit 35. 37, 40,50 or 100 J *,>0
1 Marble Top Table, 20x28,
$<>.00
1 Antique Leather Mocker,
8.00
1 Whatnot,
5.00

C1IAS. C. VIAI Itl ltY

In Frank Bawey's Celebrated Flay,

HALL.
2 Shades,
1 Carpet,
1 Half Table,

and Saturday, Jan. 28 and 2t,

—

at $4.00, $5.00 and $6 00 each.

and Franklin Streets.

Congress

—

SITTING ROOM.
Shades,
$ ¥.50 1 Hair Cloth Lounge, good,

3 Window
25 yards Carpet,
1 Store, gooa size,
3 Chairs,

Spectacles and Eye Glasses,

GRAND ANNUAL SALE OF LINEN,

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PRICES.

Write for

of 6old

eh

GEORGE C. FRYE,

DINING ROOM.

Jan2^USt

THEATRE.

THE GREAT PLAY.

25

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PARTICULARS.

Jin. 27lh.

Reserved seats, 36 cents
A., half price, tickets

PORTLAND

PEBBLES.

OF GENUINE

Thursday Evening.

PARIS, AND THE FOLK NAPOLEONS.

Friday

J

8 Window Shades,
25 yards All Wool Carpets,
1 0-feet Walnut Ex-Table,
5 Dining Chairs,
1 Marble Top Sideboard,

A-

2.00

0

CITY HALL,

Admission, 36 cents.
Members of the Y. M. C.
at Stockbrldge’s

#.».<*<>

5-Spiudle Chairs,
Pair Tubs,
Pall,
Wash Board,
Towel Roller,
dozen Clothes Pins,
Clothes Line,
1 Clothes Basket,
1 Clothes Wringer,

aa

LilME

FULL

20 yards Oil Cloth,
1 3-0 Kitchen Table,

“

public

no sense

M-B.flH.BEKT.

C.E. BOLTON,

cents.

50

-ALSO

before been
the price

wiah the
to know hat
we

Bchottische nest Wednesday

Open every Afternoon and Kreaiag,
M «nt»; ehlldrcn 16 cent*;
Including 6 slide eniumi.totlou tickets.
El“''lc u«EhTelephone JIM.
decJrt
dtf

Nov. 9, 1886,

We »hall make for a Nhort Time
Firat Claaa Cabinet Photographa

In the

Respectfully.
Uy'

TOBOGGAN SLIDE,

—

Jan22

lues.

FINISHED

10 20s DUE 1001. KID GLOVE STORE.
FOB SALE BY

H.M.PAYSON & GO.

7

IN EVERY INSTANCE.

-FOR-

’

MUNICIPAL 5s.
ISSUED 1881.

Congress Street.

GREAT GLOVE SALE $4.00 PER DOZEN

McKeesport, pa„

F.

for Cash according to circumstances, but in either
don’t pay big prices until you have examined our stock
and satisfy yourself as to where you can buy the best goods
for the money. In the last issue of this paper we said we
would devote two columns to “How Young Married People
could Co to Housekeeping without a Cold Mine on the
Farm.’’ We shall commence with the Kitchen and name
the necessary articles, and please remember you can buy
higher price or lower priced goods in our stock. We quote
a good article

11 Nnuau Ml., New Yerlt.

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Janaodlw

biiryhahts

buy

on

City, County

—

Or

month.

all except the plain black will
be advanced Jan. 31st.

the Adlron-

Trapper, Mpcat
111. Chri.taM..’tickets
50
now
on sale at StockEvening
eents,

*n»fruetlon

case

TOTAL,
Bros.

of

the

•

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

BROS.,

Hon John S.rio.,

Evening.

Street, Portland, me.

dec21

MURRAY.

Wednesday Evening*.

-

MAIN SPBINIiS, 81.00.

H.

Charming Legeud

WALTZING

WATCHES AT COST !
WATCHES CLEANED FOR 81.00.

Will read bia

lanaSdtf

d3t

BANKERS A LADIES’ WATCH FREE THIS
MONTH.
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

W. H.

bridge's.

ENJOY HOME COMFORTS WHILE HYING FOR TH

Under mechanics’ Ilall.

_la'13*__

Securities, suitable for
Civings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

THE MILLION !

MILLETT. EVANS & CO.,

i-'iiri-i.

Choice

large assortment and are prepared to ad (list the same
principles. We use WACHET’S TKIAL CASE, together with the OPTil A l/'IOSt OPIt TEST
LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the
eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.
u

us on or

D. ii L. SLADE CO,

leading Pittsfield

on a

RULES.

THE

Mritdinjf by

upon seientilic

15.00
10.00
5.00

.iumkhkvtv.

SPECTACLES.
16th STOCKBRIDGE
EYE CLASSES. City Hull, Wefaafcj Iwn’g, Jan. 26.
We have

25.00
-

I

■IICBLLAKIODI.

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

To the person who sends to us the largest list of English
words made by using only the following letters, “CON'
CRESS Y. P.” the First Prize of Fifty Dollars will be given;
to the person sending the next largest list will be given the
Second Prize, Twenty-five Dollars; for the third largest list
the Third Prize of Fifteen Dollars and for the fourth the
Fourth Prize of Ten Dollars, will be given.
The Fifth Prize
will be given for the best arranged and neatest list.

jams_eodtf

Bills.

Brfutcs the bills spoken of yesterday as of
special Interest to Portland there are three
others prepared by Mayor Chapman which
are also of much importance to the
city and

across

commercial purposes. It Is expected, also,
that under this commission the Back Bay
nuisance will be entirely averted and that
portion of ihe city rendered as healthful as
any part of Portland.
These bills show that our present city
government is alive to the interests and lie
ccssities of the city, and should be sustained
by all our citizens who have its prosperity at
heart.

application.
T. 8. PAGE, No. 41 West 31st 8t.

mm

mm
HRRit'K line.

BINES BBOTHEBS,
u»*2

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

eoilfim

on

oct33eod3rw0ui*

iNew York Uty.

this i ’a i-h it HoUt^. nXSs
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PRESS.

Highest....

86

Closing.

35%
85%

Lowest.

OATS.

WEDNESDAY MOUSING, JAN. 26.

Highest.

Lowest.

May.

June,
86%
86%

85%
86 Vs
84%
86%

86%
86%

85%

Highest.

85%
86%
35%

Lowest.

Closing.

Lowest.

41

41%

30%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 163
Casco Nat. Bank.100 161
First National Bank.100 114

Asked
165
1B2
116
62
124
'144
80
100

Cumberland National Bank.. 40
51
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 123
National Traders’Bank.100 142
Ocean Insurance Co.100
76
Portland Company.
95
Portland Gas Company. 60 .65
n
d
s.
b;o
State of Maine 6s, due 1889.106
Portland City Os.Munlcip’l vanouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. It. aid 1907...124
Bath City 6s, Muu. various.102
Bath City Os It. R. aid various.... 100
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.. ..113
Bangor City 6s, long Muu.122
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid. 104
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various.... 106
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895 111
Leeds & Farming’tn R. R. 6s.Ill
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s..121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s —134
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund Os. 108
Portland WaterCo. 1st mtg6s....l01%
2d mtg Os.106
«
3d mtg6s... .110

you.

It isn’t every girl who will tell on herself, but
and returned a pair
bought
previous day, saying,
“Can't you sell me some that wil! not come off?"
“Come off! Why, these stay on with very little

one did. She came to a store
of bangs she had
the
care.”

They catch on collar but-

"When Baby wm sick, we gavo her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,

JO
107
116
125
106
101
116
124
106
106
113
113
123
130
110

102%
107
111

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

are received
The
dallv:
Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 97%

Bell Telephone. 202
Mexican Central 4s.
63%
New York and New England Railroad.
66%
do’met
120
C. <5. & Q. 138%
Boston & Albany.Railroad. 199%
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com.
do pref.
94%

Eastern Railroad.
122%
Boston Land Company. 8%
Me xican Central R 7s.66%
Boston di Maine Railroad. 208%
Boston & Lowell Railroad.138%
Boston Water Power Co.
6%
Mexican Central. 13
Wisconsin Central. 22%
Sonora 7s.102%
Calumet & llecla. 208
Wisconsin Central. 2d series.|56%
Old Colonv...179Va
Eastern Pailroad Os.
127%

“What would you do if I should refuse?” she
whispered back.
“I should have to let you slide,” he said.

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter’s Little Liver Pills immediately after dinner.
Don’t forget this.

Sprlggins—How are things moving down in
Georgia?
Miggius—We are trying to get up some sort of a

New York Stock and Money Market.

fBy Telegraph.]

celebration at Macon this mouth so as to till the
city with strangers.
Spriggiris—Eli! that’s a good idea; what form
will it take?
Miggins—Well, we can’t deeide yet whether to
try a summer carnival or an ice palace.”

NEW YOBK, Jan. 26, 1887.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging from 2 to 4 V*; last loan 2,
closing offered at 2%. Prime mercantile paper at
«®7. Exchange is firm but dull. Government
bonds dull aud rather heavy, ltailroad bonds are
quiet and generally firm. The stock market closed
steady at something above opening figures.
Tiie transactions at the.Stock Exchange aggre-

Women with pale, colorless faces who feel
weak and discouraged will receive both mental
and bodily vigor by using Carter’s Iron Pills,
which arc made for the blood, fierves and com-

gated
me

398,637

shares.
louowing are to-day’s

quotations of Govern

securities:
United States bonds, Ss .100
New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.
128%
New4%s, reg .110%
New 4%s, coup.110%
Central Pacific lsts .114
Denver & K. Ur.;lsts.120
Erie 2ds. 97%
Kansas JPaclflc Consols.106%
Oregon Nav. lsts.109%
Union Pacific 1st. 114%
rnent

plexion.
any favor I

Aged masher—Yes, dearest angel, I’ll do anyShe is

a

do Lund Grants
do Sinking Funds.

The followlug New York stock market Is received dally, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
Adams Express.141
American Express.108

‘‘NEARLY CRAZED
with pain” Is the sad cry of many a victim of
rheumatism or neuralgia, and frequently other
diseases, such as kidney aud liver complaints, are
directly traceable to rkeumatisiri or neuralgia.
These diseases, for some unexplained reason, are
rapidly increasing, and in many instances are the
direct cause of much sickness which so hides its
real origin as to be mistaken for other diseases.
In curing rheumatism, neuralgia, sick headache,
aud in many cases of kidney and liver troubles,
Athlophoros has wrought wonders. Those who
have used it are best qualified to speak of its
merit.

Athlophoros Is

UODtral Pacillc.

Del. & mul. Canal...102%
Del.. Lack. & West.188%
Denver & Bio Grande, new... 26
Erie. 31%
Erie preferred
Illinois Ceutral.132%
lud Bloom. & Western.
Lake Erie & West.
Lake shore.
93%
Louisville & Nasn.162%
Manhattan Elevated.
Michigan Ceutral. 87%

Portland, Me., April 1,1886.
real good thing, it cured my

rheumatism. I was troubled with it for sometime, my back was in a bad way with rheumatism
I took Athlophoros and was completely and
speedily cured. I have recommended It to many
suffering with rheumatism, all of whom received
Hugh Lappin.
good effects from its use.

18

Mmu. 6i sr. Louis.
do pref.43%

Misaoun;Paciflc.106%

New Jersey Central. 67%
Northern Pacific. 27 Vs
uo Inref. 68%
N ortttwestern.112%
Northwestern

For rheumatism aud rheumatic afflictions 1 believe Athlophoros a most excellent remedy, it penetrates all parts of the body, driving out rbeuma
tism and makes a sure cure if taken according to
directions, ft is a splendid tonic for a run down
system, a condition rheumatism is Bure to make
of one’s health. I heartily recommend Athlophoros to all suffering with rheumatism; it is a fine
medicine.
Mns. A. C. Weight, 43 Granite St.

Oregou Transcon. 81

Pacific Mail.|6l
Panama...
Pullman Palace.J46
Beading.J 38%
Bock island.124
St Louis St San Fran. 80%
do pref. 65%

pref.111%

1st
St. Paul. 88%
Paul St-oreferred...117
St. Paul, nltnu. & Man.114%
St Paul % Omaha. 48%
ao pre,.107%
Texas Pacific.. 24

Great Falls, N. H., March 25,1886.
This certifies that two bottles of your medicine,
Athlophoros, cured my wife of her neuralgia after trying all other remedies with no avail.
Di dley Gilman.
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros and
Athlophoros Pills, but where they cannot be
bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
Wall St., New York, will send either (carriage
paid) on receipt of regular price, which is 81.00
per bottle for Athlophoros and GOe. for Pills.
For liver aud kidney diseases, dyspepsia, indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of
blood.
women, constipation, headache, impure
&c., Athlophoros Pills are unequaled.

Uniou Pacific.....
U. S. Express. 62
16
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacifle
do pref. 28%
Western Uniou Telegraph
72%
Alton A.xerre Haute. 31
....

do

Canton.
Kansas 8i Texas. 29%
Houston & Texas. 40

Metropolitan El.201
Mobile & Ohio.116
Morris u Essex.139%
OregoD Nav. 99%
Wells. Fargo F,xpress.126
Pacifiers ofl’96. 125
Norfolk & Western pref.49%

14
Central Iowa
Con. Coal. 24
Long island. 95
K. Tenn, new. 13%

FREIGHTS.
Ship Annie Bingay, Portland to Buenos Ayres,
him her $7.
Schr Eftte J. Simmons, Portland to New York,
lumber at private terms.
Schr A. F. Crockett, Bermuda Hundreds to
Portland, coal $1 60 and discharged.
Schr George W. Jewett, New York to Jackson
ville, general cargo, and back to New York, lumber $9, round trip.
About 4000 tons ol shipping have been chartered at Boston within two days to load coal at
Baltimore lor Boston at *2 |> ton and discharged.
Sugar freights from Pernambuco to New York
have advanced to 37s 6d, against 15s about four
weeks ago, oil account of the scarcity of tonnage,
vessels from Buenos Ayres not being allow'd! to
touch there.

East Tenn, 1st Dref.74
do 2d pref.|25%
New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Jan. 20,1887.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal..
37%
Humrslakt..13 60
Ontario.23 00

Quicksilver. 6
do preferred.32

60
00

2 00
.11244

Mono.

Standard.

Plymouth.16

50

Savare. 7 44
Horn Silver.1 50
Kodle.

2 40

Sierra Nevada.
North Belle Isle.
Con. Cal. & Va.
liulwer.

16%

PORTLANOWHOLESALE MARKET.

California

3 30
24%
125

Mining

Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 25.1887.—The following arc closing official quotations of mining stocks

PORTLAND, Jan. 25.1887.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, Sic,:

to-day:

.•ram,

HigliMxdCorn.fi2Va453

Best & Belcher.11%
Con. Cal. & Va.
24%
Crown Foint. jj5%
Mexican. 7%
Mono.|. 3

64®65
Corn, bag lots
Meal, bag lots. ..62&53
Outs, car lots.. ..41542
Oats, bag lots.... 42®48
Cottonseed.
car lots..23 25423 50
do bag...24 00 j26 00
Sack’dBr’u
car lots. .19 00421 00
do bag... 20,00(422 00

25@4%

pref..

Boston Air Line, pref.101
Burlington & Cedar ltapids. 60
Cauaa&ISoucnern.!]. ] 57%

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

stone ground. 4
St Louis st’gt

preferred.139

New York Central.
113%
New Vork, Chicago & St. Louis.1510%
do pref. 22%
Ohio Central.
Ohio,' & Miss. 26%
Ont. & Western. 18

Nashua, N. If., March 17, 1886.

X Spring and
XX Spring..4 “0®4 25
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 2o@6 60
Mich.straight
roller .4 60®4 76
clear do_ 4%44%

37

Chesapeake & Oliio. 8%
Chicago & AUon.143%
Chicago & Alton preferred.
Chlcago^BurUugtou ACQulncy.137 %

a

IMonr.
Buperflne and
low grades.2 DO®" 60

Ophir.14%
Pdtosi.

944
Savage. 7%
Sierra Nevada. 0%
Could & Curry. 0%
Yellow Jacket. G%
Bulwer.|1
Hale & Norcross. 8%
Union Con. 5%
Bodte Con. 2.

roller.4 76®5 00 Middlings. 20 00422 00
26®4 60 do bag lots,21 00&23 00
8*rovi»ioHe.
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 25@6 50 Fork—
Flub.
16 60®17 00
I Backs
Cod. tp’qtl—
| Clear.... 15 60416 00
Large Shore3 0048 251 Mess.13 00® 13 60
Large Bauk2 5042 76 i BeetSmall.
! Ex Mess. 8 26,48 60
(S
Pollock.2 50 a3 261 Plate
9 00®9 50
Haddock.1 60*2 001 Ex Plate. 10 00® 10 60
Hake.1 26(41 76|Lard—
Tubs ^^..7
®7%c
Herring
Scaled
bx.. 16420c
Tierces_ 7 47Vic
No 1.13416c I Palls.7%48%c
Mackerel
bbl—1886. iHams
lb.. ..11@11%
Shore Is.21 60425 00| do covered. .1241374
Oil.
Shore 2s. 12 50®16 OOi
Med. 3s.
I KeroseneSnail
I Port. Ref. Pet. 6%
®
clear do—4

...

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Jan. 25,1887.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, Ste.:
Fork—Long cut 16 00@16 60; short cuts 16 60
@16 OO.backs 16 60(116 00; light backs at 14 60;
at
lean ends at 16 0(5*15 60; pork tongues
13 00@$13 60; prime mess;»14 00@14 60; extra
prime at 11 60@12 00; mess, at 12 76@13 60.
Lard—choice at 744<ffi744c|® lb in tierces; 7%
@8c in 10-tb palls;9@944C In 6-tb palls; 84i@844

....

in 3-lb pails.
Hams at l l@U44c ®
cure: smoked snoulders

....

I Water White. b
I PrattsASt’l.Vbbl. 11%
Cranoerrles—
Maine_>8 0041000 Devoe's Brilliant. 11%
CapeCodll 00412 00 Ligoida. 8%
Pea Beans.. 1 76(41 85 Sliver White. 7%
1 7641 80 Centennial. 8%
Medium
ttniains.
German nidi 60(41 75
Yellow Eyes.160,41 66 Muscatel— 1 9042%
Poiateti, bush, 504601 London Lay’r 2 25®2 76
3 6044 001 Oud uraLay. 9
St Potatoes
410
3 2643 601 Valencia. 7
Unions
®8

ll@1144c.

Piodun.

Turkeys.16®16i

Nugni.
Chickens.144l5|granulated lb.6V4

Fowls.13®14|ExtraC.6%
8ml?.
.12al4|
G-ese.12413lRed Top....*2%ijs)82%
Duck?
P Lb

1

1

Timothy Seed2 26@2

5042 75iClover......

9
t'hm?.

@

35
11c

i Vermont_14%®15
IN.Y. factoryl4%@I5
JSage. 16:416

ICuim-i
Evaporated Vltl2al3e I
I tiono*.
.Creamery tr ib...28480
Palermo.3 5044 OOiGill Edge Ver....2742M
Messina.3 7f.®4 OOlCholee.2(1423
Miilagers—
<Good.16®17

llay—Choice prime at 17 60@18 50; fair to good
#ldooa$17 00; Eastern fine ®12@»15; poor to
9g#10. Rye
ordinary $13@$1G: East swale at straw
$8.o,j ®
straw, choice.^16 00@16 60; 'oat

6mn.>.
Store.144I6
ElorSila....
3 26n 4 001
Valencia
5 0046 60 Eastern extras ..294.30
Messnm and Pa
26
| Can & Western..
Plermo p bx.
i Limed. 22423

potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick ®
bbl 1 GO@l 6244.

*A<iroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Jan. 25,188m
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 37 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting reeds 106 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Jan. 26,1887.—Cattle market

unchanged.

_

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Monday’s auotatious,

j
:

Feb.
Lowest.

Closing

...

Opening....

79

79%
78%

79%

May
85%

86%

86%
86%

COBH.

Feb.
36

M ay.

41%

Market Beef-Extra 6 76; first quality at 0 00@
6 60; second quality 6 00@5 60; third quality at
4 00; a 4 GO.
Receipts of cattle 466.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen® pair $100@$176;
Farrow Cows'at #16a#32; fancy at
yearlings $8 603)18; 'wo years old $14&$28;
ihree 'ears $24@$40; Milch Cows and Calves

*60@|80':

WHEAT.

Opening—
Highest.

lb, according to size and
7@744c; pressed liams>t

Choice city dressed hogs G%c ® lb; country do
6@G44c; choice Western dressed 644<a644c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
31@32c: do extra firsts at 27ffl30c; do firsts at
2(xS§24c: do good to choice held creamery at 21@
22c: do fresh Imitation creamy choice at 23@26c;
do factory, extra fresh, at 22@24c: do fair to
choice lG@20e; do choice held at 15@16c; do fair
to good at 12n,l4c; do common lots at 10@jllc;
do dairy nominal at at 14@18c: New York erin,
extra fresh at 29@30c; do extra firsts 25@28c;
good to choice June 220240; Vermont crm extra
nominal at 29@30c. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern, choice to extra,1344@1344c;
sage 14c -.Ohio choice to extra at 13@1344c; Western choice to ex 12@1344c [lower grades according to quality; Job lots 44c higher.
Eggs-Eastern extra at 30@31c; choice fresh
Southern 29@30c; choice held Western 29@30c;
limed at 22024e Jobbing prices lc higher.
Beans—Clioiceisinall N Y hand picked peal 70@
175® bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 160@1 66; small Vermont hand picked pea at

—

«lipir«.

Junt
87%
87%

26@$4S

87
87

June

Texans

|

—.

Hogs—receipts 17,000; shipments 6,000; the
market is strong; rough aud mixed at 4 40® 4 06;
packiug and shipping 4 70®5 70; light at 4 26®
4 86; skips at 2 76(®4 30.
Sheep—steady; receipts 6000; shipments 1000;
natives 3 0O®6 00; Western 3 00 a 3 00; Texans
at 2 60®4 00. Lambs 4 0O@4 76.

Swlllr Receipts 22.624; Western fat, live, 644
644: northern dressed644c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 2,048; In lots 2 50
@3 76; extra 4 00.e 5 60.
Veal Calves 24i@7c.

BOSTON—Ar 24th, schs Ellen M Holder, McLeod, Norfolk; Mattie A Franklin, McDonald,
Baltimore; Acara, Doyle, New York.
Below 24th. sch Freddie Eaton, Paterson, from
Hoboken tor Eastport.
Sid 25th. brig Stockton, for St Domingo.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24th. sells Kbeu H King,
Eastport for New York; Lizzie M Kells, NYork
for Boothbay: Prospect, Rocklaud.
Below 24th. schs Eastern
PORTSMOUTH
Dunbar. Boston forCastlne; Titmouse,
lake. Portland for Boston.
CALAIS—Ar 24th, sch Maud Malloch, Johnson,
Boston.
ROCK PORT— Sid 22d, sch M V B Chase, Finkham. Charleston.
Ar 22d, sch Louisa Frances,
BOOTHBAY
Thorndike, Rockland for Portland; Kennebec,
for New York; sloop ElecIsland
Walls,Clark’s
tric Light, Monhegan for Portland.
Returned, sch Fred Smith, Trask, Rocklaud for
New York.

■B nn«iHiioia, HHBH

lower: sales 13,600 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 26®3 05; superfine
Western and State 2 06®3 36; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 16®3 35; good to
choice do at 3 60®6 85; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 8oi®5 00; fancy do at
at 6 10®6 60; common to good extra Ohio at 3 16
26; common to choice extra St Louis at,3 16®
40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 76®4 90; choice to double extra do at 6 00®
6 40Hucluding 1000 bbls city mill extra at 4 00
@4 70 ;1300 bbls fine do at 2 25®3 06; 1600 bbls
superfine 2 65®3 36; 700 bbls extra No 2 at 3 15
I®3 66; 3600 bbls winter wheat extra 3 16®6 40;
4,900 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 15®5 40. Southern flour firm; common to fair extra 3 50®4 00;
good to choice do at 4 10®6 25. Kye flour firm.
Wheal is lower—receipts 63,360 bush; exports
36,092 bush; sales 137,000 bush spoti No 2
Spring at 94c; No 3 Red at 92c: Ne 2 Ked 92%
®93V*C cley; No 1 Red at 98c;No 1 White 93%.
Bye firm. Barley is steady. Corn steady; receipts 9900 bush;exports 144.268 bush; sales 92,000 bu spot; steamer at 48c in elev; No 2 at 48%
(®48%c. Oats lower; receipts 71,260 bush exports—[hush; sales 90,000bush; No3at35%c;
White do 88®88%c; No 2 at 86&80%c; White
do at 38% «38%c; No 1 White at 40%c; Mixed
Western at 80«38c; White Western at 38®42e;
White State at 40%c. Coffee—fair Rio steady at
I4%c. Sugar steady; refined weak; C at 4%®
4% ; Ex C at|6c; White Extra C 6%c; Yellow at
off A at 5 6-10@6%c; Mould A at 8c:
4:®4%c;
standard A at 5 7-16®6%c granulated at 6 13-16
S57/oC; Confec A at 6% ; cut loaf and cruslied at
6%; oowdered at 0®6% ; Cubes at 0c. Frtroleum—united at 69%c. Tallow firm. Fork is
firm; mess quoted 12 76 for new;12 25®12 76 for
old. Beef dull, l.ard lower—Western steam spot
at 6 So; refined quoted 7 25 for Continent, 7 36
forS A. Buuer weak; State at I8®27c; Western 12829c.
Cheese firm; better demand.
Freights steady; Wheat steam 4%d.
CHICAGO. Jan. 26, 1887.—Flour is quiet;
Winter patents 4 2G®4 60; Southern Winter at
3 76(®4 00;Mlcbigan and Wisconsin winter 3 80;®
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 25®
4 60; soft Wheat patents 4 00®4 25; Minn, bakersjln sacks at 3 09®3 26. Wheat Is lower; No 2
Spring at 78%c; No 2 Ked at 79%c. Corn heavy;
No 2 at 36%c. Oats are lower—No 2 at 26Ve %c.
Rye—No 2 at 64c. Barley—No 2 at 60®51%c.
Provisions easier—Mess Fork lower at 12 iD.Lard
lower at 6 47%; dry salted shoulders at 5 30®
6 36; short clear sides at 6 6O®0 66.
Whiskey

f6

LET-InCongrcss Square, a 3 story briek
bouse, witli or without furniture; first-class
Immediate possession
location for a physieiau.
given. Kor particulars apply to JOHN V. PROCTER, Centennial Block.22 1

TO

8ueen,

OTOKEN TO LET—The third block on Long.
►3 Wharf, being 100 feet long and 46 feet wide,
K. If. Chase. Apply to
10-2
CHASE BltOTHEKS, Head Long Wliarl.

recently occupied by

at 118.

Receipts—Flour, 82,0001 bbls ;| wheat. 44.000
bushjeorn 112,000 bu;oatsjl42.000 bu;[rye;i,000
bush; barley, 66,000bush.
Shipments—Flour,| 24,000 bbls; wheat, 9,000
bush:| coru, TO.OOOjbush; oats, 120,000 bush;

rye 2.000 bush,barley 23,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jan 26,1887.—Flour market lalrly
active; XXX at 2 00®2 76; family at 2 80:®3 00;
choice 3 26®3 40; fancy 3 70@3 80; extra fancy

o

ov®* av,

uaicm at

•*

4041*

ov.

nucat

middling 9 l-10e.
CHAKLESTON, Jan. 25, 1887.—Cotton is firm;
ciddling 9Vie.

MEIUFniS.Jan. 25,1887.—Cotton quiet; niiddlijg 97.
MOBILE, Jau. 25,1887.—Cotton is quiet; mid-

dling 9c.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Jan. 25. 1887.—Consols for money
at 100 9-16 and aocount 100 11-10.
LIVi-UP OL, Jau. 25. 1887.—Cotton market
dull-uplands ;» 3 I6d; Orleans 5 5-lOd; sales 7.Ooo bales; speculation and export 600 bales.;
L1VKBP00L, Jan.25.1887.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s4d®7s6d; Spring wheat 7sd 7d@
7s 8d; 'Club wheat at 7s 7da'7s 8d.
Cornmixed Western at 4s 6V4d; peas 5s 6d |Provisions. ftc. Pork 66s; bacon 84s 6d for short clear.
Cheese 63s Od lor American; tallow at 24s 9d for
American; lard, 36s.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

Alaska.New Yolk..Liverpool ...Jau 25

Philadelphia.New York..Laguayra .Jan
Flainborough ....New York..Trinidad.Ian

26
26
Erin.New York..Loudon.Jail 26
Britanlc .New York..Liverpool ...Jail 27
BouavUta.New York.. Pernambuco Jan 27
Circassian.Portland.
Liverpool...Jan 27
City of Puebla... New York..Hav&VCruz Jau 27
Alps. New York.. Hayti.Jan 27
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool ...Jan 27
Suevla.New York..Hamburg ..Jau 27
Newport.New York..Havana.Jau 29
Devonia.New York..Glasgow_Jau 29
La Bourgogne —New York.. Havre.Jan 29
Gallia .New Y'ork..Livernool_Jau 29
Penuland.New York..Antwerp
Jau 29
Finance.New York..Bio Janeiro..Jau 31
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool....Fee 1
of Chicago ..New York..Liverpoo.Feb 1
Helvetia.New York..London.Feb 2
Saale —.New York..Bremen.Feb 2
Bepublic.New York..Liverpool. ..Feb 3
..

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. .JANUARY 26.
1. 12 28
Bun rises.7 06 H1 h waler
t
Sun sets.4 42 U‘BU
(.12 26

Length

day
a.,..,Moonsets. 7 22 He*ent
ol

....

9 36

I

••••}

...
...

8 It 8
9 tt 3

Shipbuilding—At Thomaston, Samuel Watts

Memoranda.
Barque A C Bean was hauled up ou the railway
at New Bedford 24tli for repairs. The keel of the
vessel Is nearly all gone, plankiug amidships on
starboard side badly chafed and nearly used up

port

side.
hen Lettle Wells, Bunker, from Boston of and
for Calais, partly loaded with corn, is ashore on
Mosquito Island, both masts out, bilged and full
of water. 8he lies high up,close to the shore, and
will be a total wreck.
Tile crew made a landing
through the surf. TM vessel registered 181 tons,
aud was built In 1808 at Calais, where she was
owned by t G Murcble, and others.
bell It 1) Bibber, before reported on the bar off
Galvestotewas pumped out and hauled off 24th,
Her cargo of rails was
aud toweH Into port.
Extent of damage not astaken in by lighters.

oil

I

POWDER
Absolutely

A marvel of purity,
This powder never varies.
More economical,
strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Koval Baklno Powdkh Co., 106 Wall St
N. Y.
|u2dly

Curacoa.

ST AU‘ USTINE-Kld 21st, sch Nellie V llokes
Thompson, .Jacksonville.
E'EltN AN 1)1 NA—Cld 24tli, sell Susie P Oliver,
Snare, Port Spain.
JACKSONVILLE—Below 22d, sell Nellie Bowers, Magune, from Charleston.
DARIEN—Cld 24th, sch Satilla. Skollleld, Bath.
CHARLESTON—Ar 23d, sch Rebecca R Nickerson. Tatner, Baracoa.
Cld 24th, sell Mary L Allen. Goldthwaltc, for
Baltimore: Warner Moore, Crockett, Richmond;
Wm H Allison, Kenniston, Elizabethport.
NORFOLK—Ar 21st, sell NatlianiEasterbrook,
Vesper, Providence.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, sch Albert T Steams,
Kelley, Fall River.
Off Annapolis, Md. 23d, sell Wm T Donnell, for

ter.

finder will
ST., Storer
22-1

LOST.
Christmas evening, between West and New
Black
street
a
High
Lynx Muff. The finder
will be awarded by leaving at 99 STATE STREET
jau4dtf

Sid fm Cienfuegos 16tli, barque Alice, Kair, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Matanzas 16th inst, barque Jose E Moore,
Leonard, and Fred A Small, Cole, New York.
Ar at Cardenas 13th inst. barque Hannah McLoou, Bowers, Philadelphia; brlgLahaina, Allen,
St Thomas; sch Bertha Warner, Lathwaite, Port-

ON

land.

IN HARO OR SOfT, HOT 03 COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satiul'actioiL.
No family, rich or poor should bo without it
Sold by all Grooers. BKW ARE of imitations
Well designed to mislead. FEARLINE ia the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
ilways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

Birth Humors
Speedily Cured by
Cuticura.

Infantile and

MARVELOUS,

WAN SIMPLY

together, first washing

him thoroughly with Cuticura soap, then anointing him
with Cuticura. From the first application a
change for the better appeared. The doctor said
and ceased his
we had no further need of him
visits. In three or four weeks a complete cure
was wrought, leaving the lirtle fellow’s person as
white and healthy as though lie had never been
attacked. In my opinion, your valuable remedies
saved his life, and to-day he is a Strong, heclthy
child, perfectly well, no repetition of the disease
having ever occurred. You are W'elcome to make
any use of this you may deem best.
GEO. B. SMITH,
Att’y at Law.aud Ex, Pros. Att’y
Ashland, Ohio.
References: J. G. Weist, Druggist, Ashland, O.

Usuing the

two

CUTICURA REMEDIES
Are sold every w here. Prices: Cuticura, 60 cts.:
Resolvent, *1.00; Soap. 26 cents. Prepared
by Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston,
Mass.

Mend for “How to Core Shin Diseases.”

IMRV Use Uuticarn Soap, an exquisitely per
RADI fumed Skin Beantilier.

RHEUMATIC PAINS.
sar.

Neuralgic, Sciatic, Sudden, Sharp and

Nervous Pains and Strains relieved in
Agrt one
fW Painminute by the Cuticura AmiPlaster. Warranted.
At ail
f
26cents; five for SI.00. Pot/ V*\\ druggists,
/
ter
and

Drug

ton, Mass.

Chemical Company. BosnovlS&W&w2w

COUGHS
AND

EXTRACT FROM ESSAY AND DISCUSSION BEFORE THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AT BRIGHTON,
ENGLAND, 1SS6 ESSAY BY THE VICE
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
“For the last four years, I hare been us
■ng, in the preparatory aud after treatment
of about *400 cases of surgical operations,

preparation

well known as the Liquid
(Murdock Liquid Food Com
pauy, Ko-lon), This I consider as one of
the most valuable dietetic preparations
a

Raw Food

within the reach of the surgeon. It is made
of beef aud mutton in the raw state, pre-

pared

at

a

bined with

tive.

WHICH L,EAI> TO

Consumption

Inspector

in Massachusetts,
report for 18N3,
gives the following analysis of this preparation:
ALBUMEN, 14.10;
ALCOHOLIC MATTER, 1.97;
OKGANIC MATTER, 10.43;
AMH, 0.44.
At a glance it will be seen how much valof Food

in his unnual

life-saapporting materials as concentrated in it, and what great blood-making
qualities it has. InMay, INS5, 1 had the
uable

report before the Connecticut
Nlale Medical Mociely 70 capital operations, in which I depended almost entirely
on this form of alimentation, w ith only
three deaths. The operations included a
large range of surgical cases, ail involving the integrity of life or limb, and including several of the rare and more difficult
honor to

operations.”

was

recognized by

the

They

now’

150 FREE

BEDS,
9

the

i..’

«

ru

of the year. ADAMLSAM has been uaedby

.1-t.rt

people with the best

rebuJt.H.

and Cures as by Magic.
Pleasant,
Sold by
Medicine
Dealers
Druggets and
Everywhere.
Price lOcts. and 35 cts.
MADE BY
F. W. KINSMAN A ( ()., DrucsUts,
New York City.

febbdeod&wcowi)rmyl6

—

cast-ofl
kinds; highest cash price
Clothing
paid. Call, or address immediately, MR. S.
25-1
LEVY. 97 Middle Street. Portland.
VV ANTED -Ladles and Young Men to Decor-

V v ate Novelties for Holiday and general trade;
steady employment; $9.00 per week earned; All

materials furnished; work mailed free. Address
New England Decorative Work*,
19 Pearl 8t., Boston, Mass., P. 0. Box 5078.
eod2w
t
Jau22
scholars.
An experienWANTED—Music
ced music teacher lias hours lor a few
taken with children and be-

more

scholars; great care
ginners. Terms $8.00 per
or

address

N TED

quarter.

HANOVER

8

at

A

WA for

AND

2 p. m.

For Freight, Fassage, or general Information
to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A.
turns 4k
CO.,
113 Mtate Mirret, Car. Hraad Ml., Bam.
elO
dtf

apply

—

pleasant

STREET.

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

97 i -2

FINE JOB PRINTING A

rent

of 4

or

SPECIALTY.

DOMINION LINE.
1886 7-WIMER ARRAXJEJIEMS 1886 7
Nailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Jluville and Halifax.

NAILING

JVE WILT, DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

5

CO.,

satisfactory.

Is reminded
etc.

in

style.4-4w
thousand dollars at five per
on real estate in Port-

Gilt Edge security. For further partlculars*enqulre of O. D. RICE, 261 Commercial St.
land.

(gaui flhbtUci,

SMALL

C.

&

AVVl'AI.

Middle aged woman at moderate compensation, to take charge of housekeeping in a
family of two persons, one of whom is an invalid
One who can do plain cooking; house work very
convenient. Address at once with references P.
O..BOX, 1239, and state where can be interviewed.
jan22dlwis

UEGTI.VtiS.

Provis-

Grocery
ion store, have had experience and underWANT
can furnish references. Adstands
in

or

B., Press Office.26-1

boy

Address stating experience.

months.

Portland Society of Art,
ot the Portland 8ocl ety o
Annual
TII1CArt for themeeting
election of officers will be help
at tbe Society's roooms on Wednesday evening
January 26.jan20dlw*
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

BOX

24-1

meeting.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
the International Steamship Company, will
Is- Holden at their office, Itallroail Wharf, on
Wednesday, January 26th, 1887, at 3 o'clock p.
m., for the choice of Directors and the transaction of any other busiuess that may legally come
H. J. LIBBY, Sec’y.
before them.

THE

January

18,1887.__jaulBdtd

ANNUAL N1EETINU.
of the Maine Steam Ship
and the

Annual

Meeting
THE
Company, for the choice ot officers
other business that
transaction ot

may legally

auy

liefore them, will be held at their office.
Franklin Wliarf, on Wednesday, the second day
of February, 1887, at 10 o’clocs a. m.
Per order, Henry Fox, Clerk.

come

January 24,1887.

a competaut
woman as
or care for the sick,

SI'I'l'ATION

is adapted for all ages in health
or disease and can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used for
infants, never change their food, but add five or
and
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding,
or

needed vitality will be restored in less

thirty days.

in

Employment

a

working

private family; will

go

PiyB2_SM&Wtf

\MTANTED—A capable girl

to

vv
housework at 702 Congress
SETH L. LARRABEE.

19-1

Wanted.
/■'IlItLtodo general housework.

Call either
\JT before 2 in the afternoon of after 0 in the
jan24dtf
evening, at 144 PINE STREET.

bargain.

LE—Gentleman's driving horse; grey
Will be sold at
JOHNSON, No. til
Inquire

21-1

_

d&wnrmcW

OF PORTLAND, HIE!

25-1

ULKIGH FOR MALE—Old comfort style,
to new last winter, broadcloth seat and back;
will be sold cheap. L. C. CUMMINGS, 204 Commercial St.
24-1

beautiful fountain handsomely painted In artistic style, the only one ever
seen in the city in that style. Is suitable for any
store or saloon; also a marble slab, for sale at 40
OXFORD STKEET.10-1
MALE—A

FOR

—

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

FORMA
mare; young; kind; sound.
of It.

a

OF THE

Union Mutual

FOK MALE

I30R

in their Retail Apothecary Department, No. 258 Middle St., junction
of Free, give special attention to
preparing Prescriptions; their assistautsare careful and competent;
the drugs and medicines used are
the purest and best obtainable.
They also make a specialty of obtaining for their customers rare
and uniiNual medicines and proprietary goods. Their stock contains
a good line of Trusses, Crutches,
Braces, etc. Tlieir prices arealways reasonable,
codST&ThOin
jail 16

—

do general
St., MRS.

MALE—The tine brick .mansion and extensive grounds. No. 87 High St., owned by
Mr. James il. McMullan. For fuller particulars,
apoly to BENJAMIN SHAW, 48»/» Exchange St.

H.H.HAY&SON,

Are You Familiar witli the Plans

Office^21-1

Commercial street.

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.
For “worn-out.” “run-down,” debilitated
r.chool teachers, milliners, seamstresses, house*
keepers, and over-worked women generally.
Dr. Heroe’s Favorit# Prescription to tho best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, general as well as
women.
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
Favorite Preana sleeplessness, in either sex.
scription is sold by druggists under our posiaround
bottle.
See
tive guarantee.
wrapper
Price $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored platen and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical
Association, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
SICK HIE AD ACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cure* by
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets. 35c. a vUl
by druggists,

cook

in the
country. Apply at 228Vi Middle St., over M. G.
MRS.
N.
H.
PALMER,
Palmers Shoe Store.
or as

For Salt*.
RARE opportunity for business; furniture,
carpet and undertaking business for sale.
Address BOX 203, Mechanic F'alls, Me. jauddtf

A

For Sale or To Let,
DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling.
house on Flue street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and Improved, contains two
kitchen, bath room, twilh
parlors, dining room, seven
hot and cold water,)
chambers, plenty of
closets and front and hack stairs, fire places In
and
hack parlor
dining room, uew steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4c 00 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS &
dee24dtf
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.

A

QOLD MEDAL, PAB18, 187b.

Colds, Pleurisy, Rheumatism. Pneumonia, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago, Backache and other ailments, for which Benson’s Capeine Piasters are
admitted to be the best remedy known. They
relieve and cure In a few hours wheu no other application is of the least benefit. Endorsed by 6,Beware of imita00<> Physicians and Druggists.
tions under similar sounding names, such as
"Capsicum,” “Gapsicin” or Capslcine.” Ask for
Examine carefully
Benson's and take no other.
when vou buy. All druggists.
NKAKI KV Sc JOlINMON,
Proprietors,
nov29MW&Surm
New York.

made money. Must be sold at once, on account of
other business. Bargain for some one. F'ull par20-1
ticulars at 33 Dover street, Boston, Mass.

BAKER'S

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Btarch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and

admirably adapted
for

for Invalids
in health.

persons
Sold by Cromers everywhere.

well

as

W. BAKER & CO.,

Dorchester,

Mass.

ORGANS PIANO

CO-

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DDL
LARS IN ASSETS,and over THREE HUN
DRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS
calculated by the conservative standards ol Malm
and Massachusetts.

\V. W. Hadley, 176 Tremout St., Room 4tt,
Boston, Mass.—Tuesdays, Wednesdays aud Thursdays; hours, 0 a. in. to 4p. m. P. O. address, 128
Summer Street, Lynn, Mass.

45.

KPECELTAE.
FLUCTUATIONS In the Market offer opportunities to speculators to make
money In Grain, Stocks. Bonds and Petroleum.
personal attention given to orders rePrompt
oeivod by wire or mail. Correspondence solicited.
Full information about tlie markets In our Book,
which will be forwarded free oti application.
II. I>, HVLE, Hunker itnd Broker,
UN Hroird nud US New Nirrrt., New Vork
uov24
City.
eod&wnrmly

ACTIVE

TO

o

Its policies

pays Us losses promptly.
IT contestable
alter three years.

are

tlrao.nd

wlrSeir”,! no. lue.n
theiharetl..m

I have itiinto
Hlf’KNFSH it

tjio
Ilf.)

to .top

linn

PAIN AND

“psTo?

i.iSSrVe.01^^.

^

Dr, J. Miller's Vegetable Expectorant is invaluable for Coughs A Colds, 36c. A $1. at I iruggists.r

OCt27

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency fur the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
January 18, A. D. 1887.
In case of JOHN U. DOLAN, Insolvent Debtor.
rpiIlS Is to give notice, that on the eighteenth
X day of January. A. D. 1887. a Warrant In
Insolvency was Issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of tile Court id Insolvency (or said County
of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JOHN If. DOLAN, of Portland,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ol
adjudged
said Debtor, which petition was Hied on the elgliteenth day of Jauuaiy, A. I). 1887. to which date
Interest on claims is io be computed.
That the payments of any debts to or bv sala
Debtor, and the transfer ami delivery of any prop
erty by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove tlielr debus and choose one or more assignees of Ids estate, will be held at a Court ol
Insolvency to be hidden at Probate Court Room. In
said Portland, on the seventh day of February,
A. D. 1887, at ten o’clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date flrst also,- writ
en.
H R. SARU NT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court ni In
solvency for said County of Cumberland.
_Jan 10&2B

DR. HAM’S

Aromatic

Invigorator.

SURE CURE fOR
Dtspefsia,

rilHK wise provisions ol the Maine Non-Forfet
A ture Law apply only to the pottaiM issued by
this Company, and under Its workings extended

March 2,18M.
HaM,
Dear Sir;--1 feel It a pleasurable duty to extol
your medicine to the very highest. 1 huve been a
sufferer from the dn adftll disease dyspepsia front

IT

Wind

Livkr

Insurance Is

provided

lor In

case

ol

lapse.

MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY ol the UNION MUTUAL contains
every1 desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE INrilHE

NEW

A

SURANCE POLICY.
II you will send your address to the Home Of
flee, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to fur
nlsh full Information In regard to the Company
and Its plans.
to

residents ol

and

Kidnet

Headache,

in the

tloned.

8tomach or
Pairs in
Indio cation.

th*

Complaints,
Bowels,

DR.

childhood, and very often afrer eating have vomited
up the greater part of my victuals. About 3 months
ago I was induced to try a bottle of your invigorator,
which at once gave me raUef, and I have not had a
vomiting spell since. I feel like, a new man. and am
perfectly welL I have trim! many medicine*, but
none had the least effect until 1 took your In vigor*
tor.
Hoping you may go on In your great work tor
suffering humanity, i am Truly yours,
II. K. WOODMAN,
With W. II. Hervey A Co.,ft Union St. Boa t«>u, Mass.
/Vr Hale bu all brwtgiUs and Dealers.

D. H. HAM A Co..
54-Brotui StT, Boston, Maw.
_

age

experience, strong, Auancla! condition, large sur
plus, equitable and attractive plans and couserva
live management.

WS&Mly

MIKKCTOHM.
Epwakd R. seccomb. West Newton. Mass.
Hon. Josiah H. Dkcmmond, Portland, Maine
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Husky C. Hutchins, Boston. Mass.
Hon. Pkkcival Bonnev, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. F'hkd. E. Richards, ltockport, Me.
George L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
George Stannard, Brooklyn, New York
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Rubik, Gorham, Me

CEO.
Superintendent

of

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Window Shaii*

eodtf

PEAT

MOSS !

The most economical smbli
■*.Una. I" '.-'■■■■
rani.
'Clean, the Air Pur, ... u.mmu
Condition.
j(. ; Ihm. ol
Pent Moss W ho

good

A
A

£Sm

'-.®_
]au8

,?. YQoi'lte

flammable
Rich

For circular, and
FartUhwr,
teKflrnonlHU
«t

nppiv

headquarter.. I7i Front St New
York. F. u. stuoiihkykb

Curtains,

Curtain Fixtures,
Kb

UPHOLSTER {_ HARDWARE.
W1

MAKE Till ONLY

GENUINE
and

oar

KULLKK,

Map Kollei I* Maadaal.

iriak your Dealer ft)r them,

take

nootkar.

e<xlly

ap2l

Agency, Portland.

■

nl Milk

Tareoiunii

J^IVICHT,

Manager for City

c

Co.

eod&wlmo

raaniag

DAY

tween Portland nnd

—

TRAIN* beUoal rnl.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, Octobtr 4, 1886,
and until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows:
M.33 a. ns. (or Bridgton, Fryeburg, No. ConwayFahvans, Btehlrnam. Lancaster, Whitetteld
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montpelier, St. John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. ns. Local PurtlamTto Bartlett and Inter
mediate stations, with stage connections (or
No. Windham, Blandish, Ltmington, Sebago,
Naples, Parsoufleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark
Lovell and Conway Corner; also (or No. Brtdfp
Ion, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
Trains Arrive in Perllaadi
IV 33 n. in. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
*.33 p. in. (rom Montreal, Burlington and West
J. HAMILTON, Sup.
CHAH. II. POVE, 0. T. A.octldtt

nun CLYTKAL RAILROAD
On and

after HONDA!, Oet. 2S,
IMHO, HawM-ngcr Train* Leave
Portland a* follow*:
Por Kungor, 7.10 a. III., Via kuau.lu; 1.20 y.
ui., via l.rwMiav. 1.26 ami tl 1.16p. in, vlil'Au-

cakd.
AVISO permanently associated myself with
B. A. ATKINSON* Co. house furnishers, cor1 shall be
ner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland,
liapuy to meet my friends in the State of Malue at
expetwenty-five
years
My
quarters.
inyuew
rience In the business with Walter Corey * to.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me fu believing that 1 can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.

tm.,

m.

as

above from Commercial Street

Station, stop at

CONOHEMM ST. STATION,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
(The 11.16 p. in. train Is the mgm express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Baugor but not to
Skowhegan on Mondav mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Baugor on Sunday morn-

ings.
Trams are due In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath *.45 a. hi.;
Lewiston, S.60 a. m.; the day trains from Barn
gor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.in.; the afternoon trains
from Baugor, Waierville, Bath, Augusta, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. in.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. in.
(.ioiited rickets, drat uad aecoad claw, fat
all palais ia the Praviaeea aa sale at reduced

rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, Oet. 20, !**«.oct22tf
P. A.

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.
Aif^tANUE.ua.

WINTER
Ou

aad

after MONDAY, Nar.
train* will rnn u* follows

I,

DEPARTIRKN.
for Auburn uad Lewiston, 7.10*. m., 1.15
and 6.20 p. m.
Fnr (wnrbum, 7.10 a. in., 1.30,4.00 and 5.20
p. m.
For 4; or bin in, Tlontreul, Chicugo nnd
<|ueber. 1.3* p. m.
For Bucbdeld nnd Canton, 7.10 ft. m. and
1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From liCwiMton and Ankara, 8.26 ft. n*.1
12.06. 3.16 And 6.60 p. m.
From 4«orbam, 8.26 a.m., 12.06 and 5.60 p. a-.
From Chicago uad .Montreal, 12.05.
From 4|nebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars ou night train
Parlor earn on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TIC KET OFFICE >

35

Etchings St.,

and Oeoot Font tf India Strwl

TICKETS SOLD AT DEDUCED DATE
-to a
Canada.
Drlrait, t'hieaga, Tiilx.ank
(llaelanali, Ml. I.aais, Omaha, Magi,

Ml. t*iiiiI, Malt l.ake City,
Dearer, Man Pn.nci.co,
and all points In the
Northwest, West anti Monthwesi.
aaw.

JOSEPH HICKSON,Reneral Manager.
WM EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Bupt.
Nov. 1. 1886.
_._dtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

CONSUMPTION.

I a*vs a posltlvs remedy for the above rilseasn; by its pse
thouaamls of cases of Lbs worst kin-1 and of long standing
have been cored. InaeCtTsostrimtf Ismy faith In ItasfBcaef
that I will send TWO BOTFLBP. FREE, together with a VALUABLE TRBAT18K on this disease, to any snffsrsr. Give exKW*f,W SdvUMti WL I. A. SLUCl'M. IH fMIlW.«. T

%

Portland & Rochester R. R.
OF

ARRANGEMENT
1

TRAINS.

and after .Waaday, Oci. ‘45,
SMI, Passenger Train* will I .rev*
On

--““PeMlwwd:

Per W'arrester, Clialan, Ayer Junctioa.
Sn.hiia. Windham and l>yis| at 7.3
n. m. and 1.05 p- it*.
Car Miiiithrairr, ionnrd, and points North
at f.«5 p. nt.
Par Herhe«ter,Mpriagemle, Alfred, Walet.
bare, and Ware Hirer at 7.:M» a. nt.,il.<>5
and mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
Far tl.rlanaa at 7.110 a. as., 1.05, 0/40, an
(mixed) at O.itO p. at.
Far Mu* rurappa, Caabrrlnatl Hill., Wr <t
hra.il. Jnneliaa .(IKl Wood feed’. at 7..WT
and lO.Mta. as., 1.05 3.00, 0/40 are
(mixed) 0.30 p, at.
For For,.t treaur I Herring) If Ms.n,.
:I.OO and 0/4M p. at.
The 1.05 p. us. t rain from Portland connects at
Ayer Janet, wltl flaaaae Tauacl Heate lot
the West, and at llaiea Drew, Worcester, (oy
New X ark vu Narwirh l.ine, and all rail,
ru MpriaaBeld, also with N. V. * N. K. H. H.
(“Steamer Maryland Route") fur Philadelphia,
ft.diiuiorr, Wn.htoatoa. and the Mouth, and
with Harlas Ac Alhnuy It. H. for the Wr-i.
(.'lose connection made at We.thraah Jsie
tien with tlirough trains of Maine Central K. K. and
at Grand Trunk
Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of H. H. HEl.LKN,Ticket Agent, Pert,
land A Rochester Depot at foot of PTeble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
W. PETERS

Transfer,
Railway.

oct23dtf_J_

8uot_

Ruiuford Falls & Burkfield Railroad
Winter

Arrangement In
ISM,

Its*. I,

(effect

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway. 7.10 a. m.;
Lewiston 8.00; Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.05; E. Hebron H.SO;
Buckfleld 9.45;
E. Sumner 10.35; Hartford,
10.56; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 1 30 p. m.; Lewiston I.Hk
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
E. Hebron 3.37: Buck Held 3.50: K. Sumner 4.00;
Hartford 4.1o; Canton 4.25; Gllhertvllle 4.35 p.
a.

_

a. m.;

m.

DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Bucklteld 3.50 p. rn. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.25 p. m.; arriving at Peru
6.30; DIxBeld 0.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also for
Brettun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a. in.; arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
land 12.05 p. ill.
K. C. BRADFORD, O, T. A.oct29dtf

Bass’ English Ale
—ANf>—

<;ii\\i:s.v

stout.

Just Lamletl, Ex 8. 8. Sardinian.
For Sale in the Original Package by

H

oct20

_,

11 ii.In;

m., 12.06 p.
STALK (OVSEt riOIS.

Agencies. Eastern Department

novfl

Only l ine

'"kETCRNING-Leave Canton 4.15, 9.16

[WHOLESALE.!

SINKINSON

Ogdensburg R. R.

arriving at Portland 8.25

HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary
ARTHUR L. BATES. Ass t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. I>., Medical Director
IlON. JOSIA1I H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

INFLAMMATION,

botli Externally and Internally. It is safe and
oertain in ite action. For burns, Poiaonlnjc, Erysipelas, Inflammation of tho Byes or Bowels,
Ear ache, Deafness, Rheumatism, Pains In Bide,
Back or 8houldors, Piles, Boro Throat, Croup,
or Bronchitis. Price 2Ccts. and il. at druggists.
K. JIOUI. AN A SONS, Proprietor*. Provides**. R. I.

TT.r

si or rALLINO
j,
PALUNO
disease of F1TH, fc.rliai'.i
ion w study. I warrant my remedy to cure
others have fallei 1. no rowon for

ft ttorrtiie. Ko'o
omvo.

merNy

In

plans. Its allairs are carefully
managed by its Board ol Directors and OB
cers. whose integrity and ability are umpies
has liberal

The Best Medicines Erer Invented For

I CURE FITS!

When

In

Perfect and Immediate Relief in Cases of

eodSm

ct22

45?

I AmWMLsm

MOTH, KBKI KI.KS, 1‘IMPI.KN,
and niark Head, permanently cured, by an
English Preparation. .Price 82.00. Address Mrs.
W. W. Hadley, I2S Summer St., Lynn, Mass,
THU:

WINTER AKItAMGENlENIT.

IT

JAMES

Permanently removed, by an Indian Preparation.
Reliable reference given. Consultation free. By

Ed-

A

•SI TREMONT ST*...UOSTON MASSSEND FOR CATAiOBUt AND PRICES-ITATION PAPER*

eod

—

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kali
road Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY
and THURSDAY at 5.00 P.M., for EASTPORT
,ind ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage eflWked to
destination. lyFrelght received upto 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Stateruoms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other tutor
'nation at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, fo-i
J. B. COYLE. JK„
of State street.
Dov20dtf
Geu’l Manager,

OFFICKKM.

feb24

Mrs.

—

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

aa

—

HE you aware that this Company lias paid ti
policy-holders or their representatives mort
than TWENTY TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

UNION MUTUAL

Winter Exposure Causes Coughs,

FOB

AND ALL PARTS OP
New lira Hawick, Nam Mratia, Prince
wards Island, and (tape Hrelen.

DO

a

1,10 It MALE—17 room lodging house on WashF Ington street. No better location in Boston to
let rooms; furnished in black waluut. Always

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. 8., HALIFAX, N. i.

you realize that this old and sterling com
pauy is a HOME INSTITUTION,charterer
In 1848 under the laws ol Maine?

appeals
Maine for their especial patronage, became
THE
It Is HOME COMPANY, and because of Its

HCMINEMM CHANCE*.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

Jan24dtd

N T E D—At

WANTED—By

International
I

Anuual

MALE HELP.

middle aged American
housekeeper hi a small family,

Liquid Food

Steamers leave Franklin Wliarf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at B p. m. Returning, leave Ftei
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE. Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

12-tf

WA

Our

For NEW YORK.

E. I. Small.
dim

jan6

a. m.

n4L\E STEAMSHIP COMPANY

CO.

22 Tlnrhet Strert.

J. C. Small.

at 10

one-half the rale of
■ailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com
mission.
Kouud Trip *1*.
Passage 310.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to
I!. M. slnpsox, Agent,
Sldtf
70 I.ong tVkarf, Hosioo.

WANTED.

A

LINE.

Insurance

All kinds of choice Country Produce,
Butter, Poultry, Ac., Ac., fresh daily.

WANTED—Six
cent, for live years

ED—Situation

STEAMSHIP

Philadelphia,

BERRY,

WHOLESALE COMMISSION HOUSE.

J.

«Kf

8. trains timed

Boston! Philadelphia

8. Locke.

No. 87 Plum ntraet.

of

time will wear twice as long when done by FRED
N.
W. GliOSSTUCK, tailor. 200 Middle Street.
B.—Gents own cloth cut and made to order in the

omuL

passengers only.

Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at laion Mutiien Tickci Oilier A siamercinl Mireel, Portland,nad Imon lickrl
OlBce,4V Gxrbiiase Mireel.
JAB. T. FUKBKK, Uen'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDEK8, (leu. P. A T. A

From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

..

From Long Wharf, Boston, ;t
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,

<{$colc! Job

and West.
tTo leave

From BOSTON ei*n WEDNESDAY and SATUROAY.

Kali* at Pius sgr

STREET,

STEPHEN

B.iiop in. Partamoalli, New bury port, nairas
and Lynn, 2.00, 8.00 a. m., l.oo, 8.00 p. m.
Aaeaksrr 8.00am., 1.00,8.00 p.m
Parlor and
Pullman cars ou trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
8.0(1 a. in.. 12.30. 1.00,4.00, 7.00 p. m., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 8.00 a. ill., 12.40,
1.00 and 8.00 p. in.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars un trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., and
Portland 2.00 a m.
(From Nerib Berwick to Siarkeis A’reaaiug via Western Division.
•Connects with Kali Lines lor New York, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Llnestor New York South

fur Kllrwsrth. Har llarbar, Vaacebara. Ml. Jaha, Mi. Ufa., aad Ibr Pravla.
Vroe. task t'eual,,
era, Ml. Mtepbea uad
1.20 p m., 1.25 ami 111.16 p. m. F>'> Baanr
* Pi.eau.qai. K. H., 7.10a. in., ll 1.15 p. HI.,
(ol Mkawhrgaa. Hrlfa.l aa Dealer, 1.20,
1.25, til.15 p. m., Wutervillr. 7.10 a. m.,
1.20.1.25, and, til.15 p. m., and un Saturda vs
only at 5.15 p. in., tur Aagu.ta, Hallawrll,
Oardiarr aad Hi aa.wi< k, 7.10 a. in., 1.25,
5.15,111.16 p. 111.; Bath, 7.10 a. in., 1.26, 6.15
and ou Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.;
ocklnad and Hoi aad t.iaeala K H.,
7.10 a. m.. 1.26 p. m.; t a I a r a aad l.rwla
ion at 8.30 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 |> m.; l.rwi.iaa
via Braonwiek, 7.10 a. m., 1.26, ill.16u.in.;
P.raiagtM, V1 ouuiaatk. Wialhraa, Oak
load uad North la.on, 1.20 p. m.; Vara*,
iagtaa via Hrua.wick, 7.10 a. m. and 1.25

1)1 KELT

St._19-tf

gentleman
WANTED—Every
the fact that garments repaired

liiuth Jauuary.

[10th Februanr.

Cabin...*50, »B0, *75 Return .*100, *125, *150
..Return.. *00
Intermediate*;!!;
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.*15
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov2dtf
Foot of India street.

teh27__dtl

wanted—20cents
will lie paid uutil further notice. GOIJDY &
KENT, l’eari

latest

December.|Ontario,
[Texas,

20th January.

Three door, weal of fanner outre.

300 Congress street; a capable girl, one who can cook and iron well.
No washing required. Dr. H. P. MERRILL.
26-1

Murdock’* Free
Hospital for Women are iu daily attendance, except Saturday*, to examine patient* and assign beds.
Our last year’s record included over ilOO
operations without the loss of a single life,
nud thus fur this year we hare been equally as Huecesvful.

28 h

have removed to

barrels

Flock

From

mnvim. (Avimmooth Dock.;
From Avonni'tlil STEAMERS iFroni Portland.

9

20-1

I

Portland. J Halifax.
nth Jan.
sth Jan.
29th Jan.
lid Feb.
|5th Feb.
17th Feb. 19th Feb.

Hit INTO I.

LOCKE,Attorneys and Counsellors at law,
Iha

I From

uTviuru*

Orkgon.
11th Jan. I Toronto,
llitti Jan.iSarnia,
27lU Jan. Orkoon,

LOCKE &

Joseph A. Locke.

|

Londonderry.
DATEMi^

ltith Dec.

rooms

FEMALE HELP.

at

From

Liverpool,I

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
I-? Exchange St., Portland, Mo.

180 MIDDLE

EASTERN DIVISION.
Par Boston via Western
Division between
Mcurboro A roaaiag auu Hiddeiord at *2.00,
•h.uu a. m.. sl.no, •tt.uo p. ni. Hoatoa (or Persia advia WesternDlvlskm I
Hiddeferd < >

PORTLAND ft MONTREAL LINE.

HTKAMKH8

alternately leave FRAN K1.1N W H A RF, FortUnd,
every week day eveulug at 7 o’clock ; arriviug In
season for connection with earliest traius fur
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, l,owell, Worces
ter, New York, Six
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock,
octltf
3. B. COYLE. JR. Manager.

Press Office.

B. THURSTON &

TUAINM

1.00, 4.13p.m. via Eastern Division

Scarboro Crossing.

31. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

QUINCY’S,
over

FIKt+T-CLASH

THE

Book-binding of every description done In a sat
lsfactory maimer at low rates. Also blank

AT 97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,

MAN DA Y
to

-7^ Fall ami W

BINDING.

W.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LKAVK PORTLAND
Per Heaton it t7.30, *8.40 a in., 12.40, t3.30
p.m. Hoaten fer Partlnnd7.30,8.3Oa m.,1.00
anil 4.00 p. m. Fur ararbera Brack, Pl*e
Peioi, 7.30, 8.40 a in., 3.30, 5.30 p. m. More
Hiddeferd, Hraaebuak, 7.80, 8.40 a m.
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. We I la Heaek 7.30, 8.40
V m.. 3.30 p.
Norlb Berwick, Alreat
in.
Palia, Dam, Ksrler, Haverhill, l aw.
rcace, Lowell, 7.30, 8.40 a III., 12.40, 3.30 p.
la
Ua, hcairr Paraaiaglea and Allan Bat,
8.40 a m., 12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Cl line heeler gnu
i'oaeard via Lawtenee 8.40 a m., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
tConaects with all Hall Lines.

FARE ONLY $1.00. Portland and
inter Arraagrmeai«.

All orders by mall; or telephone promptly atended to.novlleodtf

"BOOK

PAMMKNC1KH TRAIN MKHVIAK,
effect Wrlarwlar, Jan. IV, 1**7.

la

jan!8_

22-1

7

WANTED-A

SAL

The Surgical Staff

STEAMERS.

Enquire

to
house, with stable;
rooms, with all the modern improvements.
Should prefer western part of the city. Call or
address A. A. MITCHELL, 383 Commercial St.
P. 8.—Would purchase if price and terms were

817.

than

NOW—THE

BOSTON

PBI.fTEUV EXCHANGE,

a small family.
Inquire at FISHER'S
SHOE STORE.22-1

two

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.

In rites to San Francisco, Cabin
#70t Steerage #30.
From Sau Francisco, 1st aud Branuan Sts.
For Japan uad China.
CITY OF SYDNEY, sails Saturday February 12

Job Printer

97
of

buy $1,000 worth
WANTED—To
of all

ENMAN W ANTE D—Experienced travelling man for N. H. and Vermont trade for

their lost

1*24

WANTED.

WANTED—A

:>:rc

>

Ph ■>u nan.
Great reduction

iriAKItS,

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R,

eiioo.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

10 to 18 years old to learn
tlie drug business; one with some experimust come well recommended.
ence preferred;
Apply to E. F. SHAW, Junction York and Pleas24-1
ant Streets.

•

MIIU.FOX,

runs a

XTOTItlE—Mr. C. A. Karris, agent for the Me
IT
tropmitian Life Insurance Company, of New
York, wants the nubile to distinctly understand
that he resigned his agency, instead of being discharged as reported by an officer, of the company.
Mr Farris, is now working for the Union Pacific
Tea Company, corner of Oak and Congress St.,
where be will be pleased to sec all bis old frciods
21-1

dress A.

Have been speedily cured by the use of ADAMSON’S COUGH BALSAM, after all other
Cough Medicines had failed. Sufferers
from either recent or chronic coughs or
bronchial affections can resort to this great
remedy confident of obtaining^peedy relief
Do not delay. Get it at once; it may save
your life.
A wonderful remedy is ADAMSON’S
COUGH BALSAM. It heals irritated parts,
cures the cough and helps the throat and
lungs to re«!st the influence of climate so
severe
SON

who

Book-keeping;

equal

and South America and

CITY OF PARA sails Tuesday February 1. Noon
From New YorK, pier foot of Canal St., North
River, for Mas t-'ruuei.eo la The ■•■huiua ml

IHHLELLANKOim.

sion from results

the Inst four years.

D.~

sell Sewing Ma-

woman

profes-

obtained in the Free Hospitals that have been established and supported by our Mr. A. L. Murdock during

AND

California, Japan, ChiiP* Central /

dtf

sight, don’t miss tills
buy
chance; one agent sold 70 ill oue day. Send 60
cts for Sample Spring or write for terms and circulars enclosing 2 cent stamp to C. W. PARSONS,
No. Windham Me.
19-1

Our Liquid Food contains the blood corpuscles
size, free from drugs, minerals,

Send for five essays read before the National
Associations at
BRIGHTON, ENGLAND;
WASHINGTON, ». C.;
RICHMOND, VA.;
HAKAKM.A. N. V.;
MILWAUKEE, WI8.

Pablir.

one

In their natural
salts and acids.

Its value

GOLDS

rear low temperature, aud com.
fruits which act as a preserva-

The Hate

in each County in
class subscription
books; good opportunity to make money easy.
Call on or address D. APPLETON & CO., 40 Kxcliange Street.24-1
WANTED-To
chine Springs; every
AGENTS
Machine will
at

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPAM’S

books made and warranted at

good agent
WANTED—A
the state to handle first

WASHING^BLEACEQTG

BABY’S SKIN
For cleansing the Skin ami Scalp of Birth
Humors, for allaying Itching. Burning and Inflammation, for curing the first symptoms of Eczema, Psoriasis. Milk Crust, Scald Head, Scrofula,
and other inherited Skin and Blood Diseases, Cuand Cuticura
ticura, the great Skin Cure,
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifler, externally,
and Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifler, internally are infallible. Absolutely pure.
MY OI.DKNT CHILD,
Now six years of age. when an infant six months
old, was attacked with a virulent, malignant skfn
disease. All ordinary remedies failing, we called
our family physician, who attempted to cure it:
hut it spread with almost Incredible rapidity, until
the lower portion of the little fellow’s person, from
the middle of ills back down to his knees, was one
solid rash. ugly, painful, blotched, and malicious.
We had no rest at night, no peace by day. The
physician did not know then, and does not know
now, what it was. Finally we were advised to try
Cuticura Remedies. Without the knowledge of
our physician. I procured a box of Cuticura and
The effect
a cake of Cuticura Soap,

BE8T THING KNOWN

«»

nov23_dtf

Book, Card

AGENTS WANTED.

Sid 17th, brig TeneriHe, Tracy, Pensacola.
Ar at Havana 19th inst, sch Parker M Hooper,
Harkness, Philadelphia.
Ar at Sagua 13th, Darque Payson Tucker, Tucker, Porllaud; brig Akbar. Holmes, Marinas.

For passage apply to H. St A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St.,or for passage or freight to H. Si
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

.Vslsry

WTI. TI.

FOUND.

bunch of keys. The
LONT—A
please leave at 146 MIDDLE:
Block.

#15.

C'ouyriw* Ml., next the Obacrvalory.
Refers by permission to Dr. Weeks, dim*

LONT—Front

for Boston.

PHll.ADELl’HIA—Cld 2d, brig Amy A Lane,
Emerson, Cardenas.
Arat Delaware Breakwater 26th,
sell C B
Church, Anderson, from Boston for Philadelphia,
and preceeded.
NEW VORK—Ar 24th, barque John J Marsh,
Whittier, Macoris; sell Emma It Smalley, Robinson, Sbulee, NS; Sarah A Fuller, Harbor, Fernandina.
Cld 24th, brig Oeo E Dale, Barrett, Trinidad;
sell Fanny 11 Stuart, Lane, Norfolk.
PERTH AMBOY—Sld 24th, sell Jas Warren,
Falklngham. Providence.
NEW 11AVEN-Ar 23d, sells Abbie C Stubbs,
Pendleton, Brunswick; Mary Anil McCann, Budworth, Milford.
SOMERSET—Sld 20t!i, sell Hattie S Williams,
Bray, Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOli-Ar 23d, sells S G
Hart. Smith. Boston for Baltimore; Lucy, Wooster, Fall River for Stamford.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 23d. sch Charlie & Willie, Phil brook, Newcastle, Del, for Wareliam;
Victory, Milliken, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 22d, sells Atalanta,
Price. New1 Haven for Halifax; Jennie Armstrong
Thompson, Boothbay for New York.
Ar 23d, sells Apphia & Amelia, Willard, Portland for New York; A J Fabcns, Peek, Rockland
for do.
Sld 23d, sells Manitou. and Freddie Eaton.
EDGARTOWN-Ar 23d. sells American Chief,
Snow, and Gamecock, Robinson, Hyaunts, to win-

LOST AND

my milk team E'riday morning.
Jan. 21, a gray wolf robe, either Temple or
E'ederal Streets. Please return to 413 Congress
Street, aud obtain a suitable reward. JOHN P.
HALL,24-1

certained.

Domestic Ports.
SAN F’RANCISCO—Ar lGtli, snip Commodore,
Jordan, Departure Bay.
Ar 17th, ship Kosie Welt, Welt, Nanaimo.
ASTOltIA, O—Cld 15th, ship J 15 Brown, Keazer, Queenstown, (and sld 10th.)
NEW OKLEANS-Ar 21st, sell Isaiah K Hart,
NlckerBon, Philadelphia.
PENSACOLA—Ar 24th, barque Henry A Burnham, Boss, Cardenas; sell Isaac Orbetou, Trim,

For KcbI.
story French roof house, No. 702 Congress
street, near head of State street, contains
front and back parlor, dining room, kitchen, laundry, bath room aud seven sleeping rooms, all in
first class condition; was built ten years ago, and
its location and condition make it one of the most
desirable houses in the city. Kent $650 per annum.
Inquire of ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange St.

Dm. au
Jan. 13
Jan. ao

d_luiRUAHSIAN. _J.UI.27

*

PIIVMICMN
IIS

j!

Polynesian.

Dec.SU
Jan.

Passenger accninuKMlations unequalled. Cabin
#50, $05 aoil #76; intermeillatu, #10; steerage,

dec21___
C. W. STOCKMAN, M.

Janll

Peruvian.
j Sarmatiam.

free. 9
Dec. 23

STREET,
Maine.

Jaslire •( the
Peace.

I_! THURSDAY.-

THURSDAY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
IfllDOLE
Portland,

1887.

l.ivrrpMl and i'o.tlnud Merrier.
From Liverpool] gXEAMEK
From Portland
I via Halifax.
_vl» Halifax. |

CARD,

180

Winter Arrangement.*.

1886.

passage apply on board to captain.
GKO. F. WK8T. Manager.

JOHN H.

TWO

Pure.

for Philadelphia.

FHOM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Passed Anjier 14tli Inst, barque Antioch, Hemingway, Hong Kong fur New York; 01) Bryant,
Gilmore, Hiogo for do.
Sld fin Cardiff 24th inst, ship Ueela, Hay, for
Panama.
Arat Falmouth 23d, ship Nancy Pendleton,
Pendleton, Sail F'raneisco.
Ar at Penang Dec 24, barque Wildwood, Sawyer, Singapore.
Ar at Savannllla 5th inst, sch Nellie Coleman,
Hodgkins. Surinam, to load fustic for Boston.
Sld fm Chittagong Dec 14, barque Amy Turner,
<
Newell, for New York.
Cld at Melbourne Nov 24, ship Bonanza, Leach,
for Port Townsend.
Sld fm Cienfuegos 18tb lust, barque Neptune,
Hill, for Boston.

upper

BENT-Offlces and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios aud work shops in
Mussey’s Kow, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SW EAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.80-tf

Ar at St Kitts Dec 29, sch Kit Carson, Smith,
New York, to sail for AuxCayeB Jan 7th to load
for Providence.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, 13th, sch Rebecca F Lamden, Diggins, Boston.
At Demarara 1st iust, schs Edw C A True, McLaughlin. for Boston; Isaiah K Stetson, Trask,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

will build a four-masted selir of loot) tens; N 0
Meban Is getting out the frame for an 800 ton fourmasted scbr; Washburn & Co have a 050 ton
three-masted schr in frame.
At East Boothbay, C & J I* Hodgdon will build
a .'100 ton coasting schr and a llslilng schr of about
150 tons.
At Millbridge, Gilbert Kelley lias placed the
keel for a coasting scbr of 100 tons.

Gray Street;

also

NOB

Young, Philadelphia.

MARINE

EAST MACHIAS, Jan 25-Cld, sch J Baker,
Chase, Portland.
GREEN’S LANDING, Jau 26—CM, sch David
Brown. Barbour, Portland.
BOUND POND, Jan 25-Cld, sell’ Cinderella,
Nickels, Portland.

I,ET—House

62

teuament in house 27 Free Street. Enquire
TO
of f. s. watehhocse:.decjoiur

Calcutta 22d, ship Llewellyn J Morse,

in

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

TO

Mantong.

In

TUESDAY, Jau 25.
Arrived.
Steamer State ol Maine, HUlyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Bosun.
Steamer Woodbury, (U S) Deane, eastward.
Sch Winnie M Getehell, oi Gloucester, with
7000 lbs tlsli.
Cleared.
Sch Tiles W Hyde, Sherman, Baltimore—Evan
& Kelsey.
Sch Win C French, Sherman, New York—Mark
P Emery.
Sch Will F Collins, Higgins, Bridgeport, Ct—
Buniery, Birnie & Co.
Sch Sarah Hill. Lane, Bockport—N Blake.
Sell Humboldt, Fiukham, Bootlibay—N Blake.
SAILED—Sell Helen G Moseley.

Nos. 117

LINE.”

ALLAN

BII8IKKMS 6AKIM.

Exchange St.JauUtf

a

and
LET-Store and basement,
119 Middle St., from Jan. 1st, 1887. This is
one of the finest stores in the city, with a good
finished basement, lighted on 3 sides, suitable lor
a wholesale or retail store; rout low on a lease to
a good reliable firm.
Inquire of If. t. THOMP^6-*
SON, No. 164 Brackett St.

Dec 6. barque Adam W Spies, Field,
for Bostou, takes 1800 tons sugar.
At Cebu Dec 4. ship Surnuer R Mead, Park, for
New York, ldg hemp.
Ar at Penang Dec 1, ship Matilda, Merriman,

...

City

48‘

or

sep20dtf

IxoH

sugar.
At Iloilo

active

and lower; No 2 Bed 81Vli@82e. Corn lower—
No 2 Mixed at 34(a,35e. Oats dull; No 2 Mixed
at 27 Vie bid. Lard at 0 40.
Beceints—Flour, 2.000 bbls; wheat, 4,000 bu;
corn. 10,000 bush; oats, 14,000 bush; rye, 1,000
busb, barley 2,000,bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bbls;wheat 16,000bu;
corn, 42,000 bush;]oau 13,000 bu;Srye 1,0001 bu;
barley 1 ,OUO busb.
DETROIT, Jan. 25,1*87—Wheal—No 1 White
84%c; Mich Bed 84%e; No 2 Bed 84%e.
NEW OBLEANS,Jan.25.1887.—Cotton steady;
middling 9c.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 29, 1887. Cottou|is quiet;

STEAMBOAT CO.

ON

at 9.10 a. in.
Kor freight

HAII, BOA DM.

ntkaukkk.

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,188B, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf dally, Sundays Kxcepted.for Long Island,
Little Ctiebeague, Jeuks.Oreat Chebeague, Uarpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland aud Intermiuate landings at 6.40 x m. Arrive Portland

bent-The four story brick and mas1
tic store Nos. 117 and 119 Commercial St.,
suitable for wholesale grocery or produce business; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,

Foreisn Ports.
At Manila Dec 11, barque Chas G Rice, Bailey,
for Boston, takes 3000 bales hemp and 400 tous

Veazie. Liverpool.
At Alicante Jan 7, barque Agate, Powers, tor
St Thomas for orders.
Sid fin Departure Bay 13lli, ship James Drummond, Curtis, San Francisco.
At Departure Bay 13th inst, ships Florence,
Duncan, and Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf, for San
nearly loaded.
Francisco,
Ar at Havre 19th lust, ship Scotia, Sprague,
New Orleans; Josephus, Rogers, New York.
Ar at Victoria, VI, 20tli inst, ship Harry Morse,
Murphy, San Francisco.
At Bahia Dec 31, sch Rosa Mueller, McLearn,
chartered to load sugar at Aracaju for New York.
At Coatzacoalcos 7th lust, sch Ethel M Davis,
Willetts, for New York, waiting crew from Vera
Cruz.
At Mluatitlan 7th Inst, sch Lizzie Lane, Herrick
for New York few days; Addle E Snow, Norton,
from New York, for Alvarado few days, to load
for New York.
Ar at Port Spain Dec 31st, sch Maud Briggs,

MTEA tlEKM.

■ Ml. AND

LET.

LET-A convenient rent of 7 rooms

—

Ar at

TO

in
section city: modern improvements.
TOwestern
HARPSWELL
Enquire C. P. W A LDltON. 40 Exchange St. 24-1

—

NKW YOltK. Jan. 26. 1887.—Flour marketreceipts 32,839 Dhls and sacks; exports 1695 bbls
aud 32,099 sacks; dull and in some cases a trifle

80%

Closing.

it on hand
If you have a cough
cold use Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup. It will cure

"My dear,” he whispered softly, as they seated
themselves on the toboggan, “if, on the way down
1 should ask you to be my wife, what would you
say?"

2 ko

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]

41%
41%

OATS.

excellent

When she became Miss, she dong to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

CHICAGO, Jan. 26, 1887-Cattle-recelpts 0,*
000; shipments 2000; steady; shipping steers at
3 40®5 10; Stockers and feeders at 2 80®8 4 );
cows, bulls and mixed at 1 70®3 60; bulk 2 36®

CORN.

remedy.
Always keep

thing in the world you ask of me.
'•Then propose to my graudmother.
widow.

78%

Opening.

Mr. John T. Dowell, 102 S. Charles Street,
Balto., Md., writes; “For lumbago and neuralgic

me

78%

Closing.

Lydia—Dyspepsia.

Young lady—Say you will grant

Feb.
78%
78%

Opening.

nutter?

an

30 Va
80%

WHEAT.

New York Matron-Why,
Lydia, didn’t you go
„o the cooking school this afternoon as you intended?
Lydia—Oh, ma, there was no session. The lectures* is sick.
*1; Yo Matron—1 am Tery sorry. What is the

ask?

30%

Closing.
Tuesday’s quotations.

Dr. Seth Arnold’s Cough Killer is a sure and
safe remedy for coughs, colds, diphtheria, and
pneumonia. Before the public 40 years. Has
saved thousands of lives. 26c.,
60c., and *1.00
per bottle. Try it.
Dr. Seth Arnold’s Sugar Coated Bilious Pills
unequalled for costiveness, Jaundice, liver
troubles. 26c.
Dr. Seth Arnold’s Soothing and
Quieting Cordial for children. Recommended by mothers and
nurses. 25c.

“Oh, they are horrid!
tons and pull off!”

301&

Lowest.

Charitable Lady—After you liavo eaten your
corned beet and baked beans will you sweep the
yard for me?
Tramp—I will if I live. You see I ain’t used to
Boston cooking.

or

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]

Opening....
Highest...

WIT AND WISDOM.

affections I consider Salvation Oil

41%
4i %
41%

SON,*

R. STANLEY &
IMPORTERS,
410

I'orc

Street.

nov24_dtf

MARVELLOUS MEMORY.
DISCOVERY
Wholly unlike ArtlBelal Systems -Cure of Mind
Wandering—Any book learned In one reading
Prospectus, with opinions of Mb. I'boctob, the

Astronomer, Hons. W. W. Astoh. .Hrdab P.
Benjamin, Drs. Minob, Wood and others, sent
Post rBKE. by

I’KOF. 1.018 ETT E,

■4.'I7 Fifth Avenue,

JanJ

New

A ark.

eodAwlui

/

f
%
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STEAM FROM THE BOILER.

PRESS.

A New

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 20.

Way by Which
road

Heat Rail-

to

Trains,

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
TO-DAV

ADVEBTISKMBKTN

NI1W

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Thcatre-Tho Devil's Auction.
Harry w. French—City Hull.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—A Capable Girl.
Wanted—Everyone Interested.
To Let—House.
Brown, the Shoe Dealer—4.
Agents Wanted.

Legislative

Apparatus.
Yesterday afternoon,

Mothers.—MRS.

upon the invitation
the officers of the Sewall Safety Car
Heating Company, a party composed of representatives of the press of this city and others, went to South Gardiner on the Bangor
train which leaves Portland at 1.25 p. m. At
South Gardiner the party boarded “Jewett’s
train,” and during the run back to Portland
were given an opportunity to see the steam
heating apparatus of the Sewall Company in
operation, three of the ears on this train having been satisfactorily heated by the new
system for nearly two weeks. The following gentlemen were amon^ the party: H.
\V. Richardson, editor of the
Advertiser;
IV. II. Smith, editor of the Express; G. O.
Bailey, editor of the Sunday Times; Capt.
Horatio Higlit, J. r. Woodward, Mr.
Brigham, and F. n. Haskell of the Maine Central railroad. The company was represented
by D. I). Sewall, vice president nnd general
manager, Charles B. Strout, secretary and
treasurer, James H. Sewall, mechanical superintendent, and J. B. Curtis, one of the
board of directors.
During the trip, the cars remained at a
temperature of 70 degrees, and the air was
remarkably fresh and pure. The appreciation with which the public already
regard
the heating was shown by the fact that the
cars containing the apparatus were crowded
while the occupants of the other cars were
so few that they could scatter their chattels
over half a dozen seats
a-piece without
troubling anybody. Sinee the cars have
been heated by the Sewall apparatus, there
have been some of the coldest days of the

of

Notice

to

WINSLOW’S

SOOTHING SYRUP should always he used when
children arc cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as ''bright as a button.” It Is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens tlie
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
Vowels, and Is the best known remedy for dlarrb®a, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-live cents a bottle.
tanlO
SM&W&wly
_____

BETTER THAN QUININE.
not only an expensive medicine, it Is
a harmful oue if taken too
freely and too often.
Of course the world Insists on taking great quantities of it for fever and ague. Some persons think
nothing else will cure fever and ague. We say
positively, and testimonials hack us up, that
UitANMtKTK's Pills have often cured bad eases
of fever and ague when quinine has failed. Bkanduetii's Pills break up the worst attack.

Quinine Is

From Alonzo .S'.

Weed
of "Zion's Herald," 35
From field Street, Boston,
“Several Bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough lialBam have been used In my family
with the most gratifying result. We esteem it as
oue of the best of medicines.”
Jnn24
MW&S&w
_

Ethel said "You never notice
Tills new perfume that I wear—
AtCTYs.son's sweet strphanotU,
Of all sceut* most pure and rare.”

winter and

Pain from Indigestion, dyspepsia and too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Car
ter's Little Liver Pills
immediately after dinner
Don't forget this.
Jan25d&wlw

of the warmest days of a
January thaw; but through it all the cars
have been kept at a temperature of about 70
some

degrees.
TIIE HlSTOliY OF THE

The Sewall

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
REVOKE JUDGE WEBB.
Tuesday—W. Watson Allen, lib. vs. Schooner
Lady Ellen.” Tills was a libel for collision, in
the mouth of September, 188(1, the schooner
Loyal Arcanum" was on a voyage from St. John.
N. !>.,
to
New York, lumber laden
on the
25th
of September being off Herring Cove
Head, close hauled was run into by tbe schooner
“Lady EUeu," alleged to be the fault of those In
charge of the “Lady Ellen.” Damages claimed

day

*1,308.13, also demurrage In *1500. On tbe day
assigned for liearlug their being no appearance
for tlie owners of the Lady Ellen,
they were called
and defaulted and after an
exparte bearing the
schooner Lady Ellen was adjudged liable and tbe
referred to

ease was
assessor

——.

Benjamin Thompson,Esq.,

as

to bear the evidence and report to the
CTffirUlie damages suffered by the owners of the
scliooner-'Koyal Arcanum.” He made bis report
and assessed damages at #1,270.98, and a decree
was

accordingly entered

for that sum ana costs.

Frank and Larrabee for libellants.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEKOItK JUDOB GOULD.

Tuesday—Thomas F. Haley and John Kelly.
Intoxication. Each 10 days in county Jail.
Margaret Donahue and Margaret Conway. Intoxicatlon.
No person appearing to prosecute
tbe respondents were discharged.
Catharine Farrell. Intoxication.
Thirty days
in

county jiiii.

Thomas ltyan.
Intoxication; second offence.
Sixty days in the county Jail.
Thomas Melody. Intoxication; second offence.

Sixty days In eountyjail.
Kjan’ Insisting officer.

and'eosts*

Fined *30

William Conwell.
Vagabond and idle 1person.
Four months In county Jail.
Farrell.
Larceny. Four months in
Catherine^jail.
the
county
Elmer W. Chambers and F'rank
McLaughlin.
Disturbing religious meeting. Each lined $5 and
oue-lialf the costs.
Be8lstin* "fflecr. Lined
S3o and
Fined *10and costs
.Larceny.
and in addition six mouths in the
county Jail.

costtslla‘“bCr8'

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Sunday night

and stole a clock and a few
small articles.
The value of the gear lost by the
fishing
fleet in the blow Saturday, was over a thousand dollars^^_

TIkeSKK
stces dhTnot hold their
—TTieeling in this city yesterday, but will do so
on Thursday afternoon.
The great plate glass window in Mrs.
Chase’s store on Congress street was being
reset yesterday. It was broken
by a stone
thrown by a boy.
The students of the School for Medical
Instruction had a dinner at the Preble House
last evening. A number of the younger
physicians were their guests.
A meeting of the Unitarian Women’s Auxiliary-postponed on account of had weather
—will
he
hold
at their
room, today
at
3 o'clock and a large attendance is

especially desired.
City Engineer Cook started the steam In
City Building last August and has kept it up
for 3,072 consecutive hours since, with the
exception of one hour and forty minutes to

clear out the furnaces.
A team belonging to Mr. C. H.
Walley accidentally knocked over a lady at the corner
of Centre and Free streets yesterday morn-

ing. The lady escaped with bruises and was
taken home by the driver of the team.
There was an incipient fire in the
grocery
store of F. L. Bowie on North
street, about
8 o’clock Monday
evening, caused by hot
ashes deposited in a barrel. It was extinby Engine Company No. 2.
guished
Mr. Herbert W. Leach of Penobscot,
Me.,
who Commander He Long described as his
hand
will
“right
receive $600 from the
man,”
bill for the relief of the surviors of the Jeannette expedition.
In the abstract of Rev. Mr. Blanchard’s
lecture yesterday morning the phrase “They
will not see that civil service reform—nonpartisan municipal elections, arc great means
for helping workingmen,” should have read
“they will yet see,” etc.
The annual meetings of the Cumberland
Bar Association and Greenleaf Law
library
were adjourned yesterday afternoon
without
transacting any business.
The meetings
will be held at the coming bar dinner next
week.
Quite a number of the members of Cumberland Council, No. 31, spent Monday evening, with (one of the members, Mr. A. A.
Lane and bis estimable wife, at their residence 83 Lincoln street, and wero handsomely entertained.
At the Poultry Show exhibition yesterday
in Boston, first prizes on exhibition
pen,
cock, hen and cockerel, of La Flecke breed,
and second, third and fourth prizes on hens
were awarded to Sargent, Nevens &
Co.,
~
Klttcry; also society special prizes to the
same.

Mutual Life Insurance Com-

pany.
The annual meeting of the policy holders
of the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company was held at the company’s office in this
city yesterday morning.
The following named gentlemen were reelected directors:
Marquis F. King, Portland; Dr. Thomas A. Foster, Portland;
Frederick Robie, Gorham; George L. Deblois, Boston. Mr. Frank E. Allen of Portland, was elected a director to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Director
George
Stannard of Brooklyn, N. Y.
The annual statement of the
company
shows a gain in every department of its business; in assets, surplus,
premium-income,
new policies issued, number of
policies, and
amount of insurance in force.
Though tile market value of securities generally has fallen off the past few months, yet
as an evidence of the careful selection of
the
same the statement of the
company exhibits
the handsome gain of $28,388.93 in the market value of its investments over that of a
year ago.

than the table rates of probable losses.

/

__

St. Patrick’s Conference.
The St. Patrick’s Conference of the Society
of St. Vincent de Paul will hold their annual

coffee party for the benefit of the poor, in

City Hall, Wednesday evening, February
"5th. Considering the worthy object of this
.tertainment, it is to be hoped that all
laritably disposed persons will avail themelves of this opportunity to do something to
aid in relieving the destitution which prevails in our midst during this inclement
winter.
*

heating apparatus

sometime before the Astabula
Tliof

.-,,,..,.,...1;...._i,_.,
-o

accident.

,_
“Vlivnn

Impetus to liia work. He believed that to
safely heat the cars of a train, steam taken
frjin the boiler of the engine should be used.
Mr. Sewall’s brother, Mr. James H.
Sewall,
a thorough machinist and for
years the asan

sistant master machinist of the Grand Trunk
Railway, set to work to solve the problem
and the details of the system in use on Jew-

ett’s train, are the result of his skill and inventive power.
Ihree year?, ago a trial of the heater was
made on the Maine
Central, and its owners
regarded its future usefulness as demonstrated by the experiment.
Necessary alterations and additions were made in the
apparatus so that this year it was
thought In shape
to do its work.
Some time ago, a baggage
car, smoking car and passenger car from the
Maine Central road were fitted with the
heater at the Portland
Company’s Works.
One Sunday locomotive No. 92 was fixed so
that steam could be drawn from it to warm
the cars, the work being done
by Mr. J. II.
Sewall and his assistants in about two hours.
1 lien everything was
ready and the engine
and cars have been
running ever since, the
heater doing its work in excellent
shape.
The company owning the heater is the
Sewall Safety Car Heating
Company. Its
capital stock is $2,000,000. The following
are the officers:
President—Biou Bradbury.
“nd UeueraI Manager—Daniel

D.Sewiul!8i<lent

Treasurer—Charles

B.'strout.

Directors—Bion
Portland; Charles
B. Strout, Portland;Bradbury,
Daniel D. Sewall, Augusta
"
^r > Portland;
John h

Turtis,

Portend

TIIK

As has been

APPARATUS.
steam for

stated, the

heating
from the engine, being

the cars comes comes
taken from the steam dome
boiler head, thence through

the boiler and
the foot board

on

of the engine. A small
globe valve, onehalf an inch in diameter, controls the
opening Into the dome. To fully open this valve
requires about a dozen turns of the handle
Y esterday the cars ware
kept at a proper
temperature with the valve opened by only
one-eighth of one turn. This means that the
from the seat, against
which it rests when closed, one
of an inch.
Between the engine and tender the steam
passes through a rubber steam hose lined
W ''uleanite rubber, the interior diameter
of the hose being one and one-half
inches.
I nen under the tender comes an iron
pipe
one and one quarter inches in
diameter and
surrounded
a coating of asbestos one inch
thick to keep out the cold. At the rear
end
of the tender and at each end of the
cars are
pieces of flexible steam hose.
When the
train is made up, these sections of hose
are
coupled together by an automatic coupler
which is patented by the Sewall
company.
This coupler is so made that it
cannot be®OBie unfastened unless the cars
are separated, when it is automatically disconnected.
It has been subjected to a
pressure of 220

™i!il^as re.mo';ed

sixty-fourth

pounds without leaking.
♦i,„ rr j
the
tender.

peculiarly

c
J1Ke
uian
unuer
A, °
At the centre of the car is a
constructed valve forming the

connection between this supply
pipe under
the car and the radiating
pipes inside. Danger of an unskillful manipulation of the
valve so that the steam might be
stopped in
its journey to the rear cars is
rendered impossible. The amount of steam to be admit-

lati!lg 1>ipes

be controlled

le.r?u
at will but
there Is no way to keep the steam
from escaping at the end of the
car or passinto
the
car behind.
ing
The same valve
connects with a hot well or
auxiliary boiler
under the car. The condensed water is
carried into this auxiliary boiler and in
case of
an accident
rendering It impossible to get
steam frame the engine, a fire can be built in
the lire box beneath the boiler and the
ear
kept warm. On the auxiliary boiler is an insteam
for
the
genious
trap
purpose of allowing the surplus water to escape without the
loss of steam.
At the rear end of the last car is the escape pipe for the surplus and waste steam.
All one sees of the
apparatus in the cars, are
the glided fenders behind which run the
beneath
the
pipes
seats and the valve in the
centre of the floor which regulates the heat.
The pressure in the pipes is very
small, and
the steam after
passing through the cars, escapes into the air outside. In an accident
the connection with the
engine would be
broken and the steam in the
pipes would esIt
is
cape.
claimed that the apparatus can
be easily managed by the train men.
Conductor Jewett, Engineer Brackett and
other railroad men who have seen the
heater
are very much pleased with its
working.
<'an

ST. LUKE’S CATHEDRAL.

Celebration of the 20th
Anniversary
of Bishop Neely’s Consecration.
The anniversary service held in the Cathedral yesterday was In many respects the most
impressive ever held In that edifice. At the
consecration of the building some
ten years ago large numbers of

eight

or

bishops

and
clergy .were present and the service then
was grand and dignified, but
yesterday the
clergy of the diocese to the number of twenof
the prominent laymen, toty-two, many
gether with the congregation of the Cathedral, took part In a service of thanksgiving

for blessings bestowed upon the church in
this diocese, and especially upon him who
had just completed twenty years of faithful
service as its chief pastor. Hearts were full
of affection and sympathy responding generously to the love and kindness of a bishop
who is beloved by all those to whom he ministers and whose name throughout the Episcopal church is a synonym for largelieartedness and strength of zealin the furtherance
of the church’s great missionary work.
At 11 o’clock the service was begun by the
singing of the well known processional hymn
“Onward Christian Soldiers.” The choir on
this occasion being preceded by a choirister
bearing a beautiful processional cross, a gift
of one of the gentlemen of the parish and
used for the first time at this service.
After the usual morning prayer said by
Rev. Messrs. Hayes and Upjohn, formerly of
this diocese, Rev. Messrs. Ketchumand Pyne
reading the lessons, an anthem was sung
from the words “Sing we merrily unto Goa
our

The mortality record for the past year is
remarkably favorable, as the actual losses of
the company have been about $90,000; less

INVENTION.

is the
result of many years of study.
Mr. D. D.
Sewall had been thinking of the advisability and proper way to heat railroad cars so as
to obviate the danger of conflagration for
car

ana

Chandler’s band played for the Firemens’
ball at Hath last night.
Burglars broke into Winslow’s meat market

Union

an

The Trial of the Sewall
Company's

Wanted—A Good Capable Girl.
Wanted—Situation.
Agents Wanted -Alho Carbon Light Co.
For Sale—At a Bargain.
Advice

Without the Danger of Fire After
Accident-

strength.”

At the conclusion of the anthem. Rev.
Canons Washburn and Sills, and Rev. Mr.
Gywnne preceded the Bishop to the entrance
of the chancel where
they were met by
Messrs. Jackson and Ingalls, the
lay members of the special committee
appointed to
an address and testimonial to the

ijdjshop1
The address

read by Rev. Canon Waslihurn of Lewiston, and referred to (the
presentation of an altar rail to the cathedral
given
by the clergy and laity of the diocese as a
token of affectionate regard for their
bishop,
and in commemoration of his twentieth anniversary. Hearty congratulations on his
work and thankful acknowledgment of his
past labors were mingled with earnest prayers for his future, and with the assurance
of
hearty support from all those who understood the nardness and
of the bishdifficulty
op s work, and who esteemed him very highwas

ly in love for the work’s sake.

When the reading of the address
cluded, Canon Sills, as treasurer of
for the testimonial, stated that the

was

bankers.

In his extempore reply the bishop spoke
from his heart, alluding to the surprise and
gratification he had experienced at this unexpected token of the affection of his people,
and thanking them all in a most touching and

feeling

manner

for what

had done. The

they

testimonial had taken the form which lie
could most have desired, and far more than
any personal gift did lie value such an offering, made for the beautifying of that house
of God, which was the cathedra! church of
the whole diocese.
Tiie Bishop’s reply was followed by a
short service of benediction of the altar rail
and dedication of the other gifts made to
commemorate his anniversary.
The communion office was-said by the
Bishop, assisted by ltev. Canon Lemngwell who read
the epistle and ltev. Ur. Dalton who read
the gospel.
Tiie Bishop preached upon the life and
labors of St. Paul, whose conversion the
church commemorated, and at the close of
ins sermon alluded to the fact that tiie day
had been chosen for his consecration twenty
years ago without his knowledge, but that it

had inspiration for him always in his work
and ttiat the excuse for his omission of any
particular reference to his own labors at
this time must he found in the feeling lie
had that any such allusion would seem like
a comparison between himself and the
great
and that therefore it was better for
apostle,
him and ills people to stimulate themselves
by tiie example of the apostle than to listen
to tiie narratives of a work which had in it
many discouragements and only so small
an amount of success.
What had been done
had been done under God, and to Him the
praise was due. In concluding the preacher
thanked tiie clergy and laity for their constant support and invoked the Divine blessing upon them and the diocese over which
he had so long
Most of tiie presided.
large congregation remained
to the holy communion.
The Bishop was
assisted in tiie distribution of the elements
by ltev. Messrs. Gwynue and Sawyer and
Canon Sills. The service, which was fully
choral, lasted for nearly three hours ami
was
participated in by all with the greatest
interest. The offerings .amounted to 866.
The altar rail presented at this service is
very handsome. It consists of a heavy oak
rail carved and having tiie text inscribed
upon it “In Thy Presence is Fullness of
Tiie rail is supported upon four
Joy.”
heavy brass standards, having their trace, y
in the form of a grape vine entwined with
ears of wheat.
The two parts of the
rail are connected by a sliding gate of brass
upon which is the following inscription:
“To tiie glory of Hod and in grateful recognition
of the faithful labors of Right Rev. Henry Adam
Neely. D. 1)., second bishop of Maine, this altar
rail is erected by tiie clergy and laity of the diocese on the the Feast of tiie Conversion of St
Fnut, A. D. 1887, being tiie twentieth anniversary
of his consecration.”
The cost of the rail was 8400, and the
work was executed by R. Geissler of New
ork with the utmost care and beauty of
finish.
«

Cood

of the Cranberry Isle

Work

Saving

Life

Station.

(8t. John Globe.)
The crew of the schooner Afton, before
reported wrecked, arrived home Saturday.
In an interview with a Globe reporter the
men gave the following account of the disaster :
The Afton sailed from St. John at 2
o’clock p. m., on Thursday, January 13th,
for Portland, Me., with the wind north,
moderate. At 5 o’clock on Friday morning
An hour aftershe was off Moospeckie.
wards a heavy ENE. snow storm set in, with

thick vapor. About 7.30 o'clock Petit Manan
was made.
The storm increased in violence
and the sea ran

tremendously high. Seeing

there was no chance of the storm abating,
the captain decided to run for Baker s Island. The weather was so thick that it was

impossible to see two lengths ahead.
The vessel fetched a little to the north of
the island, and at 9.30 o’clock she struck on
Cranberry Island bar. She immediately
•ommenced to thump heavily, while the
heavy seas rolled completely over her. The
crew were drenched with the waves, and in
this condition they were forced to take to
the rigging for fear of being washed overboard. While in the rigging the schooner
was turned nearly around several times, and
every time she shifted the men were forced
to change their positions in the rigging.
Their clothes were frozen, and the men suffered fearfully from the intense cold. For
six hours, which to the men seemed as
long as so many days, the men held
the
face
of
in
the
on,
blinding
snow, and the sea running
mountains
high. The craft shivered and shook, and every moment the men thought she would go
to pieces.
When their hopes were well nigh
gone the men espied the Cranberry Island
station
men coming to tneir reslife-saving
The high

cue.

prevented them from

sea

boarding the vessel, but with promptness the
life-saving men set about to effect their rescue.
The rocket apparatus was
quickly put
in
and a

line thrown towards the schoonon board the schooner failed
to catch the line. Again line! after line was
thrown, and as the men failed to catch them,
they became disheartened. The eighth line
thrown, lioivever, was caught and secured,
and the exhausted man; effected a lauding
one by one.
As quick as possible they were
taken to the life-saving station and supplied
with dry clothes, and everything possible
was done for their comfort.
An examination showed that Capt. Odell and the steward, Wm. Whelpley, were badly frost-bitten
about the face. The men speak in the highest terms of the kindness shown them by the
people at the station, and of the heroic and
energetic efforts in rescuing them from the
wreck.
It is impossible, the men say, to describe the humane actions of these men. The
“Afton” became a total wreck. Uerkeel
and bottom were knocked out, and she was
broken in two. The cargo was also lost.
use,

The

er.

men

SCOTLAND.
Rev.

mnaiKngr

trict.

THELOSS OFTHEAFTON.

con-

the fund
contributions from the diocese had exceeded the
amount required for the altar rail by about
three hundred dollars, and that the surplus
would be placed to the bishop’s credit at his

Mr.

Crosley

In the

Mechanics

Course.
Mr. John E. DeWitt’s Lecture to the
Art School.
The subject of Mr. DeWitt’s remarks last
evening was the work of the painters
Raphael, D. Volterra, Rubens, Holbein,
Domenichino and Rembrandt, and ids plan
was to give a short sketch of their lives and
their manner of painting,
illustrating the
latter by an exiiibit of the following engravings:
Raphael’s “The Transfiguration.” Painted for
the Church of San Pietro
in Montorie.
Now in
the gallery of the Vatican. Engraving by Raphael
born
in
Morghen,
Portici, 1758; died in Florence,
18*3. A famous engraver, pupil of
Velpato
Danlello da Volterra'* “The Descent from the
Cross.” Church of Trinita de Monti in Rome.
Engraved by Faoli Tosctai, born at Parma, 1788.
Became director of the Academy of Fine Arts,
Parma. Died 1868. Pupil of iiervic.
Rubens’ “The Descent from tile Cross.” The
great altar-piece in the Cathadral of Antwerp.
Engraved in 1808 by Eainbutus Autonius Claessens, a painter and engraver. Born at Antwerp,
1764; died at Paris, 1834.
Holbein’s "Meyer .Madonna.”
At Dresden
Museum. Engraved by Moritz Steinla. Born in
Germany, 1791; died at Dresden, 1858. Pupil of
Raphael Morghen and of Longhi.
Domenicliino’s “The Communion of 8t. Je
rpme." Now in the gallery of the Vatican, Rome.
Engraved by Pierre Alexandre Tardieu. Born in
Paris, 1756; died in Paris, 1844. Especially a
pupil of the famous engraver John George Wille.
Rembrandt’s "Night Watch.” Now in the
museum at Amsterdam. Etched by Leopold E’lameng, etcher of the present day.

This exhibition wTas followed by a presentation of the best reviews and criticisms
procurable of the artist, his time, and the
picture under consideration; the idea being
to submit to the attention of the school an
exhibition of the best known engravings of
the paintings of these great masters, together with the ablest reviews and criticisms
of their works—with a view of assisting the
pupils in their study, which is at present

mostly
The

Scriptural subjects.
following from the treatment

upon

of

Domenichino may be taken as a specimen of
the whole:
“In the Vatican
gallery is to be found the
picture of the ‘Communion of St.
erome by Domenichino.
This artist, born
at Bologna (1581-1611) was the most distinguished painter of the school of Carracci.
Guido and Albano were students of Carracci
at the Maine time. While his
originality was
not great, his expression and color are admirable. He is often criticised for
allowing
the auxiliary parts of his works to detract
from the interest of the principal figure. He
left Rome on account of the persecution of
rivals, only t« be poisoned by them at
(Naples. The history of his life is full of incidents calculated to inspire the reader with
sympathy for one whose whole existence
seems to have been made miserable
by
jealous rivals. Even this picture, for painting which he received only about 850, was,
owing to a quarrel, hid by the monks of AraCmli until discovered by
Poussin, whorefused to paint over it another picture.”
Mrs. Jameson wrote in'her journal of this
*,.11_

5reat

“The rest of the morning w
\ atiean. I stood today for

r™een
„the
J

two

as spent in
some time

the
bethe

great masterpieces,
ransfiguration’of Raphael and Domonl-

elnno s ‘Communion of St. Jerome
I
studied them figure by figure, and then in the
ensemble, and mused upon the different
effects they produce, until I thought I could
decide to my own satisfaction on their respective merits. I never can turn to the Donienichino w ithout being thrilled with emotion and touched with awe. The
story is told
with most admirable skill, and with the
most
exquisite truth and simplicity: The interest
is one
son of

and the same; it all centers in the per-

the expiring saint, and the calm benignity of the officiating priest is finely contrasted with the countenances of the group
who support the dying form of St, Jerome
anxious tenderness, grief,
hope and fear are
expressed with such deep pathos and reality
that the spectator forgets admiration in
sympathy ; and I have gazed until I could almost
have fancied myself one of the assistants.
The coloring is as admirable as the
composition—gorgeously rich in effect * but subdued
to a tone which harmonizes with the solem■

of the subject.
nity
There is a curious anecdote connected with
this picture, which I wish I had noted down
at length as it was related to me as the time
I heard it. It is briefly this: The picture
was painted by Domenicliino for the church
of San Giroloma Dcala Carita. At the time
the factions between the different schools of
painting ran so high at Rome that the followers of Domenichino and Guido absolutely
stabbed and poisoned each other, and popuular prejudice being in ;favor of the
latter,
the Communion of St. Jerome” jwas torn
down from its place and thrown into
;a lumber garret. Some time afterwards the
superiors of the convent, wishing to substitute a

altar-piece, commissionedJNicolo Pousit, and sent him Dominichino’s

new

sin to execute

rejected picture as old canvas to paint upon.
No sooner had the generous Poussin east his
eyes on it than he| was struck, as well he
might be, with astonishment and admiration.
He immediately carried it to the church, and
there lectured in public on its beauties, until
he made the stupid monks ashamed of their
blind rejection of such a masterpiece, and
boldly gave it that character it has ever since
retained of being the second best picture in
the world.

Fire on Commercial Street.
The alarm of fire ironi box 23 yesterday
morning at 10.15 o’clock, was caused by the
bursting of a w ater pipe and the wetting
down of several casks of lime at the store of
L. C. Cummings & Co., No. 200 Commercial
street. A large quantity of lime was stored
on the first floor.
The department worked
hard and all the casks which had been wet

rolled into the street.
Several casks
were scorched on the outside and several
more were entirely destroyed.
If the fire
had got a good start a heavy loss would have
resulted, as It would have been almost impossible to control it. As it was, the damage
were

was

slight.

iA Present to Conductor Jewett.
Conductor Jewett of the Maine Central
railroad w'as yesterday made the recipient
of an elegant arm chair, presented to him
by
Mr. James Tarbox of South Gardiner. Mr.
Tarbox bought a ticket for the chair in the
Grand Army fair at Gardiner, and the ticket
proved to be the lucky one. The chair was
made in Gardiner, and is of oak inlaid witli
ivory and elaborately carved. It is upholstered In maroon colored plush.
A Card of Thanks.

The subscriber

desires
patrons

express his
the
Daily
Saccarappa and
to
of

thanks to
the
Pbess and Argus
in
the many friends in that village for
their kind considerations
and
liberal
patronage
w;hile he was disabled by
bodily Injury from appearing amoug them in
person.
Such acts of kindness will not soon

be forgotten by him.

C. H. Kilby.

Rev. Marion Crosley of the church of the
Messiah, was the lecturer in the Mechanics
Free Course last night. He took the “Land
O’Cakes,” Scotland, for his theme and was

frequently interrupted by applause.
The speaker introduced the subject by
stating that he was not a Scotchman himself, he was born and brought up in Ohio,
but he had the good fortune to spend two
very pleasant and profitable years in that

country.
Scotland is located far to the north of this
country. It lies between r>4 and GO north latitude.

Glasgow

is some 800 miles

north

of

Portland and still its climate is
very
much milder. Its winters are usually mild,
but
are

damp,

dark and

foggy.

The

summers

pleasant, sometimes delightful. The long
twilight, the “gloaming” of midsummer is
charming. The country is full of romance,
and poetry. The greater portion is rugged
and beautiful in the extreme.
It is divided
into two great sections, the Lowlands and
the Highlands, and in earlier years the people were quite unlike but today they are becoming more as one nation, unless it be the

Crofters dwelling far away to the North.
I hey have very few advantages, and manage to live on very little, and are without any
of our modern improvements.
Tliev are
down by the owners of the land.
kept
is
Scotland
a land of oatmeal cakes, Goivens and heather.
Its “bonnie purple heather, as growing upon the hillsides and along
the banks, is beautiful beyond description.
The

people are thrifty, enterprising,
philosophic and brave. Her heroes, philoso-

poets and noted men
phers,
The manners and

referred to.
customs of the people
were described. A Scotch home with the
peculiarities of a {Scotch kitchen were out*
lined, and special reference was made to
Robert Burns and his poetry, because of the
fact that the lecture
happened to come on
the 128th anniversary of the poet’s birth. A
tribute
of
High
praise was given to the plowboy poet. In the estimation of the speaker
lie ranked among the first of the English
poets. He was made out to be not only a
poet
of nature, and of
humau nature but
proved to be a theological reformer.
Portions of “Holy Willie s Prayer," and
“A Man's a Man for a’ That,” were
quoted
as proof of His advanced ideas on the subject of a common brotherhood, and of relig
ion in general.
were

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THE WAGES OF SIN.

On

next Friday and Saturday
evenings, at the Portland Theatre, Mr. Maubury
wiil appear in Harvey's play of the “Wages
of Sin,” supported by a good stock
company.
The Dramatic News says: “The Wages of
Sin” is a remarkably strong melodrama, and

has made an unquestionable hit at the Fourteenth street theatre. The acting is highly
creditable, and the performance altogether
very enjoyable to the lovers of melodrama.
How long it will be played at the Fourteenth
street theatre, cannot now be said, but it
will probably be seen there as
long as the
business will warrant, and the indications
now are that the
receipts will be large for
time to come.

The Wages of Sin is a
deserving play, and, like most deserving
things, it is succeeding." The sale of tickets
will begin at the box office this morning.
some

ADIRONDACK MURRAY.

“How John Norton, the Trapper, kept His
Christmas,” an Adirondack tale, will be read
by W. H. H. Murray, in the Stockbridge
course this evening. The time of the play is
Christmas eve; locality, the Adirondack forest. The persons introduced are: 1, John
Norton, the trapper; 2, Wild Bill, a goodhearted, but dissipated guide; 3, a poor
woman and her three children, deserted
by
the vagabond husband and
father; 4, Henry
Herbert, who from his city home, lias sent in
the Christmas box: 5, the Lad, a beautiful
character, espbcially beloved by the old trap1
per.

NOTES.

Longfellow Lodge entertainment

will be
given at Castle Hall tonight.
Tickets for the season of Gilbert & Sullivan’s opera can now be procnred at Stock-

bridge’s.

The tickets are ready at Stockbridge’s for
Mr. C. E. Bolton’s lecture in the V. M. C. A.
course in City Hail, tomorrow
evening, on
Paris and the Four Napoleons.”
The Haydns are rehearsing for a miscellaneous concert, which is to be given in the
course of two or three weeks.
At the Boston Museum, Monday evening
Abraham Lincoln Post ll-of Charlestown
attended the war drama, “Held by the Enemy.” They were there also for another purOne of their comrades, Mr. James
urrows, was surprised between the first
and second acts by about 108 of his comrades
and presented with a gold hunting case

gise.

watch.
The original Nashville Students, the celebrated plantation singers, whose beautiful

voices and weird and plaintive melodies
have attracted great attention, will appear
at City Hall, Feb. 14th.

THE

ing.
O.

Goodridge,

who

recently
Maine State College
was

chosen instructor at the
to succeed Prof. Walter Flint has declined
the place.
Kev. Clarence Cotton, rector of the Episco
pal church at Hartford, Conn., died Saturday. He was formerly rector of the Episcopal church at Winn.
Mr. John O’Connor, for a
long time employed at the United States hotel, died yesterday afternoon at the residence of his
cousin, Mr. Peter O’Congor, of the United
States hotel. He leaves many Ifriends.
ltev. Salem D. Towne, a recent graduate
of the Bangor Theological Seminary, who
has been pastor of the Congregational church
at Ellsworth Falls for some time, has resigned on account of ill health.
Mr. Calvin Austin, General Freight Agent
of the Boston <k Bangor Steamship Company, has been appointed General Passenger
Agent of the line. Mr. Austin is a very able
official, popular with the patrons of the
company and its employes and has many
friends who will congratulate him upon his
new

position.

Hon. Mark Howard, president of the National Fire Insurance Company, died last
week in Hartford, aged 70 years. He has
been connected with the Fire Insurance companies in Hartford for forty years. He was
especially influential In organizing and systematizing the business, ne was a leading
citizen in all walks of life, was one of the
organizers of the Kepublican party, and was
the first intomal revenue collector in his dis-

EDUCATIONAL..

EASTERN.

The Boston Journal says: The plaintiff in
brought by M. id. Cunniff against
the Eastern Railroad Company to prevent
the exchange of preferred stock for bonds
has withdrawn the suit, and it was an early
intimation of this fact which led to the announcement Saturday that the new stock
was ready for distribution.
The holder of
one Eastern C per cent, bond receives in exchange therefor seven shares of Eastern
preferred stock, $75.35 in preferred stock
scrip, and 224.65 in 6 per cent, bond scrip.
The distribution of the preferred stock is
based on the amount of bonds deposited in
excess of the $3,150,000 required.”

"IRELAND AND THE IRISH,"
—

AT

DlrtSoSC5Se2WA.t?gyenUn<le*‘he
Admission,
Reserved

0f

26 cents.
seats 35 cents.
Reserved seats tor sale at
and by
B
Stockbridge’s
the members.
Janaedtf

AWimSffBaOT
iBo-eum iraASa.ssBrs

ordinary

Cumberland

rl brook and Deering, for the sale of the Haby
Burglar Alarm Bell”, the most reliable alarm
ever offered; heartily endorsed by business men
of Portland; good pay to the right men. Apply to
J. S. SANBORN, 32 Alder St..Portland Me.

Congregational

Con-

ference.
The Cumberland Conference will meet
with Willlston church today at 10 o’clock
a. m.
The following will be the order of
services:
10.00 a. m.—Organization and business.
10.30 a. m.—Tile Manliness of Christian Faith—
Rev. E. M. Cousins, Granville Staples.
11.30 a. m.—Is it maintaining its grip on human
conduct? If not, why not?—Horatio Staples. C.
A. Woodbury.
Refreshments In the church parlors at 12.30.
2.00 p. m.—Sermon by Kev. Arthur Smith, followed by the Lord’s Supper.
3.16 ip. m.—Intimacy with Christ—Rev. ¥. T.
Bayley and others.
4.00 to 6.00 p. in.—Ladies’ missionary meeting.

7.00 p. m.—service of song.
p. 111.—Responsibilities of a Christian profession—Opened by Kev. C. U. Daniels.
Responsibility of not confessing Christ—Rev.
A. H. Wright and others.
A cordial invitation is extended to all to
participate in the exercises.
7.30

Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county hava been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Raymond—Deborali Leach to James II. Leach,
laud and buildings.
$600 and other considerations.

Deering—Eliplialet M. Kimball

to

S. W.

Has-

$660.

Liberal Commissions

gas.

Ageau.

to «•!«*

Miss. A. L. Sawyer, 537

Congress St.,

NEWARK,

jmi26_d3t
4 0ENTH

WANTED—In Gorham. West-

_20-1
UAI,E—At a bargain; the stock and
fixtures In the M. Y. Knight store at No. 40
Oxford St., must be sold at once as owner has
other busluess. This Is an old stand, established
over 20 years, and the very reasonable terms at
which It will be sold 'makes it one of the best bar26-1
gaius ever offered.

FOR

LET-A

house rent; parlor, sitthree sleeping rooms;
pantry; hath room. Price $17. Impure at No.
114Vs EXCHANGE STREET at Hasting s Warerooms. Also two fine office rooms In good shape
No. 114V» Exchange street.
26-1
line

TO ting room; very
Kitchen;

Interested la poultry to
WANTED—Everyone
call at
office and examine
stock of
our

our

poultry snpplles. Ground Oyster Shells, Beef
Scraps. Poultry Boue, "Dlrlgo Egg Food,” Wheat
Barley, Buckwheat, etc. C. B. DALTON A CO.,
27 Preble street.

2C-1

attends our discount sale;
$1,500 In French Kid to be exchanged for
cash; Woodmansee and Garside’s French Kid
26-1
only $4.50, former price $G.OO. BROWN.

IMMEtNUE

success

situation by
young lady
WANTKD-A
stenographer and type-writer; has had
best of
a

references given.

perience;

D. 408 Fore St.

MISS tfOLHAUPTER’S SCHOOL
FOR Y0UN6 LADIES AND CHILDREN.
Mpriag

The

begia
February 1st.

Term

will

on

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES
W.

COLCORD,

COMPANY.
CASWELL’S

143 PEARI, STREET.

dtf

Jan24

MRS.

Manufacturers.

A new term will open on

TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

1st.

A class In Art History will begin with the
history of painting.
A class will begin German, working on th

Hris terse haft Mysteut.
Mrs. Caswell will be at home to
every afternoon betwaen two and

jan21eodtf

The COMPLETE SUCCESS of
UNUSUAL MARK DOWN

If.

our

SALE, inaugurated by

lady in Portland to buv
WANTED—Every
pair of A. Garside & Son’s French Kid

a

26-1

capable girl for general housework ; references required. Apply at 47
FOREST AVENUE, continuation of Green St.

WANTEDA

Daniel R. Douglass, a former resident of
but who for the last ten years lias
been in California, returned some weeks
ago, making his home with his sister, the
wife of Jeremiah Dolley, in Durham. Sunday last he started out to make a eall upon
a neighbor, Henry Harrington, and when
lie bad nearly reached the house of Mr. Ilarrmgton, fell dead,
probably from heart
trouble.
His age was 62 years 6 months.
E. 13. Mallett, Jr., lias nearly 80,000 paving
cut, towards filling the contract with the
city of Portland. Several car loads have
been forwarded.
The new steam saw mill of Mr. Mallett

Freeport

will soon be in

large quantity

26 1

O/YYA PAIRM Gent’s Jersey Cloth Top ConOV/Vf gress, w idths AA, A, B, C and D, strictly
cash, only $6.00, former price $7.50. BROWN.
26-1

Owen, Moore & Go.

good capable girl to do general
WANTED—A
housework in a small family.
Addiess
HELP, this office.

on

AA, A, B, C and D,

JANUARY DARGAINS.

26-1

LADIEU—Please
count sale

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT !

business callers
three o’clock.

Button, only $4.50, former price $6.00. BROWN.

FREEPORT.

read Brown’s special disFrench Kid Boots, widths
BROWN,26-1
Our best quality fifty ceuts Ladies Underwear to be sold at 2G per cent, discount, making tbem desirable goods at Only 37% cents for a piece, or four pieces for
$1.50. They are desirable to buy for next
winter.

running order. Already a
of logs are landed in the yard.

Scarlet All Wool Drawers, one dollar
quality with tbe discount oil making price
76 cents, which is less than they ean be
made for to-day.

Forty dozen extra long All Wool, In
Blacks and Colors, to be sold at 16 cents.
Thirty dozen long Worsted Hose, In
Blacks, at 20 cents.
Ladies' full fashioned Ingrain Colors,
Fleecy Lined Hose, at 25 cents.
Excellent quality extra large sizes Fleecy
Lined Hose, at 50 cents.

Business In all the manufactories is active.
Men are employed and the community is
prosperous.
K.

Boston,

is booked at the Preble House.
He
is here for the purpose of introducing their
world renowned No. 7 5c. Straight Cigar.
This is without doubt the finest 5c. cigar
ever placed before the public.
It has no
and its steady
lias

,rival,

growing^iopularity

already carried the sales far up into the millions.

In

Cepe Elizabeth, by
H. Marshall of

wtn
of Cape Elizabeth.
lu Gorham, Jam

Fifty dozen Ladles’ Heavy All Wool,
with Merinoflleels and Toes, at 27 eents.
The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

Ten dozen Ladles’ Silk Plated, in very
handsome colorings, to be sold at $1.00

Endorsed tor its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined It.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and Hud It to he of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phos-

Men's and Boys Underwear lias been
marked down. On all odd lots we are making a discount of 25 and GO per cent.

phates, and to be au absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and
RICHARD

Kcv. W. H. Mitchell, EdPortland aud Eva C. Higgins
“

DEATHS
Iu tills city, Jan. 25, Eupenna, wile of A. F.
Arcbebald, aged 28 years 6 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In South Faris. Jan. 20, Miss Lizzie E. Morse
aged 25 years 6 months.
f
In York, Jam 14, Mrs. Eunice Simpson, aged
95 years.
In Kennebunk, Jan. 12, Miss J. Aldert Warren,
aged 24 years 8 months.
In Kennebunk, Jan. 19. Mrs. Armine I). Jones,
aged 82 years,—wife of Thatcher Jones.
In Wells, Jan. 19, Caroline Goodwin, aged 59
years.
In Biddeford, Jam 20, Mrs. Stephen F. Flood,
aged 26 years
In West Poland, Jan. 12, Mrs. Mary Brilev,

aged 84 years.
In Hanowell, Jau. 23, Theodore Downs, aged

74 years.
In Sackville, N. B., Jam 24, Mrs. Mary R. Carr
of Rev. Humphry Pickard, D. D., aud daughter of the late John Carr of Portland.
[The funeral service of the late Enoch F. Beal
will take place this (Wednesday) afternoon at 2
o’clock, from his late residence, No. 19 North St.
Burial at convenience of tUe family.

Peculiar
In many important points, Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
different from and superior to other medicines.
Peculiar In combination, proportion and preparation of ingredients, Hood’s Sarsaparilla possesses the full curative value of the best known
remedies of the vegetable kingdom.
Peculiar in strength and economy-Hood's Sarsaparilla Is the only medicine of which can truly
be said, "100 doses one dollar.” Medicines lii
larger and smaller bottles require larger doses
and do not produce as good results as

Sarsaparilla

Peculiar In Its medicinal merit, Hood's
Sarsaparilla accomplishes cures hitherto unknown, and
has won for Itself the title of “The
greatest blood
purifier ever discovered.”
Peculiar In its “good name at home”—there is
more of Hood's Sarsaparilla sold In
Lowell, where
it is made, than of all other blood purifiers.
Peculiar iu its phenomenal record of sales
abroad, no other preparation lias ever attained
such popularity in so short a time. It really

Is

a Peculiar Medicine
Peculiar in the confidence it gains among all
classes of people, one bottle always sells another.
Peculiar in the originality and effectiveness of
its advertising, its methods are continually being
*copied by competitors.
Do not be induced to buy other preparations
But be sure to get “the Peculiar Medicine,”

$1: six for $5.
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NERVOUS PROSTRATION.

Though we do not claim that
Veoetisb will cure every case
rof rheumatism, there is positive
rproofthat it has cured many. In fact,
rits power to correct the acid condition
id chemical changes in the blood which
produce the disease hasrfxjcome remarkable.
Tou can use nothing with greater certainty
of success. It has cured when other rem'edies failed. Use Vegetinb with perfect confldence for anv blood impurity. For Canker in the
Month and Stomach, Ulcer*, Pimple*. Boil*,
and all skin diseases, it always gives satisfaction. For
female weakuess, and debility, there is not a
dyspepsia,
medicine known that equate It Evidence from thousands of the best families in the country substantiate this
statement It purifies the blood, and that is the secret of
its great value as a vitajixer of the exhausted (Unctions.

i\,n?u 8

^—=.—'liver

Cure

in the Mouth.
25c.; 5 boxes,

9100. By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 llanover St., Boston.

FMW&wlylstor4thDnrm

GREAT BARGAINS.
Among the Special Bargains I
ing this week, are

am

offer-

150 Triple Plated Castors at
$1.50.
IOO doz. Med. Knives, stamped Wm. Rogers & Son, Hartford, at $2..15.
150 doz. of the genuine and
reliable (1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med- Knives at $2.85.

LADIES
READ THIS.
Beaver Sets
$9.00
.....
Nutria Sots
5.00
...
CoonSets
6.00
2 inch Bearer Trimming $2.60 per yard; 3 inch
$3.76. Monkey. Lynx. Otter, and
Skunk Skin Muffs very low.
....

Middle Street.

Fifty Men’s Gossamer Bubber Coats,
marked down from $2.00 to $1.00 each.

Three hundred pairs, with Merino Heels
and Toes, to be sold at 20 cents pair.

—

ox-

Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 25 and 2t>,
—

AT-

SHINE’S,

498 CONGRESS STREET,

COR. BROWN.

All the Remnants accumulated for the
past six months consisting of Black and
Colored Dress Roods, Silks. Velret
Trimming Roods, White Roods, Bleached
and Unbleached Cotton, Tabic Linens,
Furniture Corerlng, Crash, Flannels,
Pant Cloths, Cloakings, Cotton Shirtlugs, Ticking, Silesia, Cambrics, Hamburgs, Laces, Embroidery, odd lots
Rloies and Hosiery will be sold regardless of cost. In order to make this sale
a great success, we shall offer many

special bargains.

1 Case of Foulard Cambrics, 30 Inches
at 0 1-4 cents.
1000 yards English Silesia Remnants,
0 1-4 cents a yard.
5000 yards best Cambric at 3 cents
per yard.
2 Cases Fast Colored Print at 3 1*2
cents.
500 yards Table Linen at 25 cents a
yard, worth 50 cents.
300 odd Napkins at 2 cents each.
500 yards double width Cashmere
Remnants at 17 cents per yard, worth
88 cents.
2 Cases Westbrook Ringhams, new
styles, at 8 eents per yard.
1000 yards New flambnrgs, at 5, 8,
10 and 12 1-2 cents per yard. Just half

price.

All our Ladles’ and Misses’ Winter
Rarments at half price.

SHINE’S,

498
Jan22

ConffrmN

Street.
<11

w

CLOTHING
IS OUR SPECIALTY.

Shetland Wool in Scarlet and Blue, 6
cents skein, which usually sells for 20 cts.

ing

HATS

Spanish Worsted Knitting Yarn, which
sells at 25 cents, to be sold out at 15 cents.
Pongee Silk, in fancy colors, 38
per yard.

Hats we will sell at cost to reduce stock
We can show all the desirable styles
from 60 cents to 83.00.

our

A large lot of good English Hair Brushes
to be sold at 50 cents.

About twenty-five extra large size Hair
Brushes, which are actually sold in many
places at $3.00, we are going to sell at
$1.00 each,
lot of fine Brushes made for the “PullPalace Can Company,” but arriving
too late for their use, we purchased them
of the importer, and shall sell at 70 cents
each, which Is a very low price.
A

man

Fifty dozen five hundred Bone|lmported
Corsets, to be sold as a leader tlrts week
at $1.00 each.
All the soiled and odd pieces of Muslin
Underwear and Aprons In stock to be sold
at 25 per cent, discount.
Grand display of now Hamburg Embroideries will be open TO-DAY.

Owen. Moore & Co.
jau25

dtf

AT THE LOWEST

PRICES

FOR THE

QUALITY

icy Prof. Cadwell's book ot 128 pages "Full InCure Diseases and
to any gent purchasing a package of 5 reserve seat tickets for
himself and ladles; good for any evening.
Price of book alone 60 cents. It Is pronounced
more interesting reading than any novel ever
Get one and learn, as you poslvely can, of the past, present and future, through
mesmerism.
jau2*18t

IN NEW ENGLAND.
Now that
OUR STOCK

we

REDUCING

are

we are

offering

OVERCOATS,

Suits and Pants,
For Men, Boys and Children, at less
than the hare cost, in many cases, ot
the materials used. Anybody, if they
will take the pains to investigate, will
see at a glauce, that the prices are without precedent for the quality, all considered.
We mention a few prices showing difference betweeu NOW and before January 1st.
Men’s and Young Men’s All Wool Suits,
retail price $10, now only 0; sizes 35
to 40.
Bentlemen’s One English Whipcord
Suits, cut Sack, color Black, retail price
$20, now selling at $15.
Men’s fine heavy All Wool Ulsters,
Wool Lined, 30 to 40 size, regular retail price, $18, now selling at $12.
Bents’ flue Oxford Black and Brown
Chinchilla Beaver Overcoats at only

$20; $25 quality.
Young Men’s fine Blue Chinchilla
Bearer Overcoats, extra $15 quality,
now only $12 each.
Young Men’s $18 to $20 quality Blue

Chinchilla Overcoats for $15.
Large lot of Men’s low priced Overcoats at 83.50, $5, $0, $8 and $10;
many of them half price.

Bargains

are

offered

BUROETTORGANS.
Please call and bear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

STOOLS AND COVERS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

TUNIN6 TO OROER.

U. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

dtf

WATCHES,
Bargains

.tore

of

in

silver watches at the new
gold and
•

LARSON T

IEWELER,

177 MIDDLE

fulns

thr

has opened an office In

CENTENNIAL
»:»

md solicits the Inspection of the public of the
merits of the

CELEBRATED BANDS

on

slippery sidewalks with

a pair of
worn over

ARCTIC CKEKPCKS, Can be
Rubbers.
KNOW HOOKS, INDIAN VIOCCAMINM,
BO\IS« CI.OVKN, INDIAN CI.CHM,
PATENT DCVIII HI I.I.m, Cl'TI.KKV
and HPOKTIfllli CiOODH.

Removed to 203 Middle Stecet.

janio

uu

CARBURETOR,

tor enriching coal gas, and thereby

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.
whllo giving a more brilliant and effective light
The

BANCS CARBURETOR
aas been In constant use for the past five years in
Boston and other large cities, and needs no rec-

uov23

Decided

Bargains.

Men’s Heavy Riding Ulsters,
regular price $10, now selliug at
$6.

Men’s superior quality Leather
Jackets at $4 each, the lowest
price ever named in this quality.
Cardigan Jackets only $1, $1.50
and $2, reduced prices; slightly

damaged.
Boys’ Overcoats

at

10 years.

$1, sizes

4 to

Big bargains in Boys’ Overcoats
at $5, $6, $7 and $8.
We cordially invite you to call
and examine.

dtt

OLD FURS.
We re line Robes. Muffs, Collars, and make over
ail kinds of Furs at>ery short notice.

COE,

,
^o. U)7 Middle Street.

JUST ARRIVED.
Hard wood from Bobbins all, prepared
use. only $(i per cord dolly,
'red. Also the largest assortment of
wood kept in the city, including birch
'dglngs and slabs. Nova Scotia hard
wood. Wood sawed and split by steam
[tower.
Order* Solicited.
Telephone US7 H.

ready for

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

Boston & Portland

W.

O.

YORK.

OFFICES,

Jan5___dtf

SOLID COMFORT,

BLOCK,

KXfninuE -st

Hnmendatloa.

ST.,

Post Outer. Reparing of Watcliea
in all its branches, a specialty. A
jud Jewelry
line of Opera Glasses for sale and to let.
[me
Prices low.
nenr

Brown and Blue Worsteds and Hue All
Wool Cassimeres, former and regular
retail price $12 and $15, now only $8
and $10 per suit.
Large lot ot Boys’ Knee l’ants, in sizes
for boys 4 to 12 years at 25, 50, 75c,
$1, $1.25 and $1.50.
We are offering some unequalled barin Boys’ All Wool Knee Pants at
3.50, $5, $6, $7 and $8.

rile Maine State Heat and Light Co.

No. 8 Klin Street.

walking

Reserved Seats IS oents.

connEncE at s o’clock.

Suhllshed.

only $7 each, $12 quality.
125 Boys’ All Wool Suits, in sizes for
boys 14 to 17 years, in Black, and

oct!4

FAIRWEATHER,

PORTLAND.

structions How to Mesmerise,
relieve pains,” presented free

Extraordinary

SAMUEL THURSTON,
_

COMM HESS HALL.

EVERY RIGHT THIS WEEK EXCEPT MONDAY

in Men’s and Young Men’s All Wool
Suits at $10, $12 and $15.
A few Double Breasted Straight Frock
Coats and Vests in Black Worsted, at

COE,
We wish to call attention to the fact
that oar Combination Suits, both Cotton
and Flannel, are made to order, and cut
front measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, guuze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good fitting
and comfortable garments.

PROF. CADWELL,
Tickets 10 cents.

Six hundred Genuine French Tooth
Brushes, In sizes suitable for Ladies or
Men, to be sold at 13 cents each. This
without question Is the best bargain we
have ever sold in Tooth Brushes,

TECHNICON.

No. 107 Midwile Street.

SIXTH WEEK OF FUN.

cents

PIANOS !

AT COST.

n

cents, to be closed out at 20 cents.

eodtl

M. E.

buy

Blue mixed Scotch Knitting Worsted,
large skeins, which usually sell at 32

509 Congress Street.
decl4

All of

the cloth DIRECT
THE MILLS, BY THE
CASE AND FOR CASH, trimmings of all kinds in the same
way, manufacture them in our own
workshops, under our own supervision. We therefore ARE ABLE
to furnish the FINEST and medium grades of Ready Made ClothWe
FROM

Best Berlin Zephyr Wool to be sold at
10 cents per ounce, which Is Just half price.

A. M. WENTWORTH

Nausea, DrowsiBad Taste in the
Mouth, Coated Tongue,

Price 25 cents. 6 vials by inallfor$1.00.

Remnant Sale

per pair.

Opened Every Evening Until Christmas!

~

No. 197

pills

Headache, Sideache, Coated Tongrue,

and Bitter Ta*te
J^ngtipation,
The best Liver Regulator known.

ness,
ness,

Pain in tlie Side, &
VXvThey regulate the Bow
i. Im {\nd prevent Constipation and Piles. The einaJlcstund easiest to take.
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a viol, Purely Veg-

etable.

and

Prepared

u&wlvurm

P A RTF D Q
VH|\ I L!w

For RHEUMATISM,

Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

100 Doses One Dollar.

SICK

Ph. D.

NEUnALGIA
9jyYi
v

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists.
by C. I. HOOD & CO.,

A. M.

nrradly

•

wife

Hood’s

STANLEY,

marlO

Freeport.

In Bethel, Jan. 16. Wallace Farwell of Bethel
and Miss Agleua F. Sanders of Albany.
In Hartford1. Jan. 20, Benj. Y. Benson and Miss
Lillian M. Irish of Hartford,
In Corinua. Jan. 16, Geo. W. Nutter and Miss
Nettle McSwaln.
In Etna, Jam 16, Harvey Mitchell and Annie
M. Dver.
In Bath, Jan. 19, Edward H. Cook aud Lydia D.
Reed.

some

Three hundred pairs Men's Wool Socks
to be sold at 15 cents.

FOKSALE BY ALLCROCERS

23, by Rev. S. B. Sawyer. Geo.
W. Cole of Standisli and Miss Lizzie F. Ringrose

of

(

efficiency.”

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aesayer of Maine from ’76 to ’88.

MARRIACES.

AAMIIAL

Ten dozen Infants’ All Wool Hose to be
closed out at 10 cents pair.

surroundings.

Mr. T. A. Taylor, representing the well
known house of Howard D. Spurr & Co., of

us

three weeks ago, shows plainly
that the people of Portland and
vicinity, will appreciate honest and
reliable goods at low prices.
Our business experience of several years has taught us that there
is only ONE WAY TO REDUCE
OUR
STOCK, or to make a
FORCED SALE of any kind of
goods, and that is to MAKE LOW
PRICES, and never advertise anything or make statements in the
newspapers that is absolutely impossible to be done.

SACCARAPPA.

The “sidewalk question’’ is being generally discussed by the citizens of this village.
The points at issue will be decided by law.
Two large new stoves, of the “Hub Heater” pattern, have been placed in the general
waiting room of the Portland and Rochester
passenger depot, adding very much to the
comfort and convenience of the passengers.
Messrs. Hooper & Son have fitted up and
furnished the store lately reconstructed by
Mr. Dwinal Pride on Main street, where
they have opened a branch store with Mr. S.
S. Thompson, agent. Mr. Pride has made a
great improvement in the building and its

jt|

wide,

SCHOOL.

26-1

SUBURBAN NEWS.

CLOTHING

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

as
ex

Address

PORTLAND

Street.

c. w. AI.ITN

Tuesday,

dlw

J.

Exchange

ORAMD

WAITE,

TKACHEK OF PIANO,
NO. -L PARK PLACE,
Best of lteferences.
jan24dlw*

jan22

N. J.

Salesroom 18
r. o. baii.bv.
marl A

AND

Portland^Me.

The Frrarh classes will he eaadueled
the itleietersrhafl Mysleta.

ALBO-CARBON LICHT CO.

Aoftioneers and Commission Merchants

Send for circular.
Agent for the Caligraph.

M iss CO NSTANCE
auBplces

AUCTION HAITI.

BOSTON

Partlaad Mehool •( Mteaogrnphy.
Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

—

CITY HALL, FEBRUARY 1st AM) Nth.

LOTHI.TUJ.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

HARRY W.FRENCH

NOTES.
The Boston and Maine, lessees of the
Worcester, Nashua and Rochester Railroad,
appealed to the Supreme Court from the valuation assessed against the latter in 1886 by
the State board of equalization for purpose
of taxation.

kell, land.

I

will deliver Ills Illustrated lecture

the suit

Hood’s

Hon. W. B. Ilayford of Bangor, who has
been seriously ill is improving.
□Hon. Charles Shaw of Dexter, who has
been seriously ill of pneumonia is recover

NEW ,1 DE VKTINEMENTM.

born in London, Eng., in 1817

was

RAILWAY MATTERS.

PERSONAL.

Mr. E.

He

and came to this country with his parents
when 13 years ol age. He was the secretary
of the Old Protection Insurance Company of
Hartford for several years.

CLOTHING COMPANY,

IJO Commercial St., «
Washington St.,
and cor. Danrorth and Uiark Sts.
JW'6
emit 111.

Spectacles and Eye Glasses accurately lltted
dec29

177 Middle at.

dtf

255

middle

Street,

NOTICE.
The MISSES IIYDE, Dressmakers,
formerly of 614 Congress St., have taken rooms at
453 1-2 Congress SL, Clapps Stock.
AND «II I, OPEN MARCH let.
diw

jau2i

PORTLAND,
VV. C.
Iau25

WAKE,

ME.

Manager.
dt
B

v
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